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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

This report assesses the potential atmospheric impacts of a proposed hypothetical fleet of high

speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft. Civil supersonic transport aircraft were first developed in

the 1970s, but, due to economic and environmental concerns, the number of commercial

supersonic aircraft in regular service has been small (fewer than 20 aircraft). Recent developments

in aviation technology and passenger demand, however, indicate that a substantially larger fleet of

HSCTs may be environmentally and economically feasible in the next few decades. During the

1990s, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the aerospace industry

have embarked on a technology research and development program, the High-Speed Research

Program, to facilitate technology development and help make widespread supersonic travel

possible. The purpose of this report is to assess the effects of HSCTs on atmospheric composition

and climate in order to provide a scientific basis for making technical, commercial, and

environmental policy decisions regarding the HSCT fleet.

The work summarized here was carried out as part of NASA's Atmospheric Effects of Aviation

Project (AEAP) (a component of the High-Speed Research Program) as well as other NASA,

United States, and international research programs. Impacts of supersonic aircraft have been

assessed previously in 1975 by the Climate Impact Assessment Program and by NASA in 1993

and 1995. Here we describe progress in understanding atmospheric processes and the current state

of understanding of the atmospheric effects of HSCTs. The principal focus is on change in

stratospheric ozone concentrations. The impact on climate change is also a concern. We delineate

the principal uncertainties in atmospheric predictions and estimate the associated errors in predicted

effects of HSCTs. The findings represent a broad consensus of the atmospheric research

community, comprising the authors, contributors, and reviewers.

A. What are the emissions of greatest concern for the HSCT aircraft
fleet?

The HSCT emissions of primary concern for stratospheric ozone and climate are oxides of

nitrogen (NOx), water (H20), and aerosol particles and particle precursor gases.

NOx

Nitrogen oxides participate in a wide range of chemical processes that affect ozone. (a) The

principal loss process for ozone in the middle and upper stratosphere involves NOx radicals, and

thus, exhaust that is transported to these regions will reduce ozone. The transport of NO_ from

HSCTs to altitudes above 22 km and accumulation at these altitudes is a critical question for the

assessment. (b) In the lower stratosphere, NO_ radicals moderate ozone loss due to other radical

species (hydrogen oxides (HO_), chlorine oxides (C10_), bromine oxides (BrOx)); thus addition of

NO_ from HCST exhaust can either increase or decrease ozone in this region depending on the
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relativebalanceamongtheradicals.(c) In thepolarwinter stratosphere,nitrogenoxidesparticipate
in formationof polar stratosphericclouds(PSCs),which leadto largeseasonalozonelossin these
regions,e.g.,theAntarcticozone"hole." Theneteffectof increasingNOxdependson interactions
betweentransport,heterogeneouschemistry,homogeneouschemistry,andthecompositionof the
unperturbedatmosphere.

WATER

HSCT emissions could increase lower stratospheric water vapor by about 0.5 parts per million by

volume (ppmv) (10 to 15% for a fleet of 500 aircraft) affecting climate, aerosol processes, and

rates for chemical reactions. Warming of the lower atmosphere as a result of increased

stratospheric water is predicted to be the main climatic effect of HSCTs, although the magnitude of

this effect is not well determined at this time. The composition and growth of aerosol particles,

including PSCs, is influenced because increased water vapor raises the condensation temperature.

Increased water also increases the reactivity of aerosol toward gases, such as hydrogen chloride

(HC1) and chlorine nitrate (C1ONO2), thus influencing the relative concentrations of radical species.

Since water is the source of HOx radicals, increased water leads directly to higher concentrations of

HO_. Model calculations suggest that the associated increase in HO_ is as important as changing

NO_ for enhancing ozone loss.

AEROSOL PARTICLES

Repeated observations since 1994 consistently show that a large number of ultrafine (<20 nm

diameter) aerosol particles exist in jet engine exhaust plumes, and that particle production increases

as the sulfur content of fuel increases. Emission of small particles and sulfur dioxide (SO2) can

potentially increase aerosol surface area throughout the stratosphere which suppresses NO_ and

enhances ozone loss by C1Ox and HO_. Proposed mechanisms for small particle formation are still

controversial, and the effects on particle abundance throughout the stratosphere are uncertain, but

atmospheric ozone is definitely sensitive to changing aerosol conditions.

B. What factors determine the impact of HSCTs on stratospheric ozone?

The impacts of HSCTs depend on:

• The quantity of exhaust deposited (water, NO_, particle mass and surface area) and its location

in altitude and latitude;

Atmospheric transport, especially the eventual accumulation of exhaust products in various

parts of the stratosphere. The integration of changes in chemical rates for ozone loss and

transport of ozone produces the perturbed ozone distribution;

• Microphysics (formation, growth, coagulation, and settling) of aerosol particles in the

atmosphere;

• Chemical reactions of the exhaust products with aerosols, atmospheric radicals, and ozone; and
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• Thebackgroundstate(meteorologyandcomposition)of thefutureatmosphereontowhich the
HSCTperturbationis superimposed.

Thelinkagebetweentransport,chemistry,aerosolmicrophysics,andtheatmosphericbackground
makespredictingozonechangedueto HSCTemissionschallenging.

C. What major progress has been accomplished since the previous
HSCT assessment?

Great progress has been made in ozone assessment science since the previous HSCT assessment.

Progress is led by new atmospheric observations and numerical model development. Observations

pave the way for improved understanding and simulation of transport, chemistry, and emission

processes. Models have been developed which are more soundly based in physical principles with

fewer restrictive assumptions.

TRANSPORT DIAGNOSIS

Observations of chemical tracers, studies using analyzed meteorological fields and idealized

models, and advances in theory have improved understanding and quantification of several key

components of transport necessary to predicting the distribution of HSCT exhaust. In situ

measurements of chemical tracers have been obtained within the previously data-sparse tropics.

These observations permit quantitative diagnosis of key pathways for dispersal of HSCT exhaust

into the upper stratosphere where chemical sensitivity to NO x is high. Measurements of carbon

dioxide (CO2), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and hydrogen fluoride (HF) over a range of latitude and

altitude have enabled mean ages of air in the stratosphere to be determined. Age of air is a directly

measured diagnostic related to stratospheric residence time and hence to the potential accumulation

of HSCT exhaust in the stratosphere. The quantitative analysis of tropical transport and mean age

provide stringent new tests of transport within numerical models. Comparison between

observations and models is essential for assessing the uncertainty in the ozone perturbation and in

developing more accurate models.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Three-dimensional (3-D) atmospheric models have been applied to the HSCT assessment for the

first time. Three-dimensional models incorporate a more physically realistic representation of the

atmosphere than two-dimensional (2-D) models. The modular design of the Global Modeling

Initiative 3-D model has made it possible to test the different components of the model (e.g., the

numerical transport algorithm and the source of the wind and temperature fields). Objective criteria

for performance with respect to data have been applied. Thus, we discern differences among

models in their response to the HSCT perturbation and begin to weigh their results. A major

model-measurement comparison and model intercomparison (M&M II) has been conducted, and all

models in this assessment have been tested in comparison to a standard set of performance

benchmarks. Also, the 2-D models have incorporated more complete process representations

including those for aircraft aerosol exhaust, PSCs, heterogeneous reaction rates, and wave-driven

mixing. These model developments give us more confidence in our physical representation of the

stratospheric system.
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CHEMISTRY

Improved confidence in chemistry has come about largely through observational data on chemicals

not previously measured and more accurate data over a more comprehensive range of conditions,

including the first in summer polar regions. Observations of key species and new laboratory

measurements, placed in a diagnostic model framework, show good accuracy in partitioning

components of reactive nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen in the models. This establishes

confidence that we are not missing significant reactions or unknown species that would alter the

calculated response of the chemical system to the HSCT perturbation.

EMISSIONS

The most important progress on emissions comes in confirming the importance of near-field

production of small sulfate aerosol particles by HSCTs. New direct measurements for existing

aircraft show formation of volatile ultra-fine aerosol particles in exhaust plumes from all aircraft

sampled. In-flight measurements indicate that the number of particles is dependent on fuel sulfur

content, while altitude chamber measurements show that sulfur emissions at the engine exit plane

are primarily SO 2. These observations support earlier inferences of a composition of sulfuric acid

(H2SQ)At20 for the volatile particles detected in the plume. Soot emissions from current aircraft

engines are roughly two orders of magnitude lower in particle number density than volatile

aerosols, and soot from HSCTs is expected to have a negligible effect on ozone and climate.

Measurements of gaseous constituents, including HO x and NOx, emitted from current aircraft are

consistent with expected emissions and plume models of gas-phase chemistry and dispersion.

This reduces our uncertainty in applying current knowledge of emissions to the proposed future

fleet.

D. What are the predicted impacts of the HSCT fleet on stratospheric
ozone and climate?

Predictions of the impact of the future HSCT fleet have been calculated using a set of numerical

models of chemistry and transport. Model calculations have been performed for a variety of

scenarios to test a range of HSCT design parameters and atmospheric variations.

Based on a combination of model calculations and expert judgement, the estimated column ozone

change in the Northern Hemisphere is -0.4% for a fleet of 500 HSCTs flying Mach 2.4 with an

NO_ emission index (EIyox) of 5 g/kg, EIso2 of 0.4 g/kg, and 10% of fuel sulfur converted to

particles. Based on the same combination of model calculations and expert judgement for the

uncertainty in component processes, the hemispheric ozone response will likely be in the range of

-2.5 to +0.5%.

We also note that the maximum seasonal and latitudinal ozone changes will be greater than the

hemispheric annual mean. Polar regions are a special concern. All models show their largest

amount of column ozone loss at high latitudes and a minimum change in the tropics. The column

ozone change is the sum of an ozone increase at lower stratospheric/upper tropospheric altitudes

plus a decrease generally at and above the HSCT flight altitude. This balance between net

production and loss is different for different models and depends strongly on latitude. The season
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of maximum change is not consistent among the models, with most predicting a springtime

maximum ozone decrease but others a maximum in the summer or fall. These variations are

connected to the models' sensitivity to chemical reactions in cold polar regions and PSC processes.

The climate forcing attributable to an HSCT fleet in the year 2050 is predicted to result in a

warming which is small relative to that expected from other anthropogenic sources. The total

radiative forcing from 1000 HSCTs is calculated to be +0.1 W m 2 in 2050. This HSCT number is

a concern because the radiative forcing is disproportionately large for the amount of fuel used and

equivalent to about 50% of the forcing from the entire projected subsonic fleet. Climate forcing is

sensitive to HSCT emissions because the H20 accumulation is localized in the lower stratosphere.

The uncertainty in the HSCT climate forcing is estimated to be about a factor of 3 due to

uncertainty in the exhaust accumulation and uncertainty in the temperature adjustment to a non-

uniform perturbation of radiatively active gases in the stratosphere.

Several findings relevant to HSCT design issues come out of the atmospheric assessment. These

are considered reliable notwithstanding uncertainties in model results, because they derive from

basic understanding of stratospheric processes.

* The HSCT impact on ozone depends directly on total emissions, i.e., fleet size and fuel use.

Water vapor, which is inherent to jet fuel combustion, accounts for a major part of the

calculated stratospheric ozone impact. Increased water vapor in the stratosphere may also

contribute to global climate wanning.

NO x emissions are important. Although current atmospheric models do not show much

relative sensitivity to very low (EINOx = 5 to 10) emissions, higher NOx emissions clearly

increase the impact, especially for larger fleet sizes.

Production of sulfate aerosol particles makes a significant contribution to the calculated ozone

impact. This implies that low-sulfur fuel options and methods to control production of particle

precursors should be explored.

• Flying the HSCT at lower altitudes reduces stratospheric impacts. The atmospheric residence

time of the exhaust is decreased and the chemical sensitivity is reduced.

• Special issues are associated with exhaust build-up in polar regions, both winter and summer.

Under current HSCT route scenarios, direct emissions into the polar vortex are minimal.

E. What are the major uncertainties in the prediction of HSCT impacts?

In several key areas, comparisons of model simulations and observational data challenge current

model predictions.
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TRANSPORT

Most exhaust will be emitted in the lower stratosphere in the Northern Hemisphere. Observations

and models show that much of this exhaust will be carried downward into the troposphere and

lost, but a fraction will be transported into the tropics, where it will be carried upward and mixed

back into the mid-latitudes at higher altitudes. This material will increase stratospheric

concentrations of total reactive nitrogen (NOy), water vapor, and small particles globally.

Predicting the magnitude of the fraction dispersed globally, and its residence time in the

stratosphere, is a critical part of the assessment. There is a large difference among the models in

the calculated accumulation of HSCT exhaust. Current models, both 2-D and 3-D, differ from

diagnostic observations that test global stratospheric residence times. In particular, models predict

a smaller mean age of stratospheric air, by about a factor of two, than inferred from observations.

This tendency suggests that models may underestimate stratospheric residence times and the actual

accumulation of exhaust that would occur in the atmosphere.

Transport uncertainties are also primarily responsible for models differing in their simulation of

key trace species distributions, both from each other and from observations. To the extent that

these model distributions do not match reality, the HSCT perturbation is superimposed on an

incorrect background atmosphere. In particular, the model background NOy controls the HSCT

ozone response to a large extent, and no solution is known to simultaneously fix model

comparisons to mean age and NOy measurements.

AEROSOL EMISSIONS

The impact of HSCT emissions on stratospheric sulfate aerosol and the resultant effect on

chemistry and ozone has emerged as one of the most important effects of aircraft in the

stratosphere. Multi-phase reactions on sulfate particles strongly influence the balance among

chemical ozone loss pathways in the lower stratosphere globally. More small volatile particles are

formed in jet aircraft exhaust than previously expected, and the mechanism and control of this

production are currently not well understood. Particle production has been shown to depend on

fuel sulfur, but the particle emission yield for the HSCT is still very uncertain. Model calculations

testing the atmospheric sensitivity to a range of particle emissions under differing atmospheric

aerosol loadings, which are mainly controlled by volcanic eruptions, result in a range of impacts

larger than that attributed to nitrogen oxides or water.

POLAR PROCESSES

Processes occurring at cold polar temperatures in winter are important to ozone because they

initiate chlorine-catalyzed ozone destruction that is responsible for large seasonal ozone depletions

(e.g., the "ozone hole"). Properly predicting the interaction of aircraft water, nitrogen oxides, and

particles with cold polar processes is an important component of the HSCT assessment. However,

our basic understanding of how polar stratospheric clouds, sulfate aerosol, and gases interact to

produce rapid polar ozone loss is not complete and simulation in global models is difficult. Test

calculations show that inclusion of these processes does significantly alter the calculated impact of

HSCT emissions by increasing polar ozone loss, but the amount of loss varies between models
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dependingon their methodof parameterization. In this assessmentwehavebegunto quantify
thesepreviouslyunquantifiedeffects,but theuncertaintyis still significant.

CHEMISTRY

Recent measurements suggest inaccuracies in the chemical kinetic rates used in current model

calculations of the partitioning of nitrogen oxides between NO x radical and non-radical species. In

general, models using current rates predict lower concentrations of radicals than observed, a

tendency that would underestimate reductions in ozone. Known deficiencies in both transport and

chemistry appear to lead to underestimation of ozone reduction due to HSCTs. Also, changes in

the total ozone column due to HSCT exhaust result from a balance between ozone increases in the

lower, aerosol-rich lower stratosphere and ozone losses in the NO-rich middle and upper

stratosphere. Models differ in the magnitude of the vertical and latitudinal contributions to this

critical balance.

THE FUTURE ATMOSPHERE

HSCTs would operate in a future stratosphere that will likely have different trace constituent

mixing ratios and aerosol abundances. Climate change from increasing CO 2 will also change

stratospheric temperatures and winds. Future changes in these and related quantities cannot be

predicted with high accuracy. Since the effect of HSCT exhaust depends on the composition and

meteorology of the background atmosphere, estimates of future changes in ozone are

correspondingly uncertain. Changes in polar regions deserve special attention. In addition, the

response to HSCT emissions has been tested in models with observations from current and past

atmospheric conditions. The applicability to future conditions is less certain.

CLIMATE FORCING

The uncertainty in the HSCT climate forcing is estimated to be about a factor of 3. This is due to

uncertainty in the exhaust accumulation and uncertainty in the temperature adjustment to a non-

uniform perturbation of radiatively active gases in the stratosphere. This level of uncertainty,

combined with the small magnitude of the calculated effect, makes it difficult to assess whether the

HSCT climate impact is a serious concern or not.

F. Where do we stand now?

As a result of the progress on numerous aspects of the HSCT prediction problem, we are now able

to predict the effects of stratospheric aviation with greater certitude than ever before. In this

assessment a central value for the column ozone perturbation has been estimated based on model

calculations, our understanding of the fundamental physics and chemistry of the atmosphere, and

knowledge of the potential exhaust emissions. Uncertainties have been estimated for the key

processes in calculating HSCT ozone impacts and a range of uncertainty about the central value has

been estimated. The sensitivity of the ozone change to a set of aircraft design and atmospheric

variables has been assessed. Along with the assessment of ozone change, uncertainty, and

sensitivity, we have identified the significant issues and reasons for concern about the accuracy and

reliability of HSCT predictions. Taken together, these results should provide useful guidance for
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informed decisions on environmental policy and technology development for the HSCT aircraft.

The status of several specific issues follows.

On stratospheric transport, the new measurement diagnostics and model comparisons allow us to

begin to quantitatively evaluate model performance. Rapid model improvement will follow as

specific shortcomings are addressed. Although the means to improvement are not all apparent, the

new metrics will become part of standard procedure and models will respond. A limited number of

3-D model runs have been made for this assessment. A major emphasis will be diagnosing

transport in 3-D models. These models are now on the verge of major advancement, almost certain

to follow with further analysis and maturity. Until that time, though, stratospheric transport

remains a major uncertainty for HSCT assessment.

Although the formation of particles in HSCT exhaust is not quantitatively predictable, the

parametric studies used in this assessment limit the range of uncertainty in the chemical effect from

this source. Continued process modeling and measurements should allow a mechanistic

understanding of particle formation in current aircraft engine exhaust sufficient to better predict the

formation of particles in HSCT plumes, thereby reducing the range used in this assessment. The

processes controlling the background stratospheric aerosol distribution also need to be better

quantified through systematic analysis of satellite and in situ observations.

Gas-phase photochemical mechanisms are generally understood and most are modeled within the

combined uncertainties of the measurements and rate coefficients. Recent laboratory measurements

are likely to resolve the NOx/NOy chemical issue identified for models used in this assessment.

The possibility of missing chemical processes, which could invalidate our HSCT assessment, is

significantly decreased, but continued observations are needed to minimize the risk.

We continue to be cautious about the potential effects of HSCTs in polar regions because of the

demonstrated high sensitivity of ozone to changes there. This assessment does not find

unexpectedly large changes near the poles, but we allow the possibility that we have not probed the

full possible range of response. An upcoming measurement campaign should help to improve our

ability to simulate ozone in polar regions and enhance HSCT assessment confidence. The natural

evolution of climate research directed toward international climate assessments will further limit

uncertainties in the state of the future atmosphere and the potential climate effects of HSCTs.

In summary, great progress has been made in understanding the potential effects of HSCTs in the

atmosphere. However, we are not yet able to establish statistically rigorous error bounds on the

effects of supersonic aircraft. We can carefully and critically develop a set of expert opinions on

the likely ranges for future effects. To be more quantitative requires improvements in

understanding and model capabilities not yet realized. We believe a strong foundation for future

advances has been built: the enhanced capability to test models should pave the way for improved

models in the future.
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G. What can be done to reduce the uncertainties?

Research objectives consistent with the assessed sensitivities and the largest known uncertainties

should include improved quantitative understanding of:

Transport and dynamics of the stratosphere. Model differences from tracer observations

(especially NOr), underestimates of mean age, and the relation of residence time with HSCT
exhaust accumulation make it a high priority to obtain improved knowledge of the rates for the

residual mean circulation and improvements in data in the tropopause region.

Production of ultrafine aerosol particles by jet engines. We need to understand the mechanism

for particle production in current engines and the dependence on fuel sulfur well enough to

predict HSCT particle production. Progress in understanding this phenomenon will follow

from studying the process in the engine components, through the aircraft near field, and out to

global scales.

Polar studies, especially the mechanism for polar denitrification and the sensitivity of ozone

loss in the Arctic to changes in HzO , aerosols, and NO r. These issues are the focus of the
upcoming SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment (SOLVE) mission.

Photochemistry, laboratory studies, atmospheric observations, and analysis should continue

with an emphasis on quantifying uncertainties and evaluating the potential for missing

chemistry. Specific discrepancies in NOx/NOy partitioning must be resolved.

Continued development, evaluation, and refinement of models. Fundamental processes

represented in current models, with particular attention to transport, model resolution, and

numerical artifacts require continued scrutiny. Methods for evaluating model performance,

uncertainty quantification, and use of 3-D models should be continued.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND FRAMEWORK FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

1.1 Background

The purpose of this document is to assess the potential atmospheric impacts of a proposed fleet of

high speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft. It reviews work done under the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) Atmospheric Effects of Aviation Project (AEAP) as well as

other NASA, United States, and international research programs. The findings represent a broad

consensus of the atmospheric research community comprising the authors, contributors, and

reviewers. This report follows a previous NASA assessment in 1995 [Stolarski et al., 1995] and

an interim assessment in 1993 [Albritton et al., 1993].

The HSCT is a proposed conceptual aircraft that would carry approximately 300 passengers,

similar to current airliners, but at more than twice the speed (Mach 2.4, 1600 mph). Critical new

technologies required for such an aircraft are being developed in partnership between NASA and

the aerospace industry [Wilhite and Shaw, 1997]. In conceptual configuration, this airplane would

cruise at an optimum altitude in the 17- to 20-kin range (56,000 to 66,000 ft). A flight altitude of

20 km puts the exhaust emission from the HSCT well into the stratosphere where most of the

atmospheric ozone resides (Figure 1-1). Concern about the impact of aircraft exhaust on ozone

contributed to the decision not to develop a supersonic transport (SST) in the United States in the

1970s [Johnston, 1971; CIAP, 1975]. Much has changed, however, both in our understanding of

ozone perturbations and in the aeronautical technology which controls emissions [Albritton et al.,

1993; Stolarski et al., 1995].
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of the atmosphere between the ground and 30 km. Temperature is
shown by the solid curve using the bottom scale and concentration of ozone molecules is shown
as a dashed curve using the top scale. Both are for mid-latitude conditions from the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere [1976]. Typical cruise altitudes for HSCTs and subsonic aircraft are
indicated.



A primary environmental concern regarding HSCT emissions is the possibility of stratospheric

ozone depletion. Reduction in stratospheric ozone poses risks to human health through increased

ultraviolet radiation at the Earth's surface, possible damage to the biota, and changes in

atmospheric temperature and climate. Considerable depletion in stratospheric ozone (several

percent per decade) has already occurred as a result of the release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)

and other gases produced by human activities [McPeters et al., 1996]. Assessment of CFC

impacts has led to international treaties to control emissions and stop production of numerous

substances [WMO, 1995, 1999]. Changes in stratospheric ozone may also result from changes in

stratospheric temperature and dynamics due to increasing amounts of so-called "greenhouse

gases," e.g., water (H20), and carbon dioxide (CO2) [WMO, 1999]. The predicted impact of

HSCTs on stratospheric ozone is the main focus of the current assessment.

HSCT exhaust may affect ozone in several ways. The exhaust components of interest for ozone

impacts are oxides of nitrogen (NO x (= nitric oxide (NO) + nitrogen dioxide (NO2))), H20, and

particulate matter. Engine combustion produces NOx. NO_ is known to participate in one of the

main catalytic chemical cycles destroying ozone in the atmosphere. Adding NO_ will, in much of

the stratosphere, increase the chemical removal rate of ozone. The effect of added NO_ in some

regions, however, is not so straightforward. NO_ interferes with other chemical loss processes

and may even contribute to a net increase of ozone in the lowermost stratosphere.

HSCT engines will also produce H20. H20 in the stratosphere is a source of oxides of hydrogen

(HOx), another chemical destroyer of ozone. In addition, H20 plays a major role in condensation

of cloud particles in the stratosphere, which in turn affect the balance of chemicals destroying

ozone [Carslaw et al., 1997]. Jet engine exhaust is also a source of soot and sulfate particles to the

stratosphere. These products will interact with the other exhaust products and the components of

the background atmosphere in a non-linear fashion to produce an overall impact on ozone.

The net chemical effect of the emissions depends strongly on the transport, dispersion, and

residence time of the effluent in the stratosphere. Once transported into the troposphere, the

exhaust is largely removed by precipitation, mixing, and deposition to the Earth's surface.

Because the loss processes for HSCT exhaust are rapid, unlike CFCs, the lifetime of the HSCT

perturbation is relatively short, about 1 to 3 years [Schoeberl et al., 1998].

In addition to their potential effect on ozone, HSCT emissions may affect temperature and climate

through emission of the radiatively important gases CO 2 and H20, and particles. Changes in ozone

will also affect temperature in the stratosphere. These effects were assessed previously [Rind and

Lonergan, 1995; Stolarski et al., 1995], and the impact was generally considered to be small.

Recently, however, HSCT radiative forcing has been re-examined, and the issue has emerged as a

concern, albeit with large uncertainties in the magnitude of the effect. The issues and uncertainties

in HSCT climate forcing are reviewed in Chapter 4, but climate impact is not a major focus of this

report.

The possible interactions of HSCT exhaust with the atmosphere are complex and uncertain. The

fleet does not yet exist, and thus the effect cannot be measured, nor do we have an analogous

perturbation to compare it to. Because of this, the potential effects of HSCTs are calculated in

numerical models of atmospheric chemistry and transport. Such chemical transport models



(CTMs)arenecessarilyincompleterepresentationsof therealatmosphere.We havean incomplete
fundamentalunderstandingof how theatmosphereworks. Furthermore,computershavelimited
capacityto simulatethe atmosphericsystemat all time and spatialscales. Thesefactorsleadto
significantuncertaintyin calculationof HSCTimpacts.In thisworkwe assessthecurrentstateof
understandingof importantprocesses,our ability to accuratelysimulatethemin models,and the
consequentuncertaintyin predictedimpactsof stratosphericaviation.

Assessmentof the impact of aviation on the atmospherewill also be found in the
IntergovernmentalPanelon ClimateChange(IPCC) SpecialReporton Aviation and the Global
Atmospherescheduledfor publicationin 1999. TheIPCC report is closelyrelatedto this NASA
report. Many of the HSCT modelcalculationsare the same. The NASA report is writtenby
AEAP researchers,many of whom also participatedin the IPCC report. The IPCC report,
however,has a major focus on the currentand future subsonicaircraft fleet while this NASA
report concentratesfully on HSCT-specificissues, including enhanceddiscussionand further
explorationof uncertainties.

1.2 Summary of Previous Assessment

A summary of key findings and recommendations from the previous NASA report [Stolarski et al.,

1995] is as follows:

The impact of HSCT NO x on ozone was smaller than thought in the 1970s. Understanding of

the NOx chemistry of the stratosphere improved significantly since the original evaluations in

the 1970s. We now understand that aerosol reactions play a major role in controlling the

abundances of NQ, HQ, and reactive chlorine. Aerosol reactions increase HO_ and the

amount of catalytically active chlorine while at the same time decreasing the amount of NO_.

The result is a lessening of the predicted effect of NOx from the earlier results of the 1970s.

Chemical mechanisms were confirmed by in situ data on ozone loss rates. The partitioning of

nitrogen into NO_ and its less reactive reservoirs was confirmed by in situ measurements in the

lower stratosphere. These measurements lend additional credence to the loss rates calculated in

models that are used to predict the impact of HSCTs.

Climate impacts were estimated to be small. Simple calculations showed that the radiative

forcing due to changing ozone, water vapor, soot, CO 2, and sulfate particles was expected to

be small compared to other changes in greenhouse gases. Model calculations with a low-

resolution three-dimensional (3-D) model supported the small impact of changing ozone and

water vapor relative to model variability.

Sulfur conversion to particles was identified as a potential problem not previously considered.

A new finding was that sulfur coming from the exhaust might be in the form of tiny new

particles rather than gas. This was experimentally observed in the exhaust of a Concorde SST

aircraft. It implies that the increase in ambient particle surface area due to a fleet of HSCTs will

be greater than previously thought. This increase in particulate leads to an enhancement in

active chlorine and ozone loss through the chlorine loss cycle. The effect would diminish

somewhat as chlorine decreases in future years. Model calculations showed that this effect is



sensitiveto a numberof factors,especiallythe fraction of the sulfur that appearsas new
particles.

A crude attemptwas madeat estimatingoverall uncertainties. Some were quantitatively
estimated,but othersrequiredpureguesses.It wasnotclearhow to combineall of theknown
sourcesof uncertaintyinto anoverallestimate.

Several recommendationswere made. To deal with transport uncertaintiesthe report
recommendedanaugmentationof chemicaltracermeasurementswhichledto aseriesof aircraft
andballoonmissions. Thereportalsorecommendedthedevelopmentof a 3-D CTM which
resultedin formationof the GlobalModelingInitiative (GMI). The reportrecommendedan
improvedmodelingof particleformationin exhaustand the inclusionof a standardparticle
descriptionin two-dimensional(2-D) models. Finally, thereportrecommendedan improved
characterizationof exhaustaerosolswhich ledto in-flight andaltitude-chamberenginetests.

1.3 Overview of 1998 Assessment Report

Major progress has been achieved since the last assessment. Field measurement campaigns have

been carried out to obtain data with which to begin quantitatively evaluating model transport

processes. Observational data have also augmented our ability to constrain and evaluate modeling

of stratospheric chemistry. These data have been used in the Models and Measurements II

(M&M II) intercomparison and evaluation exercise [Park et al., 1999]. Assessments have been

performed for the first time with 3-D CTMs. The assessment numerical models have been made

more complete in their representation of atmospheric processes including sulfate microphysics,

heterogeneous reactions, polar stratospheric clouds, and planetary wave parameterizations. And

finally, the current assessment includes an extensive test of the impact of sulfate particle production

by aircraft.

Along with this progress, new issues have arisen which must be considered in the aircraft

assessment. Research into the manifestations of climate change from CO 2 and other greenhouse

forcings indicates that the stratosphere in which the HSCT will eventually fly may be very different

than today's atmosphere. We have strong indication that the chemical, radiative, and dynamical

elements of the system are tightly coupled. The wave-driven transport circulation, which controls

the global distribution of stratospheric ozone, may be altered by temperature changes in the lower

atmosphere. Stratospheric temperature and the abundance of water and other trace species will

change in ways often difficult to predict. Sensitivity to these changes is magnified by non-

linearities in the chemical system triggered by a combination of homogeneous catalysis, titration

points, and phase transitions in combination with heterogeneous catalysis. These factors caution

that the response to a relatively small perturbation like the HSCT has the potential to be significant

and that we must accurately describe the background atmosphere onto which the perturbation is

projected. Although the future atmosphere in 2015 to 2050 cannot be known, in this assessment

we have begun to probe how some of the expected compositional changes may interact with the

HSCT emission and what level of uncertainty is engendered.

In this introduction (Chapter 1) to the report we review the background and content of the

assessment report. We then proceed to establish a framework for evaluating and compounding



uncertaintiesin the calculatedestimatesof the HSCT impact on ozone (below). Several
componentsof theuncertaintyandmethodsfor combiningthemarenot yet available. Hencethe
frameworkhasmissingcomponentsandthefinal evaluationis to alargeextentqualitative.

In Chapter2 we assessthecurrentstateof understandingof atmosphericprocesses,specifically
transportandchemistry,asrelatedto calculationof HSCT ozoneimpacts. Transportissuesare
identifiedwhicharecriticalto reliablypredictingHSCT impacts. New measurementshavebegun
to quantify ratesof somekey transportprocesses. For others, direct measurementsare not
available,andlargeuncertaintiesremainin the aggregateof transportprocessesthat determinethe
distributionand lifetime of HSCT exhaust. By comparison,confidenceis fairly high in our
understandingof gas-phasechemicalprocessesrelatedto HSCT impactson ozone. Extensive
analysisof chemicalmeasurementsfrom aircraft, balloon, and satellite indicates that our
descriptionof stratosphericchemistryis generallyaccurateandappearsnearlycomplete.Thereare
severalexceptions,but we seea clearpathwayto resolving the problems. Understandingof
heterogeneous(gas-particle)chemicaland particlemicrophysicalinteractionshas improved but
theseprocessesremaindifficult to representprecisely.

We assessthe expectedemissionsfrom the HSCT and their depositionin the stratospherein
Chapter3. We establishthe emissionsscenariosthatwill be input to theassessmentCTMs and
reviewthemethodologyfor estimatingthe emittedamountsandspatialdistribution. Of particular
interestarethe emissionsof CO2,H20, NOx,andsulfur gasesandparticles. Unknowns in the
ultimateaircraftconfiguration,number,and datefor deploymentare treatedparametrically. A
majoruncertaintyis identifiedin the aircraftproductionof small sulfateparticles,which have a
majorimpactoncalculatedozone.

Calculatedimpactsof HSCTsonstratosphericozonearegivenin Chapter4. A numberof models,
including3-DCTMs, areusedundera varietyof differentassumptions.Themodelsareusedto
evaluateengineeringoutcomes,e.g., NOxemissionindex(EI), HSCT flight altitude,etc. They
arealsousedto evaluatesensitivityto atmosphericunknownslike backgroundsulfatesurfacearea,
chlorineloading,temperature,and aircraft aerosolproduction. A major part of this work is
assessingour ability to accuratelysimulateatmosphericprocessesimportant to the HSCT
calculationinnumericalmodels.

In Chapter5 wesynthesizetheeffectof HSCTsin thestratospherewith particularemphasison the
uncertaintyin the variousprocesseswhich controltheozoneimpact. Estimatesof themagnitude
anduncertaintyof ozonechangearesummarizedalongwith the sensitivityof ozoneto various
assumptionsaboutHSCT technologydevelopmentandthe stateof the future atmosphere.Key
processesandthelevelof confidenceassociatedwith their simulationin HSCT calculationsare
extractedfrom Chapters2 to 4. We attemptto combinetheuncertaintiesandroll themup into an
integratedestimateof HSCTimpactuncertainty.Thisprocedureis far from completeor rigorous,
but should provide someguidancefor policy and technologydecisionmaking. Finally, we
summarizethe major findings and make recommendationsfor the future path to improved
assessmentof potentialHSCTimpacts.



1.4 Framework for Evaluating Uncertainties

The task of representing uncertainties in predicted ozone column changes, which result from

secular trends in chemical, radiative, and dynamical variables, has confronted the atmospheric

research community for at least three decades. Through the course of evolving observational

methods; laboratory results; developments in modeling strategies; surprises in the Antarctic, Arctic

and mid-latitudes; and varying degrees of cooperation among the affected communities (regulatory,

agency, scientific, corporate, engineering, etc.) lessons have been learned:

• The fundamentals of the atmospheric system must be described such that the dominant

mechanistic links are exposed and clarified for the technically literate reader.

• The boundary must be clear between that which has been tested by observations and that which

is hypothesized to be true.

• The coupled nature of the system and the existence of strong non-linearities must be

emphasized.

• The state of the atmosphere onto which an external forcing is projected must be accurately

prescribed for the period of interest.

We must accomplish each of these tasks in assessing HSCT impacts.

The uncertainty in predictions of the impact of HSCTs is made up of the uncertainty in each step in

the chain of processes which leads from the exhaust, through the spread to global atmosphere, to

the chemical changes, and eventually to the possible feedbacks on atmospheric transport. Here the

focus is on evaluation of the uncertainty in calculation of the HSCT impact on ozone
concentrations.

Key issues in evaluating the effects of a fleet of HSCTs are:

1) Emission of exhaust - What is emitted and how is it deposited in the atmosphere? How much

fuel will be burned and where? How much NO x is emitted per kg of fuel? How many

particles of what size are emitted or formed in the exhaust plume/wake?

2) Transport of exhaust - Where will exhaust go? How much will accumulate in various

regions of the atmosphere?

a) Will exhaust be primarily confined to mid-latitude lower stratosphere where it is
emitted?

b) How much exhaust will be transported to the equatorial region and then upward where

NOx is more effective at destroying ozone?

c) How much exhaust will be transported to polar regions where polar stratospheric cloud

chemistry is occurring?



d) How rapidly will the exhaust be transported down into the lowermost stratosphere and

upper troposphere where it will be removed?

3) Representation of the atmosphere in which the aircraft will fly - How well can we represent

the background atmosphere against which the HSCT perturbation is superimposed? This is a

question of both how well we simulate the current atmosphere and how well we can forecast

future conditions. In forecasting the future, how well can we predict atmospheric winds and

temperatures in the face of expected climate change? How well can we forecast future source

gas concentrations?

4) Chemical effect of exhaust - How much will exhaust species increase ozone loss rates? How

much will they interfere with background loss rates due to other chemicals? How much will

added particles affect the balance of the loss cycles? How much different are chemical

sensitivities in the model from those in the atmosphere because the model doesn't calculate

the correct background atmosphere?

5) Effects in polar regions - How will exhaust species interact chemically with existing polar

processes? How much will condensibles (H20, nitric acid (HNO3), sulfuric acid (H2SO4))

change the particle and polar stratospheric cloud amounts and hence chlorine-driven ozone

loss in the polar regions?

6) Transport of the HSCT perturbation - How will the chemical perturbation be propagated by

atmospheric transport? To what extent will the ozone-chemical feedbacks tend to damp out

or amplify?

The calculation of the effect of this chain of processes is accomplished by using computer models.

The models used are 2- and 3-D CTMs which integrate these effects and interactions, resulting in

an estimate of the impact of HSCTs. Models use our knowledge of processes gained from

studying the present and past atmospheres to project impacts of changes into the future.

Uncertainty in this future projection will result from errors in our theoretical understanding of the

basic processes and inaccuracies in the approximations used to incorporate them in the numerical

model calculation. Uncertainty also arises from our inability to accurately predict the future state of

the atmosphere.

We aspire to a complete statistical description of the uncertainty in each of the processes in the

chain which we use to calculate ozone impact. Some parts of this chain are better understood and

quantified than others. The description of each step ideally includes a most probable value and

probability distribution of outcomes based on known uncertainties in the calculations, e.g., Figure

1-2. It is not yet possible, however, to put defensible numbers on this schematic for many of the

processes nor is the shape of the probability distribution known. However, the probability

diagram is still useful as a conceptual framework for uncertainty analysis though.

If we had quantitative estimates for the probability distribution of each individual process

comprising the total ozone change, these could then be combined to form an uncertainty in the

calculated perturbation. The combination of the chemical terms can be thought of in the form of a
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Figure 1-2. Schematic probability density diagram for HSCT impacts: in an ideal situation shown
by the curve and for a semi-quantitative range of estimates represented by the shaded box.
A(O3) represents the Northern Hemisphere, annual average column ozone perturbation due to
HSCTs. P(A(O3)) is the estimated probability of impact. _ is the most probable value of A(O3)
(which in general is not 0). Note that in reality the probability may not be normally distributed. In
this report we attempt to identify the range of likely impact based on model calculations and
expert interpretation.

simplified representation of the chemistry. The loss rate for ozone (03) is a function of the

concentrations of NO x, HOx, chlorine oxides (C10_), and bromine oxides (BrOw).

The perturbation of ozone caused by an increase in NO_ is then composed of several terms. The

first of these is the increase in the catalytic destruction of ozone due to added NO_. The second is

the interference of the added NOx in the catalytic destruction by HO_ and the third and fourth are

the interference with the catalytic destruction by C10_ and BrO_. The uncertainty in each of these

terms can be derived from estimates of the uncertainties in input reaction rates or can be estimated

from atmospheric measurements of the concentrations of key radical species. Once these

uncertainties have been estimated, they can be combined to give an uncertainty in the chemical part

of the ozone calculation. Much of the chemical sensitivity described in this way has been tested

with observations as discussed in Chapter 2.

Unfortunately this approach can only be partially applied because we lack complete information.

We do not have simple representations and relational operators for some terms such as transport of

the exhaust (e.g., ANO_ ), nor quantitative estimates for some errors. Inter-model variability

provides a partial estimate of uncertainty, but cannot at present be used to measure the total

uncertainty with respect to reality. Transport uncertainty is also responsible to a large extent for



persistent errors in model background tracer abundances, against which the HSCT impact is

assessed. The perturbation terms above must be calculated at the right place in the (non-linear)

function, but our ability to simulate the current atmosphere is imperfect (Chapter 4). On top of all

this, even if we had a complete model, there would be uncertainty in predicting the composition of

the future atmosphere, which depends on technology development, population growth, resource

consumption, etc. Thus we are forced to give qualitative estimates of uncertainty based on

partially quantitative analysis. We follow the approach of Mahlman [1997] in dividing processes

into several categories:

a) Well understood and demonstrated by measurements;

b) Highly likely to be correct but not demonstrated by measurements; and

c) Uncertain and difficult to quantify.

For all of the key processes we attempt to estimate uncertainties according to the above categories.

The uncertainties are combined and presented in Chapter 5 in terms of a range. If all values within

that range were equally probable, then the distribution would look like the box Figure 1-2. In

reality, our best knowledge would indicate that the actual perturbation is more likely to be

somewhere near the center of the range. Values of the perturbation outside the given uncertainty

limits are less likely to occur. The real answer, however, may still fall outside this range. As one

goes farther and farther from the centerline, our best knowledge is that the probability decreases

toward, but does not reach, zero.

The uncertainty range represents an estimate of known uncertainties around a most-probable A(O3)

value. This range includes definitely quantified uncertainties such as inter-model variability and

kinetics uncertainty in addition to unquantified uncertainty in processes such as transport. In the

case of processes with unquantified uncertainty an estimate has been made assuming that there are

no major errors in our formulation. The uncertainty estimate does not reflect possible effects of

unknown, unmodeled processes (e.g., surprises) on A(O3) calculations. Limits on this range of

impact are imposed by comparisons of model and observations under as many circumstances as

possible. We are not able to estimate a A(O 3) range for such unknown processes.

The sensitivity to certain input assumptions is tested in parametric studies, such as aircraft fleet

emissions. Within the range of parameters, quantitative sensitivities can be calculated which may

be valuable to help guide aircraft technology development or deployment strategies. Establishing

confidence in these results introduces still another category of uncertainty, precision in the

assessment calculations. Relative to the probability curve, engineering sensitivity tests (e.g., fleet

size, EI, altitude of emissions) may shift the most-probable outcome. The uncertainty in the

direction of change may be significantly less than the uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of a

perturbation. We have limited confidence, however, in estimating how these tests change the

shape of the probability curve.

Sensitivity tests of atmospheric variables in the future, e.g., background atmosphere with a

different sulfate surface area, C1, or T, may have a differently shaped probability curve but our



currentlevel of refinementis not adequateto distinguish. At our currentlevel of understanding
thesetestshavesimilaruncertaintycharacteristicsto theengineeringtests,i.e., theymayshift the
curvebutchangein shapeis unknown.

In summary,this assessmentof the effectsof high-speedaircraft in the stratospherecontains
predictionsof the changein ozoneresulting from proposedHSCT fleet emissionsand our
evaluation,or assessment,of confidencein thesepredictions. The assessmentis based on
theoreticalunderstanding,comparisonswith observations,numericaltests, and expert opinion.
We attemptto expressour confidencewith uncertaintyestimates,however, theseare not fully
quantitativeor statistical.Thechaptersthatfollow documentthescientificinformationandprocess
of this assessment.
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2. THE ATMOSPHERE: OBSERVATIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS
AND CHEMISTRY

2.1 Introduction

03 is produced in the stratosphere primarily by the photodissociation of molecular oxygen at

wavelengths less than 240 nanometers (nm):

02 + hv "-+ O + O

followed by reaction of the oxygen atoms with 02:

02 + O -"-> 0 3

From a starting point in the mesosphere, the ozone concentration increases with decreasing altitude

because of the exponential increase in molecular oxygen concentration. The concentration reaches

a peak at about 22 km at mid-latitudes and then decreases with decreasing altitude because of the

attenuation of ultraviolet photons by molecular oxygen. This production term is balanced by the

catalytic removal of ozone due to cycles involving nitrogen, hydrogen, halogen and oxygen

radicals, for example,

O3+hv ---) 02 + O

NO + 03 --+ NO 2 + 0 2

NO2+ O --->NO + 0 2

Net: 03 + 03 -+ 3 0 2

HO 2 + 03 --) OH + 02 -]'- 02

OH+ 03 --_ HO 2 + 02

Net: 03 + 03 -+ 3 0 2

C10 + BrO

C1 + 03

Br + 03

--> C1 + Br + 02

--> C10 + 02

--> BrO + 02

Net: 03 + 03 -+ 3 0 2

Transport distributes ozone between regions where chemical production and loss are not exactly

balanced.

The issue we face in this report is to determine the response of the atmosphere to HSCT effluents

including nitrogen oxides, aerosol particles, water vapor, and carbon dioxide. The response

depends on transport because atmospheric motions redistribute the aircraft effluent, and because of

the influence of transport on ozone. The response depends on photochemistry because of the

effects of the accumulated aircraft exhaust on the abundance of free radicals that drive catalytic
removal of ozone.
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We assumethat the HSCT perturbationto ozonewill not significantly alter the stratospheric
circulationandtemperature.This assumptionis supportedby calculations(e.g., Schoeberland
Strobel[ 1978]).Therefore,we treatthechemicalconsequencesof theHSCTperturbationin detail
withoutexplicitly couplingtheseconsequencesto changesin atmosphericdynamicsandtransport.
A variety of modelsand calculationsshow the exhaustwill changethe compositionof the
atmosphere.ImportanttracespeciesincludingHzO , NOy, and aerosol will be enhanced. In some
places the increases will be as much as a factor of 2, although the global average perturbation will

be smaller than that. Given this assumption, we estimate that the assessment of aircraft effects on

the ozone layer will be accurate enough if we study only the primary chemical consequences of the

HSCT exhaust and neglect feedbacks of those consequences on the atmospheric transport. We

neglect higher order feedbacks of changes to transport on the chemistry, as well. For the sake of

discussion, it is useful to think that the HSCT effect on the atmosphere can be described by the

sensitivity of the atmosphere to an infinitesimal amount of each component of the exhaust

multiplied by the total amount of the exhaust. The sensitivity term is a property of the atmosphere

independent of the number of aircraft or the quantity of emissions from any one aircraft.

Historically, this property of the atmosphere has been extremely difficult to calculate. In fact,

many of the historical changes in our predictions of the effect of HSCT exhaust derive more from

changes in our descriptions of the atmospheric sensitivity than from changes to assessments of the

accumulation of aircraft exhaust. In many parts of the atmosphere, as we discuss below, we now

have direct measures of the local chemical component of the sensitivity.

Ideally (from the point of view of evaluating the effect of HSCTs accurately), the natural variability

of the atmosphere would possess sufficient range about its average state to include conditions

similar to those that will be created by the HSCT effluent. We would then try to identify which

year or season in the record of atmospheric observations is most like a year in which HSCTs fly.

This is not possible. Small regions of the atmosphere do, on occasion, have excursions in

composition that are far enough from its mean state to provide an analogy to the HSCT

perturbation, but, taken as a whole, the stratosphere does not exhibit conditions represented by the

accumulated HSCT exhaust. Nevertheless, measurements of these excursions are extremely

important to our understanding. They have been used to construct a set of partial derivatives

describing the local chemical response of the present atmosphere to changes in NO x concentrations

and to changes in aerosol (see Section 2.4). These measurements increase our confidence in our

understanding of the chemical terms that control ozone and in the expected response of these terms

to the NOx and aerosol perturbations by HSCTs in a future atmosphere. Measurements have also

determined the rate of transport of air into and within the stratosphere placing constraints on

models describing how transport will distribute aircraft exhaust in the atmosphere and how the

atmosphere will act to integrate the effects of local photochemistry over the N1 year life cycle of

ozone (see Section 2.3). Large volcanic eruptions have provided the opportunity to directly

measure the integrated chemical-dynamical response of the stratosphere to changes in aerosol.

These well-documented observations are some of the most exacting constraints on the potential

effects of aircraft. Unfortunately, our estimations of the aerosol EI by HSCT engines are more

uncertain than the EI of other exhaust components such as NO_ or H20. The trend in emissions of

CFCs has provided observations of the atmosphere's response to changes in halogen radicals.

Lacking observations that correspond directly to aircraft exhaust, detailed mechanistic models are

the primary tool we use for integrating our knowledge about atmospheric processes and for making
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predictionsaboutatmosphericcompositionandtemperaturein thefuture. Thesedetailedmodels
arediscussedin Chapter4. In this chapter,we focuson simplerconceptsthatprovideinsight into
atmosphericbehaviorandthathavea moredirectlink to atmosphericandlaboratoryobservations.
Thesemeasurementsandelementaryconceptsguideour interpretationof theoutputfrom complex
modelsand provide a basisfor our estimatesof the uncertaintyin the predictedeffectsof the
HSCT.

Webeginby describingthemajortraceconstituentsof thestratosphereandtherangeof their likely
evolutionover thenextcenturyin Section2.2. This sectiondescribesour knowledgeaboutthe
referencestateof thefutureatmosphere.Our presentunderstandingof atmospherictransportand
photochemistryis describedin Sections2.3and2.4,in which wehighlight somerecentadvances.
Thesesectionsidentify the mechanismsthat provide a basis for evaluatingthe perturbation.
Finally, in Section2.5, we summarizethe mainresults and highlight issuesin evaluatingthe
uncertaintyassociatedwith this assessment.

Throughoutthis chapterwe compareour understandingof the atmosphereand our attemptsto
representthe atmospherein a numericalmodel with observations. In some instances,recent
interpretationsof measurementsconfirm the correspondencebetween observationsof the
atmosphereand numericalrepresentationsof it. Theseanalysesincreaseour confidencein
understandingthebehaviorof theatmosphereandin the modelpredictions. In other instances,
recentanalysespoint out differencesbetweenobservationsof the atmosphereand the models.
Thesestudiespoint to directionsfor improvementsof therepresentationof theatmospherein the
numericalmodelsin the future. They identify aspectsof modelswhere we must utilize our
understandingof theatmosphereto extrapolatefrom modelresultsto abetterestimateof theHSCT
perturbation.

2.2 Atmospheric Composition and Trends

2.2.1 SOURCE GASES

Tropospheric source gases define an initial boundary condition for air entering the stratosphere.

Relatively few chemical species survive to enter the stratosphere in abundance, as most reactive

compounds are destroyed within the troposphere. Some of the compounds that do enter the

stratosphere continue to be unreactive there, e.g., CO 2, sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) , and

perfluoromethane (CF4). Many--nitrous oxide (NzO), methane (CH4), HzO , H2, CFCs,

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), methyl chloride (CH3C1), halons, methyl bromide (CH3Br),

and carbonyl sulfide (OCS)--react slowly, yet are the primary sources for the free radicals and

aerosol that regulate chemical change in the stratosphere.

Predictions of the response of the atmosphere to the HSCT in the mid-21 st century require

estimates of the distributions of the source gases in the future. We estimate the evolution of

distributions in the future from analysis of observations of the source gases at the surface, in the

stratosphere, and in historical air preserved in glacial ice cores together with industrial production

and projections of economic growth. Many of these compounds are the subject of existing or

developing international treaties. Their future distribution will no doubt be affected by the

evolution of political and economic decision making that cannot easily be extrapolated on the basis
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of currenttrends. Wherepossible,we describechangesin atmosphericcompositionthat may
resultfrompolitical andeconomicoptionscurrentlybeingexplored.

Oncein thestratosphere,thesourcegasdistributionsaredeterminedby acombinationof chemistry
andtransport. Measurementsandmodelsshow thatthe distributionof the slowly-reactingtrace
gasesdependsonprocessesthatoccuron timescalesof severalyears. This is in contrastwith the
timescalescontrollingozonecolumnabundancesof about1 yearand the time scalescontrolling
freeradicalconcentrationsof secondsto aslongasweeks(local ozonelifetimesin the stratosphere
areshorterin themiddleandupperstratosphereandlongerin the lower stratosphere,contributing
to a globalaveragelifetime of about 1 year). The separationin time scalesallows us to focus
attentionseparatelyon the accuracyof predictionsof future sourcegasdistributions,future free
radical abundances,and ozonedistributions. The separationin time scalesalso implies that
different aspectsof the chemistryand transportin models will determinethe quality of our
predictionsof radicals,ozone,andlong-livedreservoirs.

Thesourcegasdistributionsusedin thecalculationsdescribedin Chapter4 arebasedon estimates
presentedin WMO [1995]andIPCC[1996]. Thefollowing sectionsbriefly touchon eachof the
majorfamiliesof sourcegaseswith attentionto theuncertaintyin theseestimates.

2.2.2.1 N20

N20 produced at the Earth's surface is the primary source of NO x to the stratosphere. Once in the

stratosphere, N20 is removed irreversibly by photolysis and reaction with electronically excited

oxygen atoms (O(1D)). These reactions are most rapid in the upper tropical stratosphere. Global

N20 distributions (Figure 2-la) have been recently measured directly by the Cryogenic Limb Array

Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) instrument aboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

(UARS) [Roche et al., 1996]. Climatologies have been constructed from ER-2 aircraft data

[Strahan et al., 1999], and observations from Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy

(ATMOS) and balloon-borne instruments provide additional information [Chang et al., 1996b;

Kondo et al., 1994, 1996].

Surface mixing ratios of N20 in the early 20 _h century were N280 parts per billion by volume

(ppbv) [Battle et al., 1996]. Concentrations have been steadily increasing as a result of industrial

and agricultural processes. The surface mixing ratio in 1997 was 317 ppbv [Butler et al., 1998].

Models and observations have attempted to characterize individual sources of N20 and their growth

[see IPCC, 1996]. N20 release depends on plant species, nutrient availability, and numerous other

ecological factors that have wide variation on spatial scales of meters. Nevison and Holland

[1997] describe the increase of N20 using a simple model fit to the observations of atmospheric

N20 over the last three decades. It predicts N20 mixing ratios near 340 ppbv in 2015 and near 400

in 2050. These estimates are higher than 333 ppbv in 2015 and 371 ppbv in 2050 estimated by the

IPCC [IPCC, 1996]. The dominant uncertainties in N20 growth over the next 50 years are the rate

of global population and economic growth, the rate of change of per capita fertilizer use in

developing countries, technological improvements in the efficiency of fertilizer use, and growth in

the use of bio-engineered nitrogen fixing crops. Estimates of the uncertainty in future N20 are

derived from the range of reasonable model parameters described by Nevison and Holland [ 1997].

This analysis suggests the absolute concentration predicted for N20 is probably accurate to 10% in
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Figure 2-1. Zonal-mean distributions of (a) N20 in ppbv (measurements from CLAES
instrument on UARS), and (b) HSCT NOy emissions in ppbv (from GMI 3-D model) for January.

2050. As a result of the increasing concentration of N2O, in the absence of stratospheric aircraft,

we expect the concentration of stratospheric NO x to be 10 to 25% higher in 2050 than today.

2.2.2.2 Halocarbons

Industrial halocarbons are currently the major sources of chlorine and bromine free radicals in the

stratosphere. Much of the remaining chlorine comes from natural sources of methyl chloride

(CH3C1) and the remaining bromine is derived from natural sources of methyl bromide (CH3Br).
Observations at the surface continue to show that the Montreal Protocol and its amendments have

effectively reduced the release of halocarbon molecules to the atmosphere. Montzka et al. [1996]

report that the mixing ratio of tropospheric halocarbons was decreasing at a rate of 25 ppt of

chlorine atoms/year in mid-1995. Decreases in the abundance of chlorinated hydrocarbons near the

surface have been dominated by decreases in methyl chloroform. Observations in the stratosphere

show very slow growth over the last few years and are consistent with the changes in surface

concentration [Engel et al., 1998].

Future halocarbon emissions are regulated by international treaty. Holmes and Ellis [1996] have

modeled the political economy of global CFC use taking into account expected world economic and

population growth and conclude that atmospheric halocarbon concentrations will decrease until

2050 or so, as long as compliance with international treaties is greater than 90%. After that,

compliance rates of 98% or better are required to continue to reduce chlorine mixing ratios.

Predicted concentrations in 2015 are 3.3 ppbv and in 2050 range from 2.2 ppbv (100%

compliance) to 3.3 ppbv (90% compliance). Uncertainties in these estimates are significant and
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increaseat longer time horizons. Modeling suggeststhat reactivechlorine in 2015 will be
somewherebetween3.0 and3.6 ppbv, as long ascompliancerangesfrom 90 to 100%,while in
2050predictionsrangefrom 2.2to 3.4ppbv.

Halonsdeliver40% and CH3Br delivers55% of the 17partsper trillion by volume(pptv) of
bromineobservedenteringthestratosphere[Schauffleret al., 1998]. Concentrations of halons in

the troposphere are changing more slowly than expected and industrial reservoirs are capable of

releases that will be important for decades [Butler et al., 1998]. CH3Br has both natural and man-

made sources and its future contribution to stratospheric bromine is more difficult to predict. Total

phase-out of industrial CH3Br production by 2010 should reduce mixing ratios, although perhaps

imperceptibly. Analysis of air trapped in firn ice since 1900 suggests a natural CH3Br abundance

of 7 to 8 pptv [Butler et al., 1999]. Current uncertainties in the CH3Br budget, including the roles

of surface and ocean processes, leave open the possibility that CH3Br inputs to the stratosphere

will remain near 10 pptv throughout the next century [Yvon-Lewis and Butler, 1997; Shorter et al.,

1995].

2.2.2.3 H20 , CH4, and H 2

Water, methane, and hydrogen are the sources for production of hydroxyl radicals (HO x = OH +

H02) in the stratosphere. Equally important, and a factor that contributes more prominently to the

uncertainty of this assessment, water vapor that condenses as a liquid or solid onto sulfuric acid

aerosol is a highly reactive medium (see Section 2.2.2.4).

The concentrations of water vapor entering the stratosphere are controlled by condensation and

precipitation/sedimentation at the tropical tropopause, and by the seasonal cycle in temperature at

the tropical tropopause which produces a nearly sinusoidal seasonal cycle in H20 [Mote et al.,

1996; Weinstock et al., 1999]. Peak mixing ratios of 6 parts per million by volume (ppmv) enter

the stratosphere in the months of June-July-August and minimum mixing ratios of 2 ppmv enter in

January-February-March. In addition to direct input from the troposphere, oxidation of CH 4

(which enters the stratosphere with a mixing ratio of approximately 1.8 ppmv) produces an

increase in H20 mixing ratios as the air mass ages. Observations at the surface have established

that CH 4 mixing ratios are increasing. Until recently, the rate of increase was thought to be linear

at about 0.010 ppm/year (0.6%/year) [IPCC, 1996]. Recently however, Dlugokencky et al.

[1998] have presented an analysis suggesting that CH 4 concentrations are approaching steady-state

with the anthropogenic source. Assuming that anthropogenic inputs remain constant, this analysis

implies that atmospheric concentrations will soon settle at a value somewhere between the present

day mixing ratio of 1.8 ppmv and 2 ppmv. Measurements of H20 and CH 4 in the stratosphere

show that 2 water molecules are produced for each CH 4 removed, indicating the hydrogen is not

increasingly stored in H 2 as the CH 4 oxidation proceeds [Dessler et al., 1994; Le Texier et al.,

1988]. This is consistent with observations of H2, which suggest that the concentration is

uniformly 0.5 ppmv throughout most of the stratosphere [Hurst et al., 1999].

Predicting the future stratospheric H20 is thus dependent on predicting future tropical tropopause

temperatures and future CH 4 mixing ratios, in addition to inputs due to HSCTs. If tropopause

temperatures cool (warm), then H20 entering the stratosphere should decrease (increase).

Uncertainty in the rate of CH 4 increase affects our estimates of H20 as well. If the rate of increase
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remainsconstant,CH4concentrationswill benear2 ppmv in 2015andalmost2.5 ppmv in 2050.
In 2050, this CH4 increasewould result in a 1.4 ppmv increasein peak H20 mixing ratios
comparedto the present. On the otherhand, CH4 may stabilizeat presentday values. The
resultingincreases(decreases)in H20, shouldleadto more(less)reactiveaerosolandanincrease
(decrease)in theonsettemperatureassociatedwith polar stratosphericclouds(seeSection2.4.5).
Theexponentialsensitivityof low temperaturechemistryonaerosolsurfacesto H20 makethis one
of the major uncertaintiesin our predictionsabout the backgroundatmospherein the future.
Changesto H20 andCH4mayalsoaffectHOxphotochemistry,althoughto a lesserextentbecause
of thestrongbufferingof HOxby HNO3andreactionof OH with HO2(seeSection2.4.4).

2.2.2.4 OCS, SO2, and Aerosol

Stratospheric aerosol particles are composed primarily of sulfuric acid and water. Reactions on the

surface and in the liquid phase of these particles have a substantial effect on the distribution of

catalytically active free radicals and, therefore, ozone. Chemical reactions on particles depress

NO_, and enhance hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine free radical abundances (see Section 2.4.5).

Thus, the distribution of aerosol is central to describing the atmospheric base state. In addition,

aircraft emit sulfur compounds in some combination of gas-phase molecules or directly as

particles. When aerosol surface area densities are low, HSCT-produced aerosol particles could be

a significant perturbation to atmospheric aerosol, and consequently NO_ and ozone. In contrast, in

a volcanically perturbed atmosphere, aircraft aerosol will likely have a minor incremental effect on

NO_ and ozone (see Section 2.4.5 and Chapter 4 below).

Sulfate precursor gases, predominantly OCS and sulfur dioxide (802) , are transported into the

stratosphere through the tropical tropopause. Subsequent photochemistry leads to the formation of

HzSO 4. Volcanic eruptions also sporadically inject significant quantities of SO 2, which oxidizes

with a time scale of N1 month to form HzSO 4 [Krueger et al., 1995]. The HzSO 4 condenses to

form new particles or adds to the mass of preexisting particles. Most new aerosol particles are

formed by homogeneous nucleation in the upper tropical troposphere and are transported upward

across the tropical tropopause [Brock et al., 1995] or by condensation onto meteoritic material in

the high latitude-middle stratosphere [Turco et al., 1981]. Stratospheric HzSO 4 aerosol particles

may change composition and size through coagulation and uptake of H20, H2804, and HNO 3 in a

manner dependent on the mixing ratios of these gases, pressure, temperature, and the particle size

distribution [Del Negro et al., 1997; Carslaw et al., 1994; Steele and Hamill, 1981].

An approximately uniform 500 ppt mixing ratio of OCS is observed in the troposphere. Recent

modeling studies indicate that this source alone may be insufficient to supply the sulfur in the

stratospheric particles during volcanically quiescent periods (see e.g., Chin and Davis [1995]).

Transport of larger than expected SO 2 from the upper troposphere [Chatfield and Crutzen, 1984]

has been invoked to explain the mass loading [Chin and Davis, 1995; Weisenstein et al., 1997].

Transport of small sulfate particles formed in the upper troposphere to the stratosphere has a large

impact of the surface area density [Weisenstein et al., 1997]. Aerosols are removed from the

stratosphere by transport into the troposphere and by gravitational sedimentation. Published

analyses of the stratospheric sulfur budget may reflect coupled errors in transport and the chemistry

and physics controlling aerosol formation, growth, and sedimentation (see Section 2.3). While

there is some indication of an upward trend in the stratospheric aerosol burden [Hofmann, 1990],
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the issueis in dispute[Hitchmanet al., 1994; Thomason et al., 1997]. Significant uncertainties

remain in understanding the budget of the background, or volcanically unperturbed, stratospheric

aerosol, and therefore in the relative perturbations predicted due to emissions from the HSCT fleet.

As one example, a very recent intercomparison of the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment

(SAGE) and in situ measurements showed similar aerosol extinctions but significantly different

(nearly a factor of 2) surface area densities presumably because the measured size distributions are

different from those assumed in the analysis of the SAGE data [Reeves et al., 1998].

The record of significant perturbations to the stratospheric aerosol layer from injections of volcanic

particles and gases is of high quality since 1881. This record shows periods of volcanic inactivity

of N10 to 30 years interrupted by relatively active episodes [Stothers, 1996]. A particularly long

active period occurred from 1960 to 1991, bracketed by the eruptions of Agung and Pinatubo. The

HzSO4/I-IzO aerosol created following the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in June 1991 was extremely well

documented by in situ [Jonsson et al., 1996] and remote measurements [McCormick et al., 1995]

throughout its formation and decay. The aerosol produced from Pinatubo resulted in peak

enhancements in the mass (surface area) of the stratospheric aerosol of factors of N200 (_35),

decaying with a time scale of _1 year. By 1998, these quantities were near or below pre-Pinatubo

values. Such large but unpredictable perturbations to the stratospheric sulfate layer clearly dwarf

any potential effect due to the proposed HSCT fleet over time scales of a few years.

In addition to the H2SO4/I-I2O particles described above, particles with more complex compositions

are also found in the stratosphere. Particles containing large fractions of HNO 3 have been

observed near the poles in winter (e.g., Del Negro et al. [1997]); these PSC particles may be

composed of solid hydrates of HNO 3 or ternary mixtures of HzSO4/I-IzO/I-INO3 [Carslaw et al.,

1994]. These particles have been shown to play an important role in the distribution of nitrogen

oxides, water and aerosol. Sheridan et al. [1994] observed small but significant fractions of

nonsulfate particles in the mid-latitude lower stratosphere, including soot and crustal material.

Pueschel et al. [1997] and Blake and Kato [1995] report surprisingly large abundances of carbon

soot particles in the mid-latitude stratosphere near 18-kin altitude. These observations of soot have

not been fully explained in terms of potential sources and known transport mechanisms. Very

recent observations using a new particle ionization-mass spectroscopy instrument [Murphy and

Thomson, 1995; Murphy et al., 1998] show a surprising variety of compounds present in

stratospheric aerosol particles in trace quantities. These observations indicate the need for an

evaluation of possible catalytic reactions, as well as consideration of the effect of trace compounds

on polar stratospheric cloud formation.

2.2.2 STRATOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

The temperatures in the stratosphere affect photochemistry; the size, phase, and composition of

aerosol; and the input of water vapor from the troposphere (the latter is affected by temperatures at

the tropical tropopause rather than the temperatures throughout the stratosphere). Temperatures are

determined by a balance between radiative and dynamical processes. To first order, global mean

temperatures are determined by radiative processes. However, dynamical processes produce large

seasonal and hemispheric variations. In particular, outside the tropics there is a strong annual

cycle, with lowest temperatures in the winter. There are higher temperatures (particularly in polar

regions) and larger interannual variations in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) because of the
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strongerdynamicalactivity there. There is a local minimum in temperatureat the tropical
tropopausebecauseof deepconvectionand dynamicalcooling associatedwith upwelling. This
temperatureminimumhasanannualcyclewith coldesttemperaturesin NH winter andwarmestin
NH summer. As aresult of this temperaturecycleat the tropical tropopause,mixing ratios for
water vapor entering the stratosphere,which are close to the saturationmixing ratio at the
tropopause,aremuchlower in NH winterthanin NH summer.

Satelliteandground-basedobservationsshowacoolingtrendof approximately0.6°C/decadein the
globalannual-meanlower stratospherictemperaturesince1980(N0.75"C/decadefor mid-latitudes
only), with a largercooling in polar regionsduringwinter (3°C/decade)[WMO, 1999]. This
changeis associatedwith changesin radiativeforcing, predominantlybecauseof thedepletionof
lowerstratosphericozone.

Becausestratospherictemperaturesaffectphotochemistry,aerosolcharacteristics,andwatervapor
concentrations,considerationof future changesin stratospherictemperaturesis vital when
assessingthe possibleimpactof aircraftemissionson ozone. However, our ability to predict
stratospherictemperaturesin the future is especiallyunsatisfactory. Three-dimensionalgeneral
circulationmodels(GCMs) (aswell ascoupleddynamical-chemical-radiativemodels)havebeen
usedto predictfuturechangesin temperature,andalthoughthereis qualitativeagreementbetween
models,with thetropospherebecomingwarmerandthe stratospherecolder,theprecisemagnitude
of thesechangesdependson detailsof the model formulation. Two factors are of particular
importancefor this assessment. First, temperaturechangesat the tropical tropopause,and
consequentlychangesto H20 mixing ratios entering the stratosphere,are highly uncertain.
Second,temperaturechangesto thewintertimepolarvortices,andconsequentlythefrequencyof
conditionsthatmakeextensivespringtimepolarozonedepletionpossible,arehighlyuncertain.

2.3 Transport Processes

The distribution of stratospheric ozone is determined by a complex balance between photochemical

production and destruction, and by transport. In short, transport processes regulate ozone

concentrations both by the transport of ozone itself from net source regions to net sink regions on

time scales shorter than or comparable to the photochemical lifetime of odd-oxygen; and by the

transport of tropospheric source gases, such as N20, H20, CFCs, and CH 4, that are precursors to

the free radicals that participate in catalytic cycles that remove ozone. Injection of HSCT exhaust

directly into the stratosphere, primarily at mid-latitudes between 18 and 20 kin, will bring transport

processes into play in yet another sense: the effect of HSCT emissions on global ozone levels will

depend critically on how rapidly the exhaust is dispersed into different regions of the stratosphere

and to what extent the pollutants can build up, i.e., what the "steady-state" distribution will be.

In the following sections, we discuss our current knowledge and the key remaining uncertainties of

stratospheric transport, derived from a combination of observations, theory, and numerical

simulations (with emphasis on progress since the last assessment). An overview of the circulation

of air within the stratosphere is given in Section 2.3.1, followed by an examination of each of the

primary components of the circulation in Sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.6. The combined effect of these

processes on the dispersal and residence time of HSCT emissions is then discussed in Section
2.3.7.
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2.3.1 GLOBAL VIEW OF STRATOSPHERIC TRANSPORT

When considering the circulation of air in the stratosphere and its influence on trace gas

distributions, it is useful to regard the stratosphere as composed of several regions, each with

different transport characteristics (Figure 2-2). The region above potential temperatures of N380 K

is known as the "overworld," and may be further divided into four distinct regions: the tropics, the

mid-latitude region of extensive wave activity (i.e., the "surf zone"), the high-latitude polar vortex

in the winter hemisphere, and the extratropical summer lower stratosphere. Generally, upward,

diabatic transport occurs within the tropics, and downward, diabatic transport occurs in the

extratropics of both hemispheres (except in the summer upper stratosphere where there is weak

upward transport). Rapid quasi-horizontal (i.e., isentropic) transport and mixing occur within the

surf zone, with relatively weak quasi-horizontal mixing in the other regions. The boundaries

between these regions are often referred to as "transport barriers," but these boundaries are variable

in nature, and, as will be discussed below, transport across these boundaries does indeed occur.

Below the overworld there is a separate region where isentropes (surfaces of constant potential

temperature) cross the tropopause. This region is known as the "middleworld," with the

stratospheric part of the middleworld often referred to as the "lowermost stratosphere." Because

the isentropes are not confined to the stratosphere, it is possible for rapid transport along isentropes

to produce mixing between the stratosphere and troposphere within this region (see Holton et al.

[ 1995] and references therein).

The key components of the stratospheric circulation that control the distributions of long-lived

gases, such as NzO, and the dispersal of the aircraft emissions are (see Figure 2-2) (1) quasi-

horizontal transport from mid-latitudes into the tropics; (2) the strength of diabatic (i.e., vertical)

motions; (3) transport out of the lowermost stratosphere into the troposphere; (4) transport across

the polar vortex edge; and (5) generally weak summertime transport. The distributions of long-

lived tracers and aircraft emissions depend on an aggregate of all of these transport processes. For

example, Figure 2-1 shows (a) the distribution of NzO from satellite observations and (b)

simulation of the HSCT exhaust perturbation during northern winter. The effect of the different

transport characteristics within the distinct regions of the stratosphere can be seen in the tracer

isopleths. The NzO isopleths are flat within the mid-latitude surf zone (resulting from rapid quasi-

horizontal mixing); bulge up within the tropics (resulting from a combination of ascent and slower

horizontal transport into the tropics); and bulge down in northern high latitudes (resulting from

descent and slower mixing into the polar vortex). Similarly, a model predicts that the largest

concentration of HSCT emissions will occur in the northern extratropics at and below flight

altitudes, reflecting the predominance of downward transport in the extratropics and weak transport

into the tropical upwelling region. There are also steep tracer gradients near the tropopause,

reflecting slow transport across the tropopause and loss in the troposphere.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic of the principal regions of the lower stratosphere with distinct transport

characteristics. Circled numbers correspond to regions/processes discussed in Sections 2.3.2 to

2.3.6 [adapted from WMO, 1999]. The thick solid line represents the tropopause and the thin

solid lines are at constant potential temperature.

Reliably predicting the exact distribution of long-lived tracers and aircraft exhaust depends on a

quantitative representation in the assessment models of the processes in (1) to (5) above, which can

be judged to some degree by how well the models reproduce the effects of stratospheric transport

on observed tracers (discussed in detail in Chapter 4). We now discuss, in the following sections,

our current understanding of each of these components of stratospheric transport.

2.3.2 TRANSPORT IN THE TROPICS AND TROPICAL/EXTRATROPICAL EXCHANGE

The mean advection of air in the middle latitudes, where the majority of HSCT exhaust will be

emitted, is downwards and out of the stratosphere. Exactly how much air is transported from mid-

latitudes into the tropics, where the mean advection is upwards into the middle and upper

stratosphere, plays a critical role in determining the stratospheric distribution and residence time of

the exhaust. Ideally, the amount of mid-latitude air entering the tropical upwelling region could be

determined from analyses of tropical winds. However, limitations in meteorological analyses

within the tropics (due to lack of in situ meteorological data and the breakdown of the geostrophic

balance), make this approach unreliable [Waugh, 1996]. Fortunately, significant insight into the

exchange across the subtropical "barrier," as well as transport within the tropics, has been gained

from recent observations of trace gases measured by instruments aboard aircraft, satellites, and
balloons.
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Estimatesof theamountof transportinto thetropicshavebeenobtainedusingavarietyof tracegas
measurements(e.g.,AvalloneandPrather[1996];Hall andWaugh[1997a];Hermanet al. [1998];

Minschwaner et al. [1996]; Mote et al. [1996]; Schoeberl et al. [1997]; Tuck et al. [1997]; Volk et

al. [1996]). These studies have predominantly used simple one-dimensional (l-D) ("tropical leaky

pipe") models which parameterize the entrainment of extratropical air into the tropics as simple

relaxation to observed extratropical mixing ratios with time constant zin. All studies conclude that

the tropics are not totally isolated from mid-latitudes, and the estimates of z_l in the lower

stratosphere are N11 to 15 months (i.e., about 30 to 60% of air at 20 km in the tropics is of mid-

latitude origin). Furthermore, analyses of UARS satellite and balloon data suggest that the

entrainment rate varies with altitude, with weaker entrainment in the middle stratosphere [Herman

et al., 1998; Mote et al., 1998; Schoeberl et al., 1997]. Satellite and balloon measurements have

also been used to identify individual intrusions of extratropical air into the tropics [Dunkerton and

O'Sullivan, 1996; Jost et al., 1998].

The entrainment of mid-latitude air into the tropics is also evident from observations of the

attenuation of the amplitude of the annual cycles in total hydrogen H = H20 + 2CH 4 and in CO 2

(e.g., Boering et al. [19961; Andrews et al. [19991; Mote [1996, 19981; Randel et al. [19981)

(Figure 2-3a). Both H20 and CO 2 show periodic seasonal variations in their mixing ratios at the

tropical tropopause, and as the air moves upward in the tropics, these seasonal variations are

observed to propagate vertically. If there were no mixing of air into the tropics from the mid-

latitudes (and no significant vertical diffusion, which as we show below is indeed the case), then

the amplitudes would remain constant as the air moves upwards. However, as shown in Figure

2-3a, the amplitudes of these cycles are observed to attenuate with altitude. From these observed

attenuations, estimates of the time scale for mixing in of air from mid-latitudes (15 to 18 months)

or the proportion of tropical air originating at mid-latitudes (N50%) have been derived [Boering et

al., 1996; Mote et al., 1996].

Further observational evidence for the mixing of mid-latitude air into the tropics comes from

differences in the "propagation" time scales for tracers with an annual cycle, such as H and CO 2,

versus those for tracers that are increasing approximately linearly over time, such as SF 6 and CO 2.

This "phase lag time" represents the time it takes seasonal maxima and minima to propagate from

the tropical tropopause (_16 km) to a given altitude. The "mean age" of air is defmed as the time

lag between stratospheric observations and the mixing ratios at the tropical tropopause for a tracer

that is increasing linearly with time in the troposphere and represents the average over the ensemble

of transit times from the tropical tropopause (e.g., Hall and Plumb [1994]). Quasi-horizontal

mixing of older mid-latitude air, with little or no remnant of the annual cycles, into the tropical

upwelling region significantly increases the mean age but has little effect on the phase lag time

[Hall and Waugh, 1997b]. Phase lag times from tropical observations of H [Mote, 1998] and CO 2

[Boering, 1996; Andrews et al., 1999] are compared with tropical mean ages derived from SF 6 and

CO 2 [Boering et al., 1998 (data published in the Photochemistry of Ozone Loss in the Arctic

Region in Summer (POLARIS) CD-ROM); Andrews 1999; Park et al., 1999] in Figure 2-3b.

Note that the observed phase lag times and mean ages diverge with altitude, as expected as older

mid-latitude air mixes into the tropics.
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Figure 2-3. Vertical profiles of (a) amplitude (relative to amplitude at 16 km) and (b) phase
propagation derived from observations of tracers with annual cycles in the tropics. Amplitude and
phase are shown for: H = H20 + CH4 from Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) aboard the
UARS and from a balloon-borne frost point hygrometer during Observations of the Middle
Stratosphere (OMS) campaigns, and CO2 from instruments aboard the NASA ER-2 aircraft and
OMS balloon platforms. Also shown in (b) is mean age derived from OMS measurements of
CO2 [adapted from Park et aL, 1999].

Once in the tropics, the rate at which HSCT exhaust will be lofted into the middle stratosphere

depends on both the mean ascent rate and vertical diffusion within the tropics. Estimates of

tropical ascent rates have been derived from calculations of the residual circulation using satellite

measurements (e.g., Eluszkiewicz et al. [1996]; Rosenlof [1995]; Yang and Tung [1996]). These
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studiesindicatea largeseasonalvariationin themagnitudeof theascentrates,with thevalueduring
northernwinter (0.4x 103ms1,1kin/month)beingabout2 to 3 timeslargerthanthatin northern
summer(0.15-0.2 x 103ms1N0.4-0.5kin/month). Ascentrateshavealsobeenderivedfrom
measurementsof theverticalpropagation(i.e.,phaselagtimes)of seasonallyvaryingtracers(e.g.,
Boeringet al. [1996]; Andrews et al. [1999]; Mote et al. [1995, 1996, 1998]; Weinstock et al.

[1995]), yielding rates broadly consistent with the calculated values. Trace gas measurements have

also been used to estimate the extent of vertical diffusion within the tropics resulting from small-

scale processes such as gravity wave-induced turbulence or large-scale diabatic dispersion. Hall
and Waugh [1997a] and Mote et al. [1998] both estimated the value of vertical diffusion

coefficient, Kz, appropriate for the 1-D "tropical leaky pipe" model. Both studies obtained very

small values for Kz (less than 0.04 mZs 1) within the lower tropical stratosphere, indicating that

diffusion plays only a small role in the transport of trace gases in this region. For altitudes above

24 kin, however, Mote et al. [1998] estimated larger values of Kz (N0.1 mZs 1), suggesting that

vertical diffusion may be more important in the middle stratosphere, where there is weaker mixing
in of air from mid-latitudes.

As outlined above, substantial progress in quantifying transport processes in the

tropics--including mean vertical ascent rates, vertical diffusion, and the extent of transport across

the subtropical "barrier"--has been made in recent years from observations and theory. However,

significant uncertainties remain with regard to vertical, seasonal, and interannual variations (such
as the effect of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO)) in these transport rates. The mechanistic and

dynamical details of the physical processes causing the transport and mixing also remain unclear.

In spite of these uncertainties, the tracer measurements mentioned above provide stringent tests of

the parameterization of tropical transport processes within numerical models. For example,

observations of the vertical propagation of annual cycles in H20 and CO 2 (e.g., Figure 2-3)

provide tests of the balance of ascent, mixing in of mid-latitude air, and vertical diffusion within
models. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2.3.3 MERIDIONAL CIRCULATION

The dispersal of HSCT emissions throughout the atmosphere depends not only on quasi-horizontal

transport from the mid-latitude flight corridors to the tropics, but also on the strength of the large-
scale meridional diabatic circulation. Within the tropics, this circulation will be the predominant

means of transporting emissions to the middle and upper stratosphere, while, at middle and high

latitudes, this circulation is responsible for transport of exhaust into the lowermost stratosphere

(where air is flushed out of the stratosphere into the troposphere; see below). The strength of the

meridional circulation is therefore one of the key factors controlling the time scale for the dispersal
of HSCT emissions.

The sensitivity of trace gas distributions to the strength of the meridional circulation has been

illustrated in two recent modeling studies. Schoeberl et al. [1998] performed 3-D trajectory

calculations of the dispersal of inert "particles" released in the lower stratosphere (simulating

HSCT exhaust, for example) and examined the sensitivity of the simulations to the different

heating rates (and hence different meridional circulations) used in the calculations. They found that
the stratospheric lifetimes (i.e., the e-folding decay times) of the particles in their model varied

between 1 and 1.6 years for realistic changes in the heating rates. Another illustration is the

comparison of the transport simulations using winds from two different versions of the National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Middle Atmosphere version of the Community Climate

Model version 2 (MACCM2, or "Monashl" and "Monash2" in the notation of M&M II [Park et
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al., 1999]). The residual circulations from the two MACCM2 simulations have different

magnitudes because different gravity wave drag parameterization schemes were used in the two
simulations. This results in different simulations of the stratospheric mean age as well as different

climates (neither of which is realistic). The mean age is older, and the residence time for HSCT

emissions is longer for the model with the weaker residual circulation [Park et al., 1999]. These

examples demonstrate that a quantitatively realistic meridional circulation is necessary for accurate
simulations of distribution and lifetime of HSCT emissions.

2.3.4 MIDDLEWORLD TRANSPORT

HSCT exhaust emitted in the stratosphere above potential temperatures of 380 K (the overworld)

will be transported out of the stratosphere by first descending into the lowermost stratosphere, and

then into the troposphere via synoptic-scale transport events. The rate at which this stratosphere-

to-troposphere transport occurs is another of the key factors that will determine the residence time
of HSCT emissions in the stratosphere.

The time-averaged mass flux across the extratropical tropopause into the troposphere is equal to the

diabatic descent from the overworld across the upper boundary of the lowermost stratosphere

(N380 K), which is driven primarily by wave-breaking processes in the region above (the so-called

"downward control" principle, e.g., Haynes et al. [1991]; Holton et al. [1995]). The same applies
to the flux of chemical tracers that are conserved in the lowermost stratosphere. Gettelman et al.

[1997] have used this fact to estimate the flux of several tracers, including ozone, from the

stratosphere into the troposphere. However, there may be seasonal variations between the two

mass fluxes. Appenzeller et al. [1996b] inferred the time series of mass fluxes across the

extratropical tropopause by calculating the mass flux across the upper boundary of the lowermost

stratosphere and the change in mass within the lowermost stratosphere. The mass flux across the
upper boundary of the lowermost stratosphere in the NH maximizes in midwinter (consistent with

the expected variation of the wave driving) but the flux across the extratropical tropopause

maximizes five months or so later. Thus, there is a strong seasonal dependence in tropopause

height and the volume of the middleworld.

Although the time-averaged, large-scale, cross-tropopause flux is controlled by wave driving
within the stratosphere and mesosphere, the flux over shorter time scales, or at smaller spatial

scales, will depend on the details of synoptic-scale events. Therefore, consideration of exchange at

these scales is required when considering constituents with sources or sinks within the
middleworld.

Transport from the lowermost stratosphere into the troposphere occurs in synoptic-scale events,
such as "tropopause folds" and cut-off cyclones. During such events, there can be rapid adiabatic

advection along isentropes as well as diabatic advection across isentropes. The isentropic transport

may be viewed as resulting from filamentation of the tropopause, in much the same way that

exchange in the winter stratosphere between polar vortex and surf zone results from filamentation

of the vortex edge [Appenzeller et al., 1996a], and ultimate transport occurs when these

filamentary structures are mixed into the background by small-scale (diabatic) mixing processes.

Potential vorticity analyses and transport calculations show that there is two-way transport across

the extra-tropical tropopause, with transport both into (e.g., Lamarque and Hess [1994]; Holton et

al. [1995]; Appenzeller et al. [1996a] and out of [Chen, 1995; Peters and Waugh, 1996; Vaughan

and Timmis, 1998] the troposphere. Transport across the extra-tropical tropopause into the
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lowermoststratospherecanalsobe inferredfrom observationsof tracegases(e.g., water vapor)
[Dessleret al., 1995; Hintsa et al., 1998; Pan et al., 1997; Tuck et al., 1997]. This transport
occurs predominantly across the subtropical tropopause rather than up through the mid-latitude

tropopause. Although occasional upward transport across the mid-latitude tropopause is implied

by observations, this air remains very close to the tropopause [Hintsa et al., 1998].

Several modeling studies have estimated the time scale for transport out of the lowermost

stratosphere. Schoeberl et al. [1998] used a 3-D trajectory model to examine the stratospheric
lifetime for particles released at several different altitudes (between 11 and 19 km), while

Gettelman [1998] used a 3-D chemical transport model to calculate a similar quantity for subsonic

aircraft emissions in the lowermost stratosphere. Both studies indicate that material is flushed

rapidly out of the lowermost stratosphere, with e-folding lifetimes of less than a few months. As

mentioned above, this transport occurs primarily through isentropic transport followed by small-

scale diffusive mixing. This isentropic transport in the middleworld is represented differently in
2-D and 3-D models. High-resolution 3-D models can resolve (at least partially) this filamentary

process, and there is rapid transport out of the lowermost stratosphere. On the other hand, 2-D

models must rely on parameterized diffusive mixing. The model results reported in Shia et al.

[1993] showed that the removal of bomb 14C out of the stratosphere is dominated by the horizontal

eddy flux across the boundary between the upper tropical troposphere and the middle world.

Comparisons of 2-D and 3-D simulations of aircraft emissions show more vigorous transport into
the troposphere and smaller stratospheric concentrations with 3-D models [Rasch et al., 1994;

Schoeberl et al., 1998], see Figure 2-4. Taken at face value, this suggests that the removal rate

parameterized by horizontal mixing in 2-D models is too small compared to 3-D models.

In summary, for realistic transport of tracers (or emissions) out of the stratosphere it is necessary

to realistically simulate the large-scale stratospheric circulation (which controls the time-averaged,
large-scale flux) and synoptic-scale mixing events in upper troposphere / lower stratosphere (which

control the flux over shorter times and smaller spatial scales). Accurately representing the latter

processes in models is challenging (particularly for 2-D models that must rely on parameterized

diffusive mixing). Furthermore, observations that can quantitatively constrain these processes are

lacking, making it difficult to bound the uncertainties of these processes on models of the aircraft

perturbation.
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Figure 2-4. Evolution of the mixing ratio distribution of an instantaneous tracer release at 19 km,
analogous to aircraft emissions, from simulations using 3-D trajectory model and the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) 2-D model [adapted from Schoeberl et al., 1998].

2.3.5 POLAR VORTEX

The influence of HSCT emissions on the chemical and microphysical processes that occur within
the polar vortices will depend on the magnitudes of the perturbations caused by deposition directly

in the winter vortices, by quasi-horizontal transport from mid-latitude flight corridors across the

vortex edge, and by multi-year accumulation of exhaust in the middle and upper stratosphere

(Figure 2-2).

Analysis of aircraft flight corridors and the Arctic vortex edge shows that the flight corridors are
seldom inside the vortices, with only a small percentage (1 to 3%) of global emissions occurring

inside the Arctic vortex [Baughcum, 1996; Sparling et al., 1995]. On a typical day there are

unlikely to be more than a few flights into the vortex. While there are brief periods when the

vortex is displaced off the pole over the North Atlantic, and during these periods there could be

significant emissions within the vortex (10 to 20% of global emissions over the duration of the

displacement [Baughcum, 1996]), a "regional" accumulation of exhaust in the vortex from this
magnitude of direct deposition is expected to have a minimal impact on regional ozone levels.
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There is an extensive body of research on the rate of quasi-horizontal transport into and out of the
polar vortices. A difficulty when comparing these studies is the different definitions of vortex edge

that have been used (such as the wind maxima, maximum gradients in potential vorticity (PV) or

tracers, or minima in stretching rates). However, high-resolution trace constituent observations

and numerical simulations frequently show multiple fine-scale (filamentary) structures near the

polar jet (e.g., Tuck et al. [1992]; Waugh et al. [1994]), indicating that it is sometimes more

appropriate to consider a finite-width "vortex edge region" rather than defining a single, sharp
vortex edge, (e.g., Nash et al. [1996]). This vortex edge region encloses the above definitions of

the vortex edge, and surrounds the so-called "inner vortex." Notwithstanding the different "edge"

definitions, the overwhelming majority of observational, modeling, and theoretical studies indicate

that during winter the inner vortex region of both vortices is substantially isolated from mid-

latitudes above about 16 km (or potential temperatures of 400 K); see WMO [1995] and the more

recent studies of Dahlberg and Bowman [1994]; Rosenlof et al. [1997]; Sparling et al. [1995];
Wauben et al. [1997]; and Waugh et al. [1997]. Thus, an exhaust perturbation due to direct quasi-

horizontal transport from mid-latitude flight corridors into the inner vortex region is expected to be

negligible.

Given the small expected perturbations of direct deposition or transport into the polar vortices

during any given winter, changes in H20 , NOy, and aerosol in the vortices due to HSCTs are
likely to result mainly from global changes in these species as a result of emissions over years.

Furthermore, since high latitude lower stratospheric air descends into the middle world during

vortex formation, air incorporated into the lower stratospheric vortex comes primarily from higher

altitudes. The magnitude of these changes will depend on the extent to which exhaust is

transported into the middle and upper stratosphere and, therefore, on the exhaust's residence time.

2.3.6 SUMMER STRATOSPHERE

During the summer (June to August in the NH), there are easterly winds in the mid-latitudes of the

stratosphere. This results in reduced planetary wave activity, as the upward propagation of waves

from the troposphere is reduced in the presence of easterlies. There is then reduced

transport/mixing in the stratosphere: the time scale for dispersion of a locally released tracer in the
summer is greater than four months compared to about two months during winter [Sparling and

Schoeberl, 1995]. This slow mixing means that tracer features may be "frozen in" over summer

[Andrews et al., 1987; Hess and Holton, 1985], which is supported by tracer observations in

northern mid- and high latitudes in late June 1997 showing unmixed ex-vortex air masses [Herman

et al., 1998]. Thus, there is a possibility that emissions may build up in the flight corridors during

summer months [Sparling et al., 1995]. There is also weaker descent during summer [Holton et
al., 1995 and references therein], which will further increase the build up of emissions in the lower

stratosphere during summer.

Consistent with this, most models that participated in the M&M II experiment have peak

stratospheric emission loading in the fall [Park et al., 1999]. However, the magnitude of the

seasonal variation in the stratospheric loading varied considerably between models, with
differences between maximum and minimum loading ranging from a few percent to over 30% of

the annual-mean. It is not known which estimates are more realistic. Note that the majority of the

flight paths in these simulations are confined to northern mid- and low latitudes (see Section

3.7.2). If however, there were more flights over high latitudes, there would likely be a greater

build up of emissions over summer.
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2.3.7 THE AGGREGATE: MEAN AGE AND RESIDENCE TIME

The distribution of long-lived tracers and HSCT emissions depends on an aggregate of all the

transport processes discussed above. Thus, to determine the accumulation of the emissions and

their potential to alter global ozone levels, it is necessary to understand how all these processes

couple together.

Information on the integrated effect of these transport processes on tracer distributions can be

obtained from time scales derived from measurements of trace gases whose spatial gradients are

due to temporal increases in their concentrations. In particular, conserved tracers with linearly

increasing tropospheric trends can be used to derive the mean transit time from the troposphere to a

stratospheric location (also referred to as the mean age of air in the stratosphere). The mean age is

an important diagnostic of transport since it is independent of chemical processes and depends on
the strengths of, and balance between, the residual circulation and quasi-horizontal mixing. Mean

ages in the stratosphere have been derived from measurements of several different tracers which

have approximately linear trends (e.g., SF 6 [Elkins et al., 1996; Harnisch et al., 1996; Patra et al.,

1997; Waugh et al., 1997], CO 2 [Bischof et al., 1985; Andrews et al., 1999; Boering et al., 1996;
Nakazawa et al., 1995; Schmidt and Khedim, 1991], CFC-115 [Daniel et al., 1996; Pollock et al.,

1992], and hydrofluoric acid (HF) [Russell et al., 1996]). Results from these studies show that
the mean age (relative to the tropical tropopause) at 20 km varies from N1 year in the tropics to N5.5

years at high latitudes, while at 30 km it varies from 4 years in the tropics to 5 to 8 years at high

latitudes. Mean ages derived from 5 years of extensive in situ aircraft observations and from

balloon measurements are shown in Figure 2-5 and compared with a number of model results,
which will be discussed in Section 4.3.3.

In addition to being an important diagnostic of the stratospheric circulation, we expect the residence

time of HSCT exhaust to be related to mean age. Both time scales depend on the strength of the

residual circulation and on the quasi-horizontal mixing within the stratosphere, particularly

extratropical-tropical exchange. Furthermore, in a simple 2-box atmosphere, mean age and

residence time are equivalent: if the stratosphere were a well-mixed reservoir (a box) in contact

with the troposphere (the other box), then the lag time in the stratosphere from the time of entry
from the troposphere (i.e., the mean age) is equivalent to the decay time of material in the

stratosphere with the troposphere held at zero concentration (the residence time) [Boering et al.,

1996]. This equivalence breaks down in the real atmosphere because the stratosphere is not well-

mixed and HSCT emissions will be highly localized at mid-latitudes. However, mean age and

residence time likely still scale with one another, although the proportionality is unknown. Indeed,

a correlation between mean age and HSCT emission tracers has been seen in the lower mid-latitude
stratosphere across a wide range of models (see Section 4.4.3.2 and Figure 4-14).
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To gain further insight into the combined effect of these transport processes on HSCT emissions, it

would be useful to have extensive measurements of chemical species with sources and sinks in the

atmosphere that are similar to those of the emissions (e.g., a tracer with a lower stratospheric

source and tropospheric sink). Appropriate species include 14C from atmospheric nuclear bomb

testing in the 1960s [Johnston, 1989] and 7Be and *°Be (and the ratio mBe/7Be) [Raisbeck 1981;

Dibb 1994]. While these measurements have served as tests of model transport (e.g., Koch and

Rind [1998]; Shia et al. [1993]; Kinnison et al. [1994]; Rasch et al. [1994]; Prather and Remsberg

et al. [1993]) uncertainties as to initial conditions and/or a sparsity of observations currently limit

their application for extracting detailed information about model transport.

In addition to its role in determining exhaust accumulation, the integrated stratospheric transport

also plays a role in determining the concentrations of free radical precursors and aerosol in the

background atmosphere. Observations show a high correlation between mean age and long-lived

tracers affected by photochemical processes in the stratosphere, such as N20, NOy, Cly, and H20

(see Figure 2-6). Recognizing these correlations allows an important logical division of the

problem of describing the base state of the atmosphere against which we superimpose the HSCT

perturbation. Accurate simulations of radical precursors can be judged first by how well the

models reproduce mean age (i.e., the integrated effects of transport, independent of

photochemistry) followed by how well they reproduce the correlations of mean age with long-lived

species affected by photochemistry. As discussed in Chapter 4, each of the models used for this

assessment differs from the observations with respect to these two criteria. The conceptual

framework provided by the observations of age and the correlation of tracers with age allows a

primitive, but logical, extrapolation from predictions made using these models to predictions that

are more likely to represent the behavior of the real atmosphere.

2.3.8 IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change will affect future temperatures and circulation within the stratosphere. The

distribution of HSCT emissions and of long-lived tracers, such as NOy and Cly, in future

atmospheres will be dependent on any changes in the stratospheric transport. For example, if there

is a slower meridional circulation because of, say, reduced wave driving then, following the

arguments in previous sections, we would expect the mean age and HSCT lifetime to be older and

for NOy and Cly to be increased.

There is interannual variability in stratospheric transport, and some indications that the

stratospheric circulation has changed over the last two decades. During the 1990s there has been

reduced wave activity, weaker diabatic descent in the extratropics and a colder more persistent

polar vortex during northern winter and spring (e.g., Coy et al. [1997]). Also, recent observed

changes in some trace constituents have been linked to changes in dynamics: Hood et al. [1997]

and Fusco and Salby [1999] have shown statistical links between decadal changes in total ozone

and changes in lower stratospheric circulation and wave driving, while Nedoluha et al. [ 1998] have

linked decreases in upper stratosphere CH 4 between 1991 and 1997 to changes in the circulation,

in particular to reduced tropical upwelling. However, it is not clear that these changes in

constituent concentrations are driven solely by dynamical changes. Furthermore, it is not known

whether the changes in circulation will continue over a longer time scale or whether they are part of

natural decadal variability.
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Figure 2-6. Scatter plots of (a) nitrous oxide (N20), (b) water (H20), (c) reactive nitrogen (NOy),
and (d) inorganic chlorine (Cly), vs. mean age (derived from CO2) from ER-2 observations in
northern mid- and high latitudes.
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Unfortunately, current GCMs have limited ability to predict stratospheric circulation over

interannual timescales, and provide little guidance on the details of future stratospheric climate.

Recent modeling studies suggest that a cooling of the polar lower stratosphere and enhanced polar

ozone loss may result from greenhouse gas warming (e.g., Shindell et al. [1998]; Dameris et al.

[1998]). However, such model results are very uncertain. Hence possible climatic changes in the

stratospheric circulation is a major uncertainty in predicting the distribution and impact of HSCT
emissions.

2.4 Chemistry and Microphysics

Assuming that a model accurately describes transport and the input of source gases from the

troposphere, then the specification of three elements are required to accurately compute ozone loss:

• The efficiency of conversion of the source gases to chemically active species;

• The partitioning of chemically active species between catalytically active radicals and less

reactive species, known as reservoirs; and

• The rates of ozone catalytic loss cycles and the null cycles that interfere with them.

We discuss the qualitative features of the rates of the catalytic cycles in Section 2.4.1 and in

Section 2.1 above. We show how the effect of aircraft NO x in the lower stratosphere is primarily

through null catalytic cycles that modulate the efficiency of the HOx and halogen cycles. The

aircraft effect in the middle and upper stratosphere is less complex, determined primarily by the

amount of exhaust that is transported to high altitudes. In Sections 2.4.2 to 2.4.4, we discuss our

knowledge of these three fundamental elements for the major chemical families.

2.4.1 CATALYTIC 0 3 Loss

In an idealized sense, the HSCT exhaust will perturb the stratosphere in two places. In the middle

and upper stratosphere, the response of the local ozone removal rate to changes in NO_ and HO_

radicals is proportional to changes in the concentration of these radicals. In the lower stratosphere,

NO_ buffers the catalysis of hydrogen and halogen radicals. In this region, the response of the

local ozone removal rate can be either positive or negative depending on the abundance of NO_ at

atmospherically relevant concentrations. When NOx concentrations in the lower stratosphere are

diminished (during winter and following major volcanic eruptions), the rate of catalytic removal of

ozone by HO_ and halogens (Section 2.1) in this region of the atmosphere is enhanced. When

NO_ is at a maximum (in summer and during volcanically quiescent periods) the rate of catalytic

removal of ozone by HO_ and halogen radicals in the lower stratosphere is suppressed. In the

present atmosphere, NO_ seldom reaches levels where it is the dominant sink of O 3 in the lower

stratosphere.

Figure 2-7 represents the lower stratospheric ozone removal rate schematically. The total ozone

removal rate follows the top of the shaded area, and the different shades of gray reflect the portion

of the total due to NQ, HO_ and halogen catalysis, respectively. The left side of the figure (low

NO_) describes a NO_ poor region of the stratosphere. In this region, ozone catalysis is rapid and
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it is dominated by HO x and halogens. The ozone removal rates have a steep dependence on NOx,

increasing rapidly when NO_ decreases. If the curve were extended to the left, it would describe

the chemistry of springtime polar ozone depletion. As NO_ levels approach zero, halogen catalysis

increases 100-fold above that shown in the figure. At intermediate NO_ concentrations, ozone

removal rates are insensitive to changes in NO_. Increases in NOx (and therefore in NO_ catalysis

of ozone) are almost exactly balanced by decreases in the rate of ozone catalysis by HO_ and

halogens. The width of this intermediate region is approximately a factor of 2 in NO_

concentration. At still higher concentrations of NO_, NOx catalysis dominates over all other

reactions and ozone removal rates increase linearly in proportion to NO_.

Much of the chemical impact of HSCTs (or any other perturbation to the lower stratosphere) can be

qualitatively understood using this schematic and an estimate of what fraction (in space or time) of

the lower stratosphere is characterized by each of the three regions coupled with estimates of the

rate of transport between them and from higher altitudes where the HSCT exhaust will clearly

reduce ozone. Perturbations to NO_ in the middle and upper stratosphere will cause changes to

ozone in proportion to the fractional change in NO_ but of opposite sign. The lower stratosphere

oscillates between intermediate NO_ and NO -poor regimes seasonally, latitudinally, and as a

function of aerosol loading. On average, at 20 km, it is NO_ poor, even at the lowest aerosol

loadings observed in the last decade. Small perturbations to NO_ in this region of the atmosphere
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Figure 2-7. Schematic representation of the response of the stratosphere to changing NOx

levels. The schematic assumes fixed values for Bry, Cly and OH (adapted from Wennberg et aL
[1994]).
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will cause changes in ozone of the same sign. Large increases in NO,` will however, push an

increasing fraction of the lower stratosphere toward NOjich chemistry and ozone loss. HSCT

exhaust will increase stratospheric HzO. This change will enhance HO,` catalytic ozone loss and

simultaneously shift the balance between hydrogen and nitrogen catalysis, making the region more

NO,` poor. Depending on the balance between HzO , NO,,, and aerosol emissions, HSCT exhaust

may either increase or decrease NO,` in the lower stratosphere. This qualitative picture emerges

quantitatively in the calculations presented in Chapter 4. In the upper stratosphere, models all

predict ozone decreases in response to the HSCT perturbation. In the lower stratosphere, where

the chemistry of ozone is slower than at higher altitudes, transport and photochemistry both have

direct effects on ozone. Here, the models tend to be NO,` poor (but not necessarily to the same

degree as the atmosphere), and the NO,` change due to aircraft outweighs the HzO change. For the

most part, the models used in this assessment predict ozone increases in the lower stratosphere in

response to the NOJHzO perturbation (Figures 4-11, 4-12).

Historically (although our conceptual understanding was less clear than it is today), changes to

predictions of the effects of stratospheric aircraft have come about because of changes in the

fraction of the model atmosphere that was NO,` poor, NO,` buffered, or NO,` rich. In the early

1970s, most of the lower stratosphere was thought to be NO,` rich, and SST NO,` emissions were

predicted to cause significant ozone depletion. We now have direct, simultaneous observations of

NO,`, HO,` and halogen radicals [Wennberg et al., 1994; Jucks et al., 1996] and extensive

observations of the interdependence of these radical concentrations [Cohen et al., 1994; Sfimpfle et

al., 1994]. These observations provide unequivocal evidence for the relative roles of these radicals

throughout the lower, middle, and upper stratosphere. Measurements from the ER-2 aircraft

beginning in 1993 provide observational constraints on the distribution of all three radical catalysts

as function of latitude (70°S-90°N), altitude (12 to 21 kin), and season [Gao et al., 1997; Keim et

al., 1997] (see also Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols, and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE)

CD-ROM [Hathaway et al., 1994]; Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone Expedition/

Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (ASHOE/MAESA) CD-ROM

[Gaines, 1995]; Stratospheric Tracers of Atmospheric Transport (STRAT) CD-ROM [Gaines and

Hipskind, 1997]; and POLARIS CD-ROM [Gaines, 1998]). Measurements of radicals from a

variety of remote-sensing platforms provide data measures in the middle and upper stratosphere

(e.g., Jucks et al. [1996]; Newchurch et al. [1996]). The chemical reaction rates used in present

models are considerably more accurate than the rates used in the 1970s. Laboratory techniques for

measuring these rates have dramatically improved and atmospheric observations have provided

direct tests to evaluate the models that use these rates. The observations show the lower

stratosphere is almost always NO,`-poor, although the summer polar regions of the lower

stratosphere are characterized by NO,` that is intermediate.

NO,` control is a dominant feature of stratospheric chemistry, but it is not the only important one.

Other aspects of the photochemistry determine the abundance of hydrogen and halogen radicals.

For example, the last 30 years of halocarbon releases at the surface is reflected in high

concentrations of inorganic chlorine and bromine radicals in the stratosphere and in decreasing

ozone levels. The effect of these radicals on ozone is clearly seen at 40 km where Molina and

Rowland [1974] predicted, in their classic paper, it would be observed as well as in the large

depletions that occur at polar sunrise and in the steady decline at mid-latitudes [WMO, 1995].
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2.4.2 NITROGENSPECIES

2.4.2.1 The Distribution of the SOy Reservoir

N20 is chemically converted to active nitrogen molecules (denoted NOy where NOy = HNO 3 +

C1ONO 2 + NO 2 + NO + 2 x N205 + HO2NO 2 + BrONO 2 + NO 3 + ... ). NOy is removed from the

stratosphere by photochemical reactions (N + NO) and transport out of the stratosphere both in

gas-phase form or as solid HNO 3 incorporated in PSC particles. The ratio of [NOy]/[N20] in the
lower stratosphere has a global annually averaged value of about 0.07 reflecting the globally

integrated stratospheric production and loss for each species [Fahey et al., 1993; Keim et al., 1997;

Nevison et al., 1997]. Data described by Keim et al. [1997] show that the seasonal variance in the

ratio is much larger in the SH than in the NH (30% vs. 5%). Gravitational sedimentation of

HNO3-containing aerosol in the polar regions during winter, followed by transport of air with

higher NOy/N20 ratios from upper to lower stratosphere during the remainder of the year, is
consistent with a seasonal cycle in the ratio. The weaker seasonal amplitude in the NH follows

since aerosol sedimentation is less frequent in the NH. The mechanisms that control particle

sedimentation in the polar regions and the subsequent influence on mid-latitude distributions of

NOy and water vapor are the subjects of active research. They are also the source of significant

uncertainty in this assessment. The sharp thresholds in the formation temperatures of polar

stratospheric clouds that remove nitric acid and water are strongly influenced by the partial pressure

of water. For a given temperature, an increase in water vapor will enhance condensation, which

may result in additional sedimentation that can irreversibly remove more nitric acid (enhanced

denitrification). Alternatively, with no change in the sedimentation, NOy would be increased by
HSCT operations. Without a mechanistic understanding of polar stratospheric cloud formation,

sedimentation, and evaporation processes, it is difficult to assess the impact of polar processes on

global water and NOy abundances. The immediate result of an increase in sedimentation of NOy

due to increases in H20 would be more severe ozone depletion during Arctic spring. However,

there is also a subtle feedback that operates on time scales longer than a single season: the global

rate of removal of NOy, H20 and other HSCT effluent from the stratosphere might be enhanced by
an increase in the sedimentation rate, thus reducing the magnitude of the HSCT perturbation or

modifying the distribution of the perturbation within the stratosphere.

2.4.2.2 Partitioning of SOy

NOy is predominantly composed of HNO 3, C1ONO 2, NO 2, and NO. The partitioning of NOy

among the various species occurs via reactions that usually reach a steady state in a few days

(although from late fall through early spring and in the lower tropical stratosphere, time scales slow

down to the point where weeks are required to reach steady state). Because of these rapid time

scales, transport generally has only a minor effect on the partitioning of NOy species. The balance

between radicals (NO and NO 2) and reservoirs (HNO 3, C1ONO 2.... ) is determined by reactions

that interconvert short-lived NOy species and the long-lived reservoir HNO 3. The important

reactions fall into two classes: homogeneous gas-phase reactions mediated by NO 2, and

heterogeneous reactions at the gas-particle interface and/or in the aerosol liquid phase mediated by

the short-lived reservoir species (dinitrogen pentoxide (N205), C1ONO 2, and bromine nitrate

(BrONO2)).
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Laboratorymeasurementshaveprovidedtheratesof theseprocesses,especiallytheheterogeneous
reactionsandthelow temperaturephotolysiscross-sections[DeMoreet al., 1997]. In particular,

we note an improved understanding of the rates and mechanisms of hydrolysis of C1ONO 2 on

liquid sulfate aerosol [Robinson et al., 1997; Hanson and Lovejoy, 1995], the reactions of

BrONO 2 on aerosol [Hanson et al., 1996], and the photolysis rates of several key species [Barnes

et al., 1996; Rattigan et al., 1996; Yokelson et al., 1997; Burkholder et al., 1995].

Atmospheric observations during the 1990s demonstrated that heterogeneous processes are fast

enough to reduce NO x concentrations by factors of 2 or more relative to model calculations of NOx

in a hypothetical atmosphere where these reactions do not take place. Observations demonstrating

the importance of hydrolysis of N205 are abundant, partly as a result of the natural experiment

initiated by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and the subsequent evolution of stratospheric aerosol

[Fahey et al., 1993; Koike et al., 1993]. The effects of heterogeneous reactions involving C1ONO 2

and hydrogen chloride (HC1) on the chemistry of polar winter are well documented [WMO, 1995].

Observations show that the same chemistry can occur at mid-latitudes if the temperatures are low

and H20 concentrations high [Keim et al., 1996]. Atmospheric observations that unambiguously

demonstrate the importance of BrONO 2 hydrolysis as a sink of NO_ have been more difficult to

obtain. Slusser et al. [1997] report that inclusion of BrONO 2 hydrolysis improves agreement with

their observations of column NO 2 at 65°S during summer. Lary et al. [1996] report that inclusion

of this reaction improves the agreement with observations of HO_ at sunrise by Wennberg et al.

[1994].

Analyses of atmospheric observations, especially those following soon after the eruption of Mt.

Pinatubo, argued for good agreement of models and observations of NOy partitioning [Gao et al.,
1997; Koike et al., 1993; Mills et al., 1993; Fahey et al., 1993]. Nearly all of these papers also

identified exceptions to the "good agreement." Recent observations and analyses are making a

stronger point about the deficiencies in our understanding of the partitioning of NOy.

Measurements of NO_/NOy obtained by infrared (IR) remote sensing [Sen et al., 1998; Slusser et
al., 1997, 1998] and from in situ measurements during POLARIS [Gao et al., 1999] exhibit higher

concentrations of NO_ than models constrained by the measured NOy. Taken together, the

measurements show that models using currently accepted photochemistry are more NOx poor than

the atmosphere by about 30%, even when constrained with observed OH and NOy.

Interpretation of these observations is still incomplete. However, measurements suggest the

presence of more than one error in the set of rate constants as currently recommended [DeMore et

al., 1997]. The gas-phase processes controlling NO2/HNO 3 ratios favor HNO 3 too much,

implying that the rate of OH + NO 2 _ HNO 3 is slower than in models and/or the rate of NO 2

production via HNO 3 photolysis or reaction with OH is faster than in models. Donahue et al.

[1997] have addressed the first possibility, showing that the NO 2 + OH room temperature reaction

rate measured by some 15 different research groups was poorly described by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL)-94 compendium [DeMore et al., 1994]. The JPL-97 compendium, which is

used as the basis for the model calculations in Chapter 4, recommended a new formulation of this

rate constant [DeMore et al., 1997]. The new formulation does a better job of describing the

observations at room temperature, but it does not pass through the mean of the laboratory

measurements at stratospheric temperatures. Both Dransfield et al. [1999] and Brown et al. [1999]

have revisited this rate constant in the laboratory. Their measurements are nearly identical to each
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otherandto thosethatwerepreviouslyobtained;however,thenew measurementsexpandthedata
basefor theform of therateexpressionat stratospherictemperatureandpressures. Useof arate
constantthat is consistentwith the laboratoryobservationsover a rangeof temperaturesand
pressureswill improveagreementof measurementswith highly-constrainedphotochemicalbox
models.Brownet al. [1999] also remeasured the rate of OH + HNO 3 and suggest that this rate is

considerably faster at low temperature than is recommended by JPL-97. Models using both new

rate constants are in better agreement with observations of NOx/NOy ratios during polar summer,

about 10% when constrained by observed NOy and OH [Gao et al., 1999].

2.4.3 HALOGEN SPECIES

2.4.3.1 The Distribution of Cly and Bry

Decomposition of halocarbons results in each chlorine and bromine atom being converted to the

reactive species, inorganic chlorine (Cly) and inorganic bromine (Bry). Cly and Bry production

occurs by ultraviolet (UV) photolysis of organic halocarbons while loss occurs by transport to the

troposphere. These chemicals are only slightly soluble in stratospheric sulfate aerosol and thus are

not affected by sedimentation processes. The spatial distributions of stratospheric Cly and Bry are

reasonably well known on the basis of measurements. Throughout the stratosphere Cly and Bry
exhibit tight correlations with other long-lived tracers, as well as stratospheric mean age.

HC1 and C1ONO 2 are typically the dominant components of Cly in the lower stratosphere.

Observations of C1ONO 2 and HC1 add to about 95% of the Cly inferred from measurements of
CFCs [Bonne et al., 1999; Zander et al., 1996]. Wamsley et al. [1998] have discussed

measurements of the correlation of organic bromine with N20 in the stratosphere. These

measurements combined with assumptions about the growth of organic bromine compounds in the

stratosphere (supported by measurements of the growth of organic bromine at the surface) can be

used to infer the distribution of Bry in the stratosphere. Increases in stratospheric halogen
abundances are thought to be responsible for observed decreases in stratospheric ozone since 1980

[Jackman et al., 1996; Solomon et al., 1998].

2.4.3.2 The Partitioning of Cly and Bry

Prior to 1997, when in situ measurements of C1ONO 2 first became available, Cly partitioning was

checked by taking the sum of the measured concentrations of HC1, C10, and the derived

concentration of C1ONO 2 and comparing that with the total inorganic chlorine concentration derived

from measurements of the organic chlorine species. C1ONO 2 was derived from measured C10,

NO 2 derived from observations of NO and 03, and the rates of C1ONO 2 formation and photolysis.

The agreement is relatively poor for AASE-II and SPADE data taken between 1991 and 1993

[Bonne et al., 1999; Salawitch et al., 1994a; Wennberg et al., 1994]. The sum of the measured

HC1, measured C10 and derived C1ONO 2 was smaller than the derived Cly by up to 40% [Webster
et al., 1994]. The agreement improved from 1993 to 1997 in subsequent campaigns. The reason

can be traced to an increasing trend in the measured HC1 between 1993 and 1998 from the ALIAS

instrument [Webster et al., 1998]. Dessler et al. [1997] also found a trend in HC1 in the same

period in UARS observations, but the magnitude is much smaller.
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With theavailabilityof in situ and remote sensing C1ONO 2 measurements, analyses confirm the

accuracy of the rates of C1ONO 2 formation and photolysis [Chang et al., 1996a; Dessler et al.,

1996a; Stimpfle et al., 1994; Zander et al., 1996]. These analyses lend support to techniques used

to reconstruct C1ONO 2 from measurements of C10 and NO 2 [Stimpfle et al., 1994]. There are

several ways to reconcile the data taken prior to 1993:

• There is a yet-to-be-identified mechanism that was effective prior to 1993 that would decrease

HC1, without affecting C10 or NO and presumably not affecting derived C10NO2;

• or the data (measured HC1, C10, or derived Cly, or some combination) are wrong.

No mechanism has been identified that is capable of simultaneously explaining both the in situ C10

and HC1 data between 1991 and 1993 (Jaegl6 et al. [1996]; Abbatt [1995]). Models using the rates

from JPL-97 produce results that are consistent with the measured C10 and inconsistent with the

measured HC1. Other measurements during the same time period [Chang, 1996a; Dessler et al.,

1996a; Zander et al., 1996] did not observe such low values of HC1. We consider the possibility

small that the discrepancy implies a missing mechanism in the models.

In the upper stratosphere, there is now remarkable agreement between models of the partitioning of

Cly and measurements of HC1, C10NO2, and C10 [Michelsen et al., 1996]. Use of a minor

channel producing HC1 and O 2 in the reaction OH + C10, as shown in the laboratory virtually

eliminates a persistent discrepancy between models and measurements [Lipson et al., 1997].

Observations of 03 and chlorine species in the upper stratosphere have long been in conflict with

models that did not include this channel or its chemical equivalent [McElroy and Salawitch, 1989].

In the lower stratosphere, a conservative estimate based on propagation of errors in rate constants

and measurements suggests an uncertainty as large as 30 to 40% in the ratio of C1ONOz/HC1.

Bromine compounds contribute to halogen-catalyzed ozone loss in the lower stratosphere with

remarkable potency relative to more abundant chlorine compounds on a per atom basis. This

increased efficiency arises because bromine is more rapidly converted into forms capable of

destroying ozone than chlorine. During daylight about half of inorganic bromine is present in

radical forms (bromide monoxide (BrO), Br) capable of efficient 03 removal, whereas only a few

percent of chlorine is present as radicals. In addition, the rates for two limiting reactions for

catalytic 03 loss involving bromine, BrO + HO 2 and BrO + C10, are rapid compared to rates for

analogous reactions involving chlorine, C10 + HO 2 and C10 + C10. In the mid-latitude lower

stratosphere, bromine is typically 55 to 65% of the total halogen-induced loss rate. In the upper

stratosphere and in the polar spring, bromine is considerably less important. Halogen-controlled

ozone loss in the lower stratosphere is comparable to HO x catalysis and typically larger than that

due to NOx.

Recent laboratory work suggests important revisions in key photochemical processes that govern

production and loss of BrONO 2 and hypobromous acid (HOBr). The rate of the BrO + HO 2

reaction (the main production channel for HOBr) has been measured to proceed at approximately

half the value that was used in the 1995 assessment [Elrod et al., 1996; Larichev et al., 1995; Li et

al., 1997]. A consensus of new cross-section measurements for HOBr photolysis, for which

estimates had previously been based on aqueous phase spectra, leads to a value for the photolysis
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ratethatis muchmorerapidthanpreviouslythought[Rattiganet al., 1996; Barnes et al., 1996].

New cross-section measurements of BrONO 2 photolysis lead to a 16% increase in its

recommended J value [Burkholder et al., 1995]. Each of these changes tends to increase the

relative abundance of BrO within the Bry family. All of these changes are recommended by JPL
1997 [DeMore et al., 1997] and are therefore included in the models used in this assessment.

Models that also incorporate changes in NO x chemistry discussed above will increase BrONO 2 and

decrease BrO by about 25%.

There is broad agreement within the stated errors between a) estimates of inorganic bromine based

on BrO measurements and photochemical models, and b) estimates of inorganic bromine using

measurements of organic bromine source gases. This agreement indicates that there are no large

(30%) missing sources of bromine in the stratosphere [Wamsley et al., 1998; Stimpfle et al., 1999;

Avallone et al., 1995; Harder et al., 1998; Fish et al., 1997].

From the point of view of this assessment, these conclusions make three crucial points. First, it is

important that models reproduce observations of Cly and Bry, and their variations with altitude and
latitude. Second, the characterizations of the partitioning of chlorine and bromine reservoirs from

observations and the agreement with improved photochemical parameterizations improve

confidence in our understanding of the underlying fundamental chemistry. Finally, observations

of the response of halogens to NOx confirm that modeled halogen chemistry will vary with NO_

abundances in a manner that is nearly identical to that of the present atmosphere.

2.4.4 HYDROGEN SPECIES; OH AND HO 2

Hydrogen radical photochemistry is more complex than that of nitrogen and halogen radicals,

because more processes (typically about a dozen) contribute to production and destruction of HO_

while half that number are important to halogen and nitrogen radical chemistry. In general,

reactions that break the OH bond in water or other bonds to a hydrogen atom are the net sources of

OH, although at any instant intermediate reservoirs such as HNO 3, HNQ, or HzCO are also

important sources. The primary production mechanism of OH is the photolysis of 03 yielding

O(1D) which subsequently reacts with hydrogen-containing molecules, mainly HzO , CH4, and H2,

to produce OH. The hydrogen radicals are removed via reactions that reform water bonds, mainly

OH + HNO 3 _ HzO + NO 3 and OH + HO 2 _ HzO + 02, and by reactions that reform reservoirs,

such as OH+NO 2 ---4 HNO 3.

Measurements of OH and HO 2 in the lower stratosphere have now been obtained at latitudes from

70°S to 90°N. As shown in Figure 2-8a, these measurements show remarkably constant

concentrations of OH over this region, despite the variation in 03, NO_ and other atmospheric

constituents [Wennberg et al., 1994]. The observed OH concentrations have little or no

dependence on 03 and HNO 3 concentrations, but show the expected dependence on UV flux,

which is shown by the model curve in Figure 2-8a. Photochemical steady-state model calculations

constrained by simultaneous measurements of 03, HzO, CH4, H2, NO, NO2, NOy and the solar

radiation field reproduce observed OH concentrations well (_+25%) over this wide range of

observations, including most of the variability and fine details shown in Figure 2-8a. The strong

buffering of OH exists because of the correlation of NO2, HNO 3 and other sinks of OH with 03

and other sources of OH in the lower stratosphere.
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Figure 2-8. Observations of OH and HO2/OH. The data was obtained over several years, on
flights of the ER-2 at latitudes from 70°S to the North Pole. Observations of OH vs. solar zenith
angle (a) show that OH is nearly invariant to other parameters including 03, HNO3, and H20
within the range these quantities vary in the lower stratosphere. In contrast, HO2, normalized b y
coincident measurements of OH, is a strong function of NO shown as NOx (109 molecules cm -3) in
(b). Both observations are consistent with current models (solid curves).

At large solar zenith angles, high aerosol loading, and low NO_, the agreement between modeled

and the observed OH concentration improves with the inclusion of the heterogeneous hydrolysis

reactions of bromine and chlorine nitrate and the subsequent photolysis of the products: XONO 2 +
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H20 ----) HOX + HNQ, HOX + hv _ OH + X, X = C1, Br. These sources are small compared to

the O(1D) sources in general, but can account for most of the OH source at high solar zenith angles

[Jaegl6 et al., 1997; Lary et al., 1996]. As a result, measurements of OH and HO 2 have proven

useful in evaluating our understanding of the heterogeneous reactions described in the next section.

These reactions are included in the models described in Chapter 4. Wennberg et al. [1999] note

that BrONO 2 hydrolysis is not rapid enough to completely explain the high values of OH observed

near sunset under low aerosol/high NO x conditions. They propose a source in addition to those

described above with a strong photolysis cross-section at wavelengths near 1 Bin.

While OH concentrations are strongly buffered, HO 2 concentrations in the lower stratosphere and

the upper troposphere show substantial variation with NOx and 03. The changes in HO 2 can be

described accurately (_+10%) by an analysis using measured concentrations and laboratory rates for

an extremely wide range of atmospheric conditions [Cohen et al., 1994]. This analysis has two-

fold significance: first, it shows that the reactions that interconvert OH and H02, which include the

rate-limiting step (HO 2 + 03 ----) OH + 202) for catalytic removal of 03 by HQ, are accurately

described by mechanisms used in current models. Second, as shown in Figure 2-8b, it shows

directly the response of the catalytically active HO 2 to changes in NO_. The suppression of HO 2

concentrations by NO explains, in part, why the 03 response to the sum of NO_ and H20

perturbations is not simply the sum of the individual perturbations to catalytic cycles of ozone.

2.4.5 AEROSOL

Chemical transformations on aerosol surfaces affect the partitioning of nitrogen and halogen

reservoirs. The reactions:

N205+ H20 ----)2HNO 3 (R1)

C1ONO 2+ H20 ----)HNO 3 + HOC1 (R2)

BrONO 2+ H20 ----) HNO 3 + HOBr (R3)

C1ONO 2+ HC1 _ HNO 3 + C12 (R4)

HC1 + HOC1 _ H20 + C12 (R5)

have been characterized in the laboratory. Observational evidence exists that all of these reactions

occur in the atmosphere.

The reaction with the most pervasive effect on stratospheric photochemistry is the hydrolysis of

N205, R1. Numerous laboratory measurements (see Hanson [1997]; Robinson et al. [1997]; Hu

and Abbatt [1997] for recent results) demonstrate this reaction occurs frequently, about once in 10

collisions of N205 with an aerosol particle. When the sulfate layer is not volcanically enhanced,

this reaction reduces NO_ concentrations in the lower stratosphere by almost a factor of 2 compared

to gas-phase chemistry alone. At high aerosol loadings NOx is reduced by a factor of 3. These

effects were extensively documented from aircraft, balloon, satellite and ground-based

instrumentation following the massive eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 [WMO, 1995]. The effect

of N205 hydrolysis on NO_ depends on temperature because N205 is formed more rapidly at higher

temperatures. It also depends on season because N205 is formed almost exclusively at night.
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Shortsummernightsprovidelittle timefor N2O 5 formation even though the rate is enhanced by the

warm temperatures. Long winter nights result in significant NzO 5 formation. In addition, NzO 5 is

photolyzed during the day. At a given aerosol loading, photolysis competes more effectively with

hydrolysis and may dominate during the summer when the long days give the sun more

opportunity. The aerosol layer thins significantly with increasing altitude so all of the reactions

discussed in this section are less important in the middle and upper stratosphere.

At the poles, the direct cause of springtime ozone loss is the high concentration of chlorine

radicals. To enable this catalysis, NO x must first be driven almost entirely from the system via

aerosol reactions. With the exception of HC1 + HOC1 all of the reactions listed above denoxify,

that is convert short-term reservoirs of NOx to HNO 3, and all but NzO 5 + HzO activate halogen

radicals as well. The HNO 3 produced in these reactions is then sequestered on aerosol. If

temperatures remain cold enough to sustain these heterogeneous reactions, any HNO 3 that

evaporates and is converted to NO_ is rapidly reconverted back to HNO 3. When this situation

persists until and beyond polar sunrise, ensuing ozone loss rates approach a few percent per day

[WMO, 1995]. In a matter of weeks nearly all of the ozone within the polar vortex can be

destroyed. In the Antarctic, it frequently remains cold enough for complete loss of ozone, while in

the Arctic the temperatures are more variable and ozone loss in recent years has ranged from

minimal to nearly 40% [WMO, 1995].

Aerosol particles grow to large sizes (>10 btm) in the cold temperatures of the lower stratospheric

polar winter. At large sizes, these aerosols are often referred to as polar stratospheric clouds. The

details of the number of large particles that form, exactly how large they become, and what they are

composed of are not well-understood (see review in Peter [1997]). If the HNO 3 in particles

sediments to lower altitudes, a process known as denitrification, low NO_ chemical conditions can

be sustained until the air mixes with higher-NO_. Sedimentation rates are determined by air density

and particle size, shape, and density. The chemistry and microphysics that govern particle size,

shape, and density are difficult to model accurately. Consequently the mechanistic models of

stratospheric aerosol needed to make accurate predictions of the interaction of HSCT exhaust with

aerosol, and the subsequent effects on stratospheric NOy and HzO concentrations are not available.

The rates of Reactions 1-5 and hence their effect on springtime ozone loss depends on the phase

and water content of the aerosol. These processes are better understood than those that control

aerosol size and that lead to sedimentation and evaporation. The chlorine reactions are particularly

sensitive to the water activity of sulfuric acid aerosol. As a result, at low temperatures, there is

nearly complete conversion of inorganic chlorine to free radical form [Kawa et al., 1997]. This

effect has also been observed under mid-latitude conditions of low temperature and unusually high

water abundance [Keim et al., 1996]. The temperature-water vapor dependence of aerosol surface

area used in the models of this assessment is taken from the thermodynamic model of Carslaw et

al. [1997] and the reactivity per unit area from Hanson et al. [1994] and Robinson et al. [1997].

Direct verification of the temperature dependence of the C10 mixing ratio that results from these

reactions was obtained from in situ observations that relied on the ER-2 to sample inside the

Antarctic vortex (Figure 2-9).

These laboratory and field observations demonstrate the impact of changes in the water vapor

mixing ratio on the threshold temperature for increases in C10 concentration. At H20 mixing ratios
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of 5 to 10ppmv, thethresholdtemperaturefor nearcompleteconversionof Cly to C10 shifts to
N1K higher temperaturefor a 20% increasein water. A critical question for the HSCT
assessmentis then:whatwill bethetemperatureand the water vapor mixing ratio in three decades

as the proposed use of HSCTs emerges? Aircraft NO x and HzO will likely raise the temperature at
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Figure 2-9. Observations and a model analysis of the temperature dependence of inorganic
chlorine partitioning (adapted from Kawa et al. [1997]).

which denoxification can happen, increasing the likelihood of severe polar ozone loss. However,

the combined uncertainties of climate and trace gases in the future atmosphere, as well as the

nonlinearity of these reaction rates, makes it extremely difficult to estimate the response of the

future atmosphere.

While the majority of stratospheric aerosol particles are sulfate and water, there are few

measurements of the trace composition of stratospheric aerosol. Observations of carbon aerosol in

the lower stratosphere have provoked considerable debate about the source of the particles and the

mechanism for their transport into and/or within the stratosphere. Laboratory measurements show

that initial rates of reaction of 03 and HNO 3 on clean carbon aerosol are rapid, although the rates

often slow with time indicating some mechanism for deactivating the surface [Fendel et al., 1995;

Rogaski et al., 1997]. Model studies have investigated whether reactions on these particles might
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be importantto recentozonetrends[Bekki, 1997]or to explainingthe relativeconcentrationsof
HNO3andNO2[Lary et al., 1997]. Both these studies maximize the possible effect of carbon

particles by assuming the reactions are catalytic with respect to carbon or that a source of carbon

soot exists that is large enough to sustain a steady-state concentration at present values. Laboratory

evidence suggests that the reaction of 03 + soot yields is 15 to 35% CO or CO 2 [Stephens et al.,

1986]. CO and CO 2 are also observed as products of HNO 3 + soot [Thlibi and Petit, 1994]. In

other words, the reactions are not catalytic, which suggests they cannot be occurring rapidly in the

atmosphere. The lifetime of soot in the atmosphere would be a few hours if the 03 and HNO 3

reactions were proceeding at rates observed in the laboratory. To sustain the observed soot

concentrations against this rapid loss would require an enormous unidentified source and would

produce concentrations of CO and CO 2 that would be easily detectable (and have not been) against

the background of other sources of CO and CO 2.

2.5 Summary

Since the last HSCT assessment in 1995, new observations, theoretical work, and modeling have

1) reinforced our understanding of some of the fundamental features of stratospheric chemistry and

transport, and 2) led to significant advances in our ability to interpret the differences between

models and observations. Improved understanding and quantification of atmospheric transport and

photochemical processes leads directly to a more accurate prediction of the effects of HSCTs on the

atmosphere and to significantly improvements in our ability to estimate the uncertainty in these

predictions. We summarize here some of the key areas of observational and conceptual progress,

along with remaining uncertainties in our understanding of the factors that determine the likely

effects of HSCT exhaust on the atmosphere. These include the physics responsible for

atmospheric transport as it determines the distribution and accumulation of aircraft exhaust, the

combined effects of chemistry and transport on the composition of the background atmosphere

(especially, the distribution of ozone, NOy, H20 and aerosol), and the effects of changes to the rate
of free radical catalysis that result from enhancement and suppression of chemical pathways for

ozone change by the HSCT exhaust.

The local response of ozone to changes in NO x, H20 , and aerosol is becoming increasingly

well understood and the chance for surprise is diminishing. Through a combination of

laboratory experiments, observations of atmospheric radicals and reservoir species, and

improved approaches to interpreting these observations, uncertainties in chemistry have been

reduced.

Kinetic parameters controlling radical abundances have been constrained from simultaneous

observations of radicals from all three major chemical families. As a result, we expect that

models incorporating the most recent kinetic rate parameters will reproduce the distribution

of atmospheric free radicals to within 50%. Moreover, we expect that these models

correctly predict the sensitivity of ozone loss to changes in atmospheric composition from

aircraft. For current atmospheric conditions, increases in NOx will decrease local ozone.

However, due to the buffering effect of competing catalytic chemical cycles, the ozone

response is only weakly coupled to NO_ over the narrow (factor of 2) range of NO_

concentrations present in today's lower stratosphere.
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Ourunderstandingof theratesof reactionscontrollingNOx andHOxhasbeensignificantly
improvedby recent atmosphericobservations,photochemicalprocess modeling, and
laboratorymeasurements.About30%moreNO_is observedin the lowerstratospherethan
predictedby photochemicalmodelsusing currently recommendedrate constants,and
constrainedby simultaneousmeasurementsof NOy and OH. There also tends to be less

HO_ in models than is observed. Specific errors in the reaction rates that control NO_ and

HO_ have been recognized based on analysis of these observations and laboratory

experiments. The models used in Chapter 4 were developed before these revisions to the

kinetic parameters. They are expected to underestimate NOx by approximately 30% and,

depending on time of day, HO_ as well. The transition to NO_ rich conditions in these

models will likely occur at larger values of emission index or exhaust accumulation than it

will in these same models once the changes to HO_ and NO_ photochemistry are

incorporated.

Improved laboratory information on several important reactions--such as ozone photolysis

to produce O(1D), OH + C10 to produce HC1, hydrolysis of BrONO 2, and the low

temperature chemistry of ternary solutions of H2SO 4, HNQ, and H20--produces much

better agreement between photochemical models and atmospheric observations. The

comparisons increase our confidence in the accuracy of descriptions of photochemistry and

reduce concerns that we might be missing an essential aspect of the photochemistry.

The effect of HSCT exhaust depends strongly on the background atmosphere in which the

aircraft fly. Variations in the background stratospheric aerosol, NOx, HO_, halocarbons, and

temperature resulting from natural processes (e.g., volcanic eruptions), changes in industrial

activity (e.g., N20 emissions from fertilizer use, halocarbon emissions), and from changes to

climate (possibly affecting stratospheric temperature, and water) will affect predicted changes

to ozone due to HSCT exhaust. Predictions of the effects of HSCT exhaust are particularly

sensitive to the abundance of NO_ in the lower stratosphere. Representing the initial state

properly is especially crucial for assessing the relative effects of large and small perturbations

(e.g., EI 5 vs. 15; fleet sizes of 500 vs. 1000).

Descriptions of the amounts of chlorine, bromine, water, CH 4, and N20 entering the

stratosphere based on measurements at the surface and tropopause temperatures compare

with stratospheric observations to better than 10%. Thus an important boundary condition

for today's atmosphere is accurate. Futhermore, the processes which control halogen and

nitrogen radical source gases, CFCs and N20, are sufficiently well known that

uncertainties in their concentrations in 2050 are small compared to other uncertainties in this

assessment.

The interplay of chemistry and transport with respect to the chemical composition of the

background atmosphere has been better defined through theory and observations. The

relationships among free radical source gases and the distribution of these gases as a

function of mean age, altitude, and latitude have been observed and characterized through

measurements from aircraft, space, balloons and ground-based sensors.
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Major questionsremainaboutthemicrophysicsof aerosols,includingpolar stratospheric
clouds. Wedonotunderstandthefactorsthatcontrolsedimentationrates,and,hence,the
representationof the aerosolsinks of NOy and H20 in the lower stratosphere is highly
uncertain. The effect of aircraft emissions on the aerosol surface area and reactivity is

poorly known.

There is uncertainty attached to the temperature of the future atmosphere, because of

possible climate change. Even small changes in temperature may significantly alter

stratospheric water vapor concentrations. Uncertainties in future CH 4 abundances are also

limit our ability to accurately predict future stratospheric water. Such changes may affect

the effects of HSCTs on polar ozone loss.

The effect of HSCT exhaust depends strongly on its accumulation and dispersion within the

stratosphere. The exhaust distribution depends on the aggregate over many different transport

processes; in particular, transport from mid-latitude flight corridors into the tropics, strength of

meridional circulation, and transport out of the stratosphere into the troposphere. These same

processes also determine the distribution of source gases in the background atmosphere.

Observations of a suite of chemical tracers within the tropical stratosphere has led to an

improved understanding and quantification of key transport processes within the tropics; in

particular, the time scale for quasi-horizontal transport from mid-latitudes into the tropical

region, and vertical diffusion and ascent rates within the tropics. These processes are

believed to determine the extent to which HSCT exhaust will be transported to the middle

and upper stratosphere and, consequently, the degree to which it accumulates in the

stratosphere. Although there remain uncertainties in the vertical and temporal (i.e.,

interannual) variations in these processes, the measurements provide stringent tests of

tropical transport processes within numerical models.

A key component of the dispersal of HSCT emissions is the transport out of the

stratosphere into the troposphere. This depends on both the large-scale stratospheric

circulation (which controls the time-averaged, large-scale flux) and synoptic-scale mixing

events in upper troposphere / lower stratosphere (which control the flux over shorter times

and smaller spatial scales). Accurately representing the latter processes in models is

challenging, and is currently not well-constrained by observations.

Changes in H20 , NOy, and aerosol from HSCT exhaust will occur in the polar vortices
primarily by multi-year accumulation in the stratosphere rather than by direct deposition of

aircraft emissions during a particular winter season. Because air in the vortex comes

primarily from higher altitudes, the magnitude of these changes will depend on the extent to

which exhaust is transported into the middle and upper stratosphere.

Extensive observations of CO2, SF6, and HF have enabled the distribution of mean age in

the stratosphere to be determined. The mean age contains valuable information on

stratospheric transport, independent of chemical processes, and depends on the integrated

effect of the different stratospheric transport processes. Because the residence time of

HSCT emissions also depends on the integrated effect of these transport processes, the
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residencetimeof emissionsin thestratosphereis expectedto be relatedto the meanage.
Theseandotherargumentssuggestthatmodels,which calculatea stratospherethatis too
young,mayunderestimatetheincreaseof HzO, NOy, and aerosol from HSCT exhaust.
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3. EMISSIONS

An HSCT fleet would emit gases and introduce particles directly into the stratosphere in the 17- to

20-kin altitude range. The NASA High Speed Research (HSR) Program has set an aggressive

goal for the NO x emission levels of the HSCT at supersonic cruise. Linking the concentrations of

NOx, HO_, SO_ and particles emitted from the HSCT engines, and formed in subsequent plume

processes, to the 2- and 3-D global CTMs requires understanding the fluid dynamics, chemistry,

and particle microphysics both within individual aircraft plumes and as the plumes mix to larger

scales. For incorporation in assessment models, these emissions must then be distributed

geographically based on the expected usage of such an aircraft for different assumed fleet sizes.

Because many HSCT technologies are not yet proven and the economically viable fleet sizes are

not well known, this assessment is based on a series of parametric studies of fleet size, NO_

emission levels, flight altitudes, and sulfate production.

In this chapter, we review the HSCT concept, the likely combustor technologies, and the

anticipated engine emissions of NO_, HzO, SO,,, and CO 2. The processes leading to the dispersion

of these gases in the atmosphere are then discussed, followed by a summary of gas-phase reactions

known to take place in the wakes of existing subsonic and supersonic aircraft. Direct particle

emissions and in-plume formation from current aircraft are then examined and related to potential

production by the HSCT fleet. Finally, the fleet size, geographical and vertical location of the

flights, and fuel use and emissions of the HSCT and subsonic fleet for future scenarios are

discussed.

3.1 HSCT Overview

The NASA HSR Program is developing the enabling technologies for a second-generation

supersonic transport (HSCT) that would be both environmentally acceptable and economically

viable. The first generation of supersonic commercial transports, the Concorde, was a

technological success but not a great financial success. The major environmental goals of the

NASA program are that the HSCT must be acceptable both in terms of noise and emissions.

The current HSCT under consideration would fly at Mach 2.4 with supersonic cruise altitudes of

17 to 20 kin. It would have a maximum range of 5000 nautical miles and carry approximately 300

passengers. Because of concerns about the effects of the emissions on stratospheric ozone, a

major thrust of the program has been the development of low-NO_ combustors. The program goal

has been for NO_ emissions of 5 grams of NO_ (as NO 2 gram equivalent) per kilogram of fuel

burned at supersonic cruise conditions [Wilhite and Shaw, 1997].

It is anticipated that the HSCT will fly supersonically only over water, due to the need to mitigate

sonic booms over populated land masses. Thus, its major use would be on long intercontinental

routes such as the North Atlantic and North Pacific. The potential market for the HSCT is limited

by both economic and environmental considerations.

The date for entry into service for the HSCT is still unknown but optimistically could not be

expected to begin before around 2020. The growth to fleet sizes of 500 and 1000 as evaluated in

this assessment would depend on the economic viability of the HSCT and the world economy at
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the time but would be expectedto occur over a 10- to 25-year period. The HSCT fleet
developmentdependson thedevelopmentof new technologies.Technologicalchallengesinclude
lightweight materials/structuresdevelopment,high-temperatureengine materialsdevelopment,
aflbrdabilityof manufactureandoperating,durability, high/low speedaerodynamicperformance,
variableenginecycledevelopment,andlow noisenozzleandinletdesign.

3.2 Combustor Concepts

NO x is produced in combustors by high-temperature reactions between nitrogen and oxygen. The

production of NOx is very sensitive to temperature, residence time, and fuel-air ratio, peaking near

stoichiometric conditions (fuel-air equivalence ratio = 1) as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Low-NO_

combustor concepts focus on reducing the residence time and operation at non-stoichiometric
conditions.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of NOx formation as a function of fuel-air equivalence ratio.

Two concepts for low-NO_ combustors have been pursued by the NASA HSR Program with the

goal of producing a practical combustor with an EI of 5 grams of NO_/kg fuel burned or better at

supersonic cruise. For both concepts, combustion efficiency of greater than 99.9% is a program

requirement. In the lean premixed prevaporized (LPP) approach, fuel is vaporized, uniformly

mixed with air, and then burned under lean (equivalence ratio <1) conditions (Figure 3-1). The

other concept is the rich burn, quick quench, lean burn (RQL) combustor. In this approach, fuel is
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evaporated,partlyburnedin a fuel rich zone,quenchedby therapid introductionof air, andthen
burningis completedin afuel leanzone. TheNASA HSR Programmadethedecisionin 1998to
pursuetheLPPapproachin moredepthwith significantlylesseffort on theRQL concept.

Both conceptshavebeendemonstratedin combustorrig testswith encouragingresultsandboth
havenumeroustechnologicalchallengesassociatedwith them[NationalResearchCouncil, 1997].
For the LPP, thesechallengesinclude the complexity of numerousfuel injectionpoints and
combustionstages,andthepotentialfor autoignition,flashback,fuel line coking, andcombustion
instability. For theRQL, issuesincludethe difficulty of reachingthe NOx emissiongoal while
simultaneouslydemonstratingacceptableperformanceand operability using fuel-shifting
technology. For both concepts,major issuesincludethe needfor high-temperaturecombustor
liner materialsto eliminatethe needfor cooling air and the need for maintainability,safety,
inspection,andlong-operationallife. Becauseof thesechallenges,we evaluatethe sensitivityof
ozoneimpactoverarangeof assumedNOxemissionlevels.

3.3 Engine Emissions

The primary products of combustion from an aircraft engine are water vapor and carbon dioxide.

Their emission rates depend on the chemical composition of the fuel and the fuel bum rate. Typical

emission indices are summarized in Table 3-1. Emissions of sulfur oxides (SO_) are similarly

determined by the sulfur content of the jet fuel. Future levels of sulfur in jet fuel will depend on

the future specifications and regulations for refined distillates and consequently on the refinery

technology implemented. Projections have been made that the level of sulfur in jet fuel will

decrease from the current levels of around 0.04% [Hadaller and Momenthy, 1989] to around

0.02% by 2015 [Hadaller and Momenthy, 1993]. Since the future fuel sulfur content is uncertain,

a range of apparent sulfate aerosol emission levels are included in the modeling discussion in

Chapter 4.

Table 3-1. Recommended emission indices in units of grams emission/kilogram fuel for 1990 and
2015.

Emission

1990

Emission Index

2015

Carbon Dioxide(CO2) 3155 3155

W_er(H20) 1237 1237

Sulfur oxides (as SO2) 0.8 0.4

Sulfur oxides emitted from modem aircraft engines are primarily in the form of SO 2 at the

combustor exit. Measurements made at the exit plane of a modem military engine (F100) show

that 92 +/- 20% of the fuel S was emitted as SO2; upper limits from attempts to directly measure

SO 3 indicate that SO 3 accounted for <11% of the fuel S [Wey et al., 1998]. One-dimensional
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models of the hot zone of the German Advanced Technology Testing Aircraft System (ATTAS)

and Concorde [Brown et al., 1996b] engines predict that 2 to 10% of the oxidized fuel sulfur is in

the form of SO 3 at the engine exit plane. Recent 1- and 2-D modeling studies [Lukachko et al.,

1998] predict that some additional SO 2 is oxidized to SO 3 in the turbine by reaction with atomic

oxygen. These modeling studies indicate the oxidation process may be sensitive to the interaction

of cooling air and main flow near the surface of the turbine blades. These processes are not yet

well enough characterized to extrapolate quantitatively to the HSCT, although some SO2--) SO 3

conversion is expected in both the combustor and the turbine. Conversion of SO 2 to SO 3 is a

limiting step in the conversion of fuel S to particulate S in the exhaust.

Nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbon emissions are produced within the

combustors and depend on combustor efficiency and design. Multiple test-stand measurements of

NO and NO x EI at the exit plane of several different engines indicate typical cruise values of

NO/NOx from N0.85 to N0.9 (e.g., Howard et al. [1996]; Wey et al. [1998]; Spicer et al. [1992,

1994]). In-flight measurements of the NO/NO_ ratio have been extrapolated to the engine exit

plane [Fahey et al., 1995a; Schulte et al., 1997] and give similar values. Although NO/NO_ is

specific to the engine technology, the expected high power setting for the HSCT implies similar

values for the future engine.

The HSR Program goals include an overall combustor efficiency greater than 99.9% at supersonic

cruise conditions. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emission levels are direct measures of

combustor efficiency. The HSR combustor team has provided estimates of EItota1hyd.....rbons = 0.3

and EIco = 2.9 grams/kg fuel burned, corresponding to a projected combustor efficiency of

99.95% at supersonic cruise. This combustor efficiency is similar to current production jet

engines.

Soot is emitted as a consequence of combustion processes. In aircraft engines, soot is formed in

the combustor from the incomplete combustion of fuel hydrocarbons. Chemically, soot

encompasses a range of compositions dominated by polyaromatic hydrocarbons and oxygenated

polyaromatic hydrocarbons joined in a graphite-like structure [Smith and Chughtai, 1993]. The

chemical reactivity of the soot is in large measure determined by its surface chemistry, which may

vary significantly. Soot produced from the combustion of n-hexane can partially hydrate

[Chughtai et al., 1996] and oxidize SO2; such reactions may be enhanced by the presence of trace

metal oxides incorporated into the soot during combustion and changed by exposure to NO_ or 03

[Chughtai et al., 1993]. The soot surface area available for heterogeneous chemical reactions,

which depends on the mass, size, and morphology of the particles, is poorly known and may vary

significantly. Recent studies [Hagen et al., 1996; Petzold and Schr6der, 1998] indicate that most

aircraft-produced soot particles have sizes <0.08 [am, although there are unresolved issues

associated with the sizing of non-spherical particles.

Soot measurements from combustors designed to test both the LPP and RQL concepts indicate that

the RQL soot levels would be comparable to current technology engines while the LPP soot

number EIs would be orders of magnitude lower.

Metallic material, including zinc, aluminum, and titanium, has been reported in the residue of

evaporated contrail particles [Twohy and Gandrud, 1998; Chen et al., 1998]. Sources for these
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metals may be abrasion of engine components, trace metal impurities in the fuel, and ingestion of

particles in ambient air into the combustor. The consequences of metallic emissions for the

stratosphere are not known, but are probably small relative to the much more abundant soot and

sulfate particles likely to be produced by HSCTs. Minor amounts of silicon have been reported in

soot collected behind F-16 and C-130 aircraft, and may serve as a marker for aircraft soot

emissions in the atmosphere [Wilson et al., 1998].

3.4 Dispersion Processes

Exhaust leaves the aircraft engine at high speed and at high temperatures. The concentrated

exhaust gases mix with ambient air to reduce the emissions concentrations, the temperature, and

the relative speed in the exhaust flow. Eventually, the exhaust becomes mixed to global scales and

ends up contributing to the anthropogenic perturbations of the natural atmosphere.

The evolution of the exhaust fluid dynamics can be broken into three regimes [CIAP 2, 1975;

Miake-Lye et al., 1993]:

a) The plume, where the jet of exhaust is primarily influenced by interactions due to its velocity

relative to the ambient air;

b) The vortex wake, in which the flows induced by the lift needed to keep the airplane aloft

dominate the mixing and transport of the individual engine jet flows; and

c) The wake dispersion regime, where wake instabilities and atmospheric processes overcome the

influence of aircraft induced flows in determining the mixing and transport of the exhaust.

From a practical point of view, when considering measurements or computational modeling

approaches, these three regimes can be segregated into two stages by those processes happening

close to the airplane, the near field, where airplane induced flows contribute to the dispersion

(plume, wake, and initial wake breakup), and the far field, which is dominated by atmospheric

processes. The far field still represents the exhaust of a single airplane, but is no longer being

affected by the airplane's flow and possibly beginning to merge with other diluted exhaust wakes.

Thus, a third and ultimate stage is represented by the processes that make the far field

indistinguishable from the ambient. These three stages of exhaust dilution, (1) the near field,

(2) the far field, and (3) dispersion to global scales are discussed below.

3.4.1 NEAR FIELD

The engine exhaust flow behind a supersonic engine moves at speeds that are supersonic with

respect to both the engine and even the ambient air [Miake-Lye et al., 1993]. Thus the flow field is

that of a supersonic co-flowing jet. Since the engine nozzle is optimized for supersonic cruise, the

diverging section will be very close to that required for a perfectly expanded supersonic exit flow

and there will be minimal shocks. The shock structure that does occur will be primarily due to the

supersonic mixing layer between the exhaust flow and the ambient. The mixing layers will grow,

merge, and decelerate the flow, eventually resulting in a subsonic co-flowing jet, not unlike that of

a subsonic engine.
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Furtherplumedevelopmentis affectedby thevortical flow shedfrom the lifting surfacesof the
airplane. For a supersonicairplanein cruise,thewing is theprimarycontributorto this vortical
wakeflow field. A counter-rotatingvortexpair developsas the vorticity distributionfrom each
wing rolls up into a vortexrepresentingdownwardflow nearthefuselageandupwardflow near
thewing tip. Eachvortexengulfsthe exhaustfrom theengineson the samesideof airplanefrom
whichthatvorticity wasshed[Andersonet al., 1996a, b]. For supersonic aircraft, a delta wing (or

variations on that configuration such as double delta or cranked delta) has a different lift

distribution (and thus vortex strength) than that of elliptically loaded wings representative of

subsonic flight. This delta wing lift distribution results in somewhat different initial vortex roll-up,

taking a little longer distance to achieve tightly rolled vortices; this difference is unlikely to have a

major impact on plume capture or the final vortex wake structure. The counter rotating vortex pair

shears the co-flowing jets and causes additional mixing initially, but then confines the exhaust in

the descending vortex structure and suppresses further mixing [Miake-Lye et al., 1993; Lewellen

and Lewellen, 1996; Gamier et al., 1997]. Due to small-scale turbulence and wind shear, the

vortex pair structure eventually breaks up, on a time scale of several tens of seconds for a

supersonic airplane.

The unstable wake of a subsonic airplane often forms 3-D ring-like structures when the two linear

vortices pinch together and then reconnect one with the other. These rings, in the presence of

atmospheric non-uniformities, break up further and the aircraft induced flow dissipates. As the

aircraft-induced flows dissipate, the mixing of the exhaust is enhanced and atmospheric processes,

including turbulence, shear, and buoyancy--due to the vertical displacement of the air entrained in

the airplane's downward moving vortex wake--all contribute to additional mixing. For subsonic

flight, agreement between theoretical and model predictions of exhaust mixing and flow field

structure and that discerned from measured data is reasonable [Baumgardner et al., 1998]. Lidar

measurements of the vortical structure behind a 737 in flight show excellent agreement with large

eddy simulations [Lewellen and Lewellen, 1996].

3.4.2 FAR FIELD

The atmospherically driven mixing of the exhaust from a single airplane represents the far-field

wake. Exhaust spikes from airplanes have been encountered in a number of atmospheric

measurement campaigns, and recently dedicated missions have been designed to study the

emissions and their dilution [Schumann et al., 1995]. Many measurements of subsonic airplanes

have been made in the far field and models have been developed to empirically quantify the mixing

processes [Schumann et al., 1995; Lewellen and Lewellen, 1996; Dtirbeck and Gerz, 1996; Sykes

and Henn, 1995]. Because of the structure of the atmosphere and the vertical stratification,

horizontal and vertical mixing are different. Vertical mixing in the far field is essentially negligible

[Schumann et al., 1995; Dtirbeck and Gerz, 1996]. For subsonic flight in the upper troposphere

and lower stratosphere (i.e., usually not far from the tropopause) mixing is complicated by the

effects of weather, through turbulence and varying wind shear, and of stratosphere/troposphere

exchange.

In the stable stratosphere, where supersonic flight is most efficient and future fleets are likely to

fly, the primary transport and mixing is due to stratospheric winds and the wind shear that they

produce. Thus, vertical mixing is likely to be significantly reduced for supersonic flight.
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However, far-field data for stratosphericflights is currently limited to one encounterof the
Concorde[Faheyet al., 1995a] and the self-sampling of the ER-2 exhaust [Fahey et al., 1995b].

3.4.3 DISPERSION TO GLOBAL SCALE

Global transport and wind fields have been a subject of study for global modeling since the field's

inception, but the essentially continual source represented by a fleet of scheduled commercial

aircraft in the stratosphere has been considered only fairly recently [Sparling et al., 1995; Weaver

et al., 1995; Sparling and Schoeberl, 1995]. By modeling the trajectory of individual flight tracks

or through the use of 3-D transport models, the dispersion of the emissions on global scales can be

determined. Seasonal effects are noted with a greater build up of emissions in flight corridors in

summer months. Peak levels increase more rapidly in flight corridors [Sparling et al., 1995] but

their maximum levels do not exceed the zonal mean by more than a factor of 2 [Weaver et al.,

1995]. Mixing times range from 2 months in NH winter to 4 months in summer. In the absence

of a supersonic fleet, experimental verification of these modeling studies is not possible.

3.5 Gas-Phase Plume Chemistry

Gas-phase plume chemistry is centered on the reactions involving the HO x (H, OH, and HO2),

NOx (NO and NO2) and SO_ (SO 2 and SO 3) families. Reactions with OH control the gas-phase

oxidation rates of NO_ and SO_ species in the plume. These processes take place on a fast time

scale in the early stages of the plume (near field) and more slowly as the plume ages (far field).

There are numerous modeling studies and in situ measurements of aircraft exhaust that address

gas-phase chemistry in the plume. There is general agreement between model results and the in

situ measurements for the gas-phase chemistry discussed below.

3.5.1 NEAR-FIELD CHEMISTRY

The exhaust of an engine contains a very large number of reactive species in various abundances.

Modeling studies provide highly detailed descriptions of the chemistry of species thought to be

emitted from the engine [Brown et al., 1996a; K_cher et al., 1996]. HO_ is predominantly in the

form of OH, NOx is predominantly NO and NO2, and SO_ is predominantly SO 2, though SO 3 may

be present at the exit plane as well. The most significant reactions are:

OH+NO+M _HONO

OH + NO 2 + M ---) HNO 3

OH + SO 2 -4-M ---) HSO 3

(R1)

(R2)

(R3)

Sulfuric acid is generated from subsequent reactions that do not depend on OH:

HSO 3 + 02 _ SO 3 "4- HO 2 (R4)

SO 3 + 2H20 ----) H2SO 4 + H2O (R5)

Reaction 3 is the rate-limiting step in the formation of H2SO 4 from SO 2. Reactions 4 and 5 proceed

rapidly because of the high concentrations of O 2 and HzO. Reactions 1 and 2 together determine

the lifetime of OH in the nascent plume. R3 is not a loss process of OH because of the production
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of HO 2 in R4 and the fast conversion of HO 2 to OH by NO. Because of the high levels of NO in

the exhaust (about 100 ppmv) the lifetime of OH is short, about 5 ms.

The most significant uncertainty of near-field chemistry is centered around the formation

mechanism of HzSO 4 in the exhaust. In situ observations of OH in the Concorde exhaust indicate

that R3 converts only Nl% of the fuel sulfur assuming it is emitted entirely as SO 2 [Hanisco et al.,

1997]. It is not known how much SO x is emitted as SO 3 and converted to HzSO 4 via R5. If more

than 1% of the fuel sulfur is emitted directly as SO 3, R3 is not the limiting step and R5 determines

the formation rate of sulfuric acid in the near field. Model results suggest that 2 to 10% of fuel

sulfur might be emitted from the Concorde engine as SO 3 [Brown et al., 1996b], although these

quantities are still insufficient to explain the large number of particles thought to be composed of

sulfuric acid observed in the exhaust [K_cher and Fahey, 1997]. The significance of emission of

SO 3 followed by R5 is highly uncertain since no direct observations of SO 3 emissions have been

made from commercial aircraft engines. Neither model results nor in situ measurements can

preclude the existence of another mechanism for the generation of HzSO 4 in the plume.

The effect of wake dynamics on near-field plume chemistry has been specifically addressed in

models [Brown et al., 1996a; K_cher et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1996a, b]. Model results

show that wake dynamics are expected to have some effect on the details of plume chemistry, but

do not present a major uncertainty for the reactions described above. The primary effect of the

entrainment of ambient air into the exhaust plume is to dilute the concentrations of exhaust gases

and to reduce the temperature of the plume. Reactions of entrained species with OH are small and

do not compete with emitted reactants in R1 and R2. NO is converted to NO 2 by reaction with 03

on a slow time scale (about 1 rain.), long after OH is removed from the plume via R1. The rates of

R1-3 have different temperature dependencies and will have slightly different relative rates

depending on the actual entrainment rate.

3.5.2 FAR-FIELD CHEMISTRY

The chemistry in the far field occurs on a much longer time scale than in the near field of the

plume. Far-field chemistry is regulated by the lifetime of nitrous acid (HONO) in the plume.

Although some HONO is directly emitted from the engine, most is believed to be formed in the

near field via R1. During daylight HONO is photolyzed to OH and NO, enabling oxidation via R2

and R3 as the plume ages. The concentration of HONO is limited by availability of OH to react

with NO and reform HONO after photolysis. Since the concentration of OH is controlled by R2 in

the far field, the decay time constant of HONO is proportional to the formation rate of nitric acid.

The concentration of HONO will decrease faster if other processes remove HONO from the plume.

HONO is known to react on sulfuric acid aerosols that may be present in high concentrations in the

plume [Zhang, et al., 1995; Fenter and Rossi, 1996]. The number of sulfur atoms in the fuel used

by the Concorde in the flight analyzed by Hanisco et al. [1997] (0.023 weight %) is at least a factor

of three smaller than the number of HONO molecules in the exhaust, indicating that the loss of

HONO on sulfuric acid aerosols is small if this process occurs at all. However, for larger amounts

of sulfate particle formation the heterogeneous loss of HONO on sulfuric acid aerosols might be

significant [K_cher, 1996].
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In situ measurements in the lower stratosphere show that the decay time constant for HONO is

about 10 minutes for typical daylight conditions [Hanisco et al., 1997]. Essentially all of the

HONO formed in the near field and any that is directly emitted from the engine is converted to

HNO 3 via photolysis and R2. The fraction of NO x converted to HNO 3 in the plume is roughly

equal to the fraction of (OH + HONO)/NOx at the exit plane. The fraction of SO 2 oxidized by OH

is determined by this ratio and the relative rates of R1-3. Analysis of far-field measurements of the

Concorde exhaust implies that 5% of NO_ and 1% of SO 2 were oxidized by OH at the time of

observation. Table 3-2 summarizes the calculated fractional oxidation of NO_ and SO_ by reactions

with OH inferred from ER-2 measurements in the lower stratosphere.

Table 3-2. Plume oxidation via R1-5 calculated from OH measurements for ER-2 observations

of aircraft in stratospheric flight. The uncertainty of the NOy El is +20%. The uncertainty of the
HOx El and fractional plume oxidation is +50%.

Encounter EINOy EIHOx NO_ Oxidized SO 2 Oxidized

(gNOz/kg fuel) (gOH/kg fuel) (via R2) (via R3-5)

Concorde Mach 2 23 0.35 0.045 0.015

Concorde Mach 1.7 a <12 0.2 0.051 0.015

ER-2 b 4 0.06 0.035 0.01

a) Average of two encounters.

b) Average of seven encounters.

3.5.3 CHEMISTRY DURING DISPERSION TO GLOBAL SCALE

Chemical and physical processes acting during the atmospherically forced mixing of individual and

merged aircraft plumes to the large-scale environment may further alter the calculated effects of the

aircraft emissions. Potential effects include chemical perturbations due to radiative disequilibria,

gas-phase and heterogeneous chemistry, and particle microphysics and chemistry, although most

of these effects are expected to be small. Rodriguez et al. [1994] calculated the chemical

consequences of vertical transport due to radiative cooling of HSCT exhaust for time periods up to

5 days after emissions. The effect of this process on calculated mid-latitude ozone change was

found to be negligible. Likewise, the partitioning between NOx and NOy during plume dispersion
is not expected to significantly alter calculated ozone changes, as the chemical time scales of this

partitioning is fast relative to the time scales of transport within the global assessment models. The

activation of reactive chlorine due to heterogeneous reactions on the enhanced surface area within

dispersing plumes has not been fully considered [K_cher and Meilinger, 1998], but is likely to be

small except for rare cases where local temperatures are below 200 K [Hanson et al., 1994].

The microphysical evolution of HSCT-produced soot and sulfate particles during dispersion to the

global scale has been investigated by Danilin et al. [1997] and K_cher and Meilinger [1998].

These findings are discussed in 3.6 below. Because very few HSCT flights are expected to occur

in polar vortices or near the tropical tropopause (where temperatures are sufficiently cold for the
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significant condensationof nitric acid compounds),the formation of stratosphericclouds in
dispersingplumesis notconsidered.

3.5.4 EXTRAPOLATING TO HSCT EXHAUST

The description of plume

stratosphere for different

1995a, b; Hanisco et al.,

burned) determined from

chemistry in 3.5.2 is generally consistent with in situ observations in the

engine operating conditions and different aircraft engines [Fahey et al.,

1997]. The range of emission indices (3.5-25 g NO x (as NOz)/kg fuel

these observations encompasses the expected range of HSCT emission

indices, suggesting that this qualitative picture is applicable to the proposed HSCT scenario.

However, the quantitative details of the chemistry depend on the relative abundances of the NOx,

HO_, and SO_ species in the exhaust of the HSCT engine.

We do not have good estimates of (OH + HONO)fNO_ and $03/$02 for the HSCT engine exit

plane that are necessary to determine plume oxidation rates. Model predictions can give some

insight into the problem, especially for the (OH + HONO)fNO_ ratio, which compares well with

direct observations [Brown et al., 1996a; Lukachko et al., 1998]. Results show that the (OH +

HONO)fNOx expected from an HSCT-like engine are a factor of two higher than those observed in

the Concorde exhaust [Brown et al., 1996a]. For this scenario, oxidation via gas-phase reactions

with OH (R2 and R3) will be small, roughly twice the Concorde example. The time scale of

NOfNOy partitioning in global assessment models is short relative to the time scale of atmospheric

transport. Thus, putting the emitted NOy into the global assessment models in the form of NO and

NO 2 appears to be a good approximation.

In contrast with odd-hydrogen and odd-nitrogen compounds, there are no direct observational data

of SO3/SO 2 in aircraft engine exhaust that can be used to validate engine sulfur chemistry

mechanisms, although SO 2 is clearly dominant at the exit plane [Wey et al., 1998]. As a

consequence, there is little experimental justification for using model results to predict SO3/SO 2 in

the proposed HSCT engine.

3.6 Particle Emissions and New Particle Formation

Aircraft engines directly emit soot particles and gas-phase aerosol precursors including H20 , $02,

$03, H2S04, nitrogen and organic compounds, and charged molecules (chemi-ions). In the near-

and far-field environment, these compounds dilute, react, and may condense to form solution

droplets or surface coatings on preexisting particles. Contrail particles, composed mostly of

condensed water ice, may form under appropriate atmospheric thermodynamic conditions

[Appleman, 1953]. In the stratosphere at altitudes where supersonic aircraft are likely to cruise,

water vapor mixing ratios are generally very low, the criteria for contrail formation are rarely met,

and the likelihood of a significant stratospheric perturbation due to contrails is small [Miake-Lye et

al., 1993].

Aerosol particles found in aircraft exhaust plumes are believed to be composed of: (1) neutral

H2S04/I-I20 droplets produced from the oxidation of SO 2 originating from fuel sulfur and

subsequent binary nucleation of sulfuric acid and water vapor (see Section 3.5); (2) charged

particles, also composed of HzSOJHzO, derived from growth on chemi-ions [Yu and Turco,
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1997, 1998; K_cher et al., 1998a]; and (3) soot particles resulting from the incomplete

combustion of fuel hydrocarbons in low-oxygen regions of the combustor [Smith and Chughtai,

1993; Fabian and K_cher, 1997]. A schematic diagram illustrates the production and modification

of these aerosol types in aircraft exhaust plumes in the absence of contrails (Figure 3-2). In

addition, organic compounds, including alkenes and aldehdydes, have been postulated to condense

to form particles in the absence of significant fuel S [K_cher et al., 1998a], and HNO 3 may

condense at temperatures <200 K to form ternary solution droplets with HzSO 4 and HzO [Carslaw

et al., 1994; K_cher, 1996].
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Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram showing the evolution of aerosols in an aircraft exhaust plume
and wake in the absence of a visible ice contrail [adapted from Fabian and K&rcher, 1997]

3.6.1 SooT PARTICLES

Aircraft-produced particles that are nonvolatile at temperatures exceeding 150°C are often presumed

to be soot. Current understanding based on laboratory studies of soot and soot analogues suggests

that heterogeneous reactions on soot particles are unlikely to significantly affect stratospheric gas-

phase chemistry (Section 2.4.5). Soot particles behind aircraft in flight have been measured using

a number of techniques (e.g., Pueschel et al. [1998]; Hagen et al. [1998]; Petzold and Schr0der

[1998]; Anderson et al. [1998a, b]; Pitchford et al. [1991]; K_cher et al. [1998b]). For all

techniques, estimates of the mass EI are complicated by the chain aggregate nature of many soot

particles. Measurements of soot particle number and mass EIs vary widely, but generally fall in

the range of 1013-1016 kgf, le11 and 4 0 110 -10 gsoo_kgf,lel , respectively. Soot EIs do not appear to vary

with fuel sulfur content (FSC).

3.6.2 SULFATE PARTICLES

Sulfur in the exhaust of a future fleet of supersonic aircraft will increase the surface area of the

aerosol in the lower stratosphere. This increase is greater when sulfate particles are produced in
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theplumethanif thefuelS wereemittedas SO 2 and allowed to slowly oxidize and condense on the

background aerosol [Fahey et al., 1995a; Weisenstein et al., 1996; Danilin et al., 1997; K_cher

and Meilinger, 1998]. For example, for efficiencies of in-plume conversion of fuel S to particulate

S (H2804) of 0%, 10%, 50%, and 100%, the modeled increase in background stratospheric

surface area concentration is 30%, 40%, 80%, and 110%, respectively (Section 4.4.3.5). Because

of coagulation, this surface area enhancement due to small sulfate particles is relatively insensitive

to the number of particles produced in the plume per kg of fuel burned (that is, to the particle

number EI) or to the rate of plume dilution [Turco and Yu, 1997; Danilin et al., 1997; K_cher and

Meilinger, 1998]. Thus, the most important factors in considering the effects of the future HSCT

fleet on the stratospheric sulfate aerosol are the average fleet fuel S content and the value of 77, here

defined as the efficiency of conversion, in the engine and near and far field, of fuel S to S in the

form of SO3_g_ and HzSO4(g,1 ). SO 3 is believed to react quickly via R5 to produce HzSO 4.

The value of 77 is believed to be determined largely by S oxidation mechanisms within the

combustor, turbine, and exhaust nozzle. Models of chemistry and flow with aircraft engine

turbines suggest that the fraction of total SO 2 oxidized to SO 3 is limited by the availability of atomic

oxygen [Brown et al., 1996b; Lukachko et al., 1998], and should decrease with increasing FSC.

Because the in-plume oxidation of SO 2 by OH is small and there is no other known significant

oxidation pathway for HzSO 4 formation, 77should decrease with increasing FSC.

Observations taken during SUbsonic aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study

(SUCCESS) in subsonic aircraft plumes do not show a systematic decrease in 77 with increasing

FSC as predicted by Brown et al. [1996b] and reported in a laboratory study [Durlak, 1997].

Instead, the SUCCESS data show a statistically significant increase in 77as FSC increased from 72

parts per million by mass (ppmm) to 676 ppmm [Miake-Lye et al., 1998] in measurements taken

following the evaporation of transient contrails. Other, simultaneous particle measurements from

SUCCESS produce values of 77that do not vary consistently with FSC (Table 3-3), although any

such trends would be within the stated measurement precision. These estimates of 77 are likely

lower limits due to the presence of contrails during the measurement period. (Contrails reduce the

concentration of sub-20 nin aerosol particles [K_cher et al., 1998a].) In direct contrast,

measurements of particle emissions from the ATTAS research aircraft during the SULFUR series

of airborne experiments, coordinated by the German agency, the Deutsches Zentrum ftir Luft- und

Raumfahrt (DLR), focused on understanding the influence of fuel sulfur content on subsonic

aircraft emissions (SULFUR-5), coupled with detailed modeling of particle nucleation and growth

processes [K_cher et al., 1998a; Schr6der et al., 1998], indicate decreasing 77 with increasing

FSC, and values of 77near 2% for high levels of FSC.

Some of the above variability in experimentally derived estimations of 77 is likely due to the

differences in the engine type and operating parameters, the actual sulfur content of the fuel, size

ranges measured, sampling frequency, the accuracy of the techniques and the presence or absence

of contrails. Additionally, sampling losses and other uncertainties associated with particle size

distribution measurements from aircraft, which often are not evaluated or reported, may contribute

to the observed variability. Despite these experimental variabilities, there is clear evidence from

SUCCESS- and the SULFUR-5-related flights that the emissions of volatile particles larger than

about 3 nin diameter are strongly linked to FSC (Figure 3-3; Anderson et al. [1998a, b]; K_cher et

al. [1998b]). It should be noted that, despite this evident correlation between FSC and volatile
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particlenumberEI, thecompletecompositionof theseparticleshasnot yet beendeterminedby
directmeasurement.WhileHzSO 4 has been detected in both the gas and condensed phase [Miake

Lye et al., 1998; Arnold et al., 1998; Curtius et al., 1998], a significant organic component to the

particles cannot be excluded [K_cher et al., 1998b].

Table 3-3. Measurements of volatile particle number El and fraction of fuel S converted to S(VI),

q, measured in the exhaust of aircraft in flight in the absence of contrails. Volatile particles are

presumed to be H2SO4/H20. Arranged by increasing FSC, if known.

Number q, fraction of Technique Aircraft Engines Flight Fuel S Reference

EI(/kgfu_l) fuel S converted Conditions Content

to S(VI) (ppmm)

8(_+3)x1016 CNC MD80 2 cruise unknown Anderson et al. [1998]

1.6_+0.2x10 Is ATFAS unknown Petzold and Schr6del

[1998]

5 20x10 Is 0.55 CNC/ ATFAS varied 20 Schr6der et al. [1998]

Model Kfircher et al. [1998b]

_2x10 is >0.08 (_+0.03) CNC NASA 757 RB211 varied 72 Miake Lye et al. [1998]

0.06 (0.0 0.34) CIMS NASA 757 RB211 varied 72 Miake Lye et al. [1998]

0.37 NASA757 RB211 varied 72 Pueschel et al. [1998]impactor/

electron

microscopy

DMA2.1(+0.3) xl014 .11 NASA757 RB211 varied 72 Hagen etal. [1998]

1.7 6.5 xl017 >0.12 CNC Concorde Olympus supersonic 230 Fahey et al. [1995a]

593 cruise

-8x1016 >0.15 (+0.07) CNC NASA 757 RB211 varied 676 Miake Lye et al. [1998]

0.31(0.16 0.52) CIMS NASA757 RB211 varied 676 Miake Lye et al. [1998]

2.5(_+0.4) xl0 Is .022 DMA NASA757 RB211 varied 676 Hagen et al. [1998]

0.10 0.26 NASA757 RB211 varied 676 Pueschel etal. [1998]

1.0(+0.3) xl017

impactor/
electron

microscopy

CNC NASA

DC 8

CFM56

2C1

slow cruise 700 Anderson et al. [1998]

1.3(+0.4)x1017 CNC NASA 737 800 Anderson et al. [1998]

-1 2xl 017 0.018 CNC ATFAS varied 2700 Schr6der et al. [1998]

K_ircher et al. [1998a]

It is difficult to reconcile the observations of high concentrations newly formed, volatile particles

with diameters >3 nm within 50 m of the exhaust plane of an aircraft in flight with classical binary

homogeneous nucleation theory without resorting to large values of q [Yu and Turco, 1997;

K_cher and Fahey, 1997] that conflict with understanding of engine chemistry and with ground-

based measurements of SO x emissions [Wey et al., 1998]. Recently, Yu and Turco [1997, 1998]

investigated the role of ions produced by chemi-ionization during combustion in aircraft engines.

The chemi-ions are believed to preferentially agglomerate, leading to charged particle embryos.

Subsequent coagulation and condensational growth is enhanced by the electric charge.

Incorporating these chemi-ion interactions in numerical models of particle nucleation and growth in
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linked to FSC. Figure courtesy of B. Anderson [1999].

aircraft plumes, produced substantially better agreement with observations of particle concentration

and size than when such interactions were ignored [K_cher et al., 1998a, b; Yu et al., 1998].

Experimental studies [Arnold et al., 1998; Frenzel and Arnold, 1994] confirm that sulfuric acid and

nitric acid-based chemi-ions occur in aircraft engine exhaust and provide lower limits for their

concentrations. Higher chemi-ion concentrations than reported, however, are required to
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successfullysimulateparticleobservationsbehindflying aircraft [Yu andTurco, 1998].K_cher et

al. [1998a] suggest that, even in the complete absence of fuel S compounds or soot formation,

some small particles would likely form from chemi-ion agglomeration and subsequent

condensation of nitrogen-containing and organic compounds.

The inclusion of chemi-ion processes significantly improves the comparison between model

calculations and observations of particle size distribution and growth in the wake of the ATLAS

aircraft. However, a mechanistic understanding of the factors controlling the formation and

partitioning of SO x that fully accounts for observations behind various aircraft engines--from

modern high-bypass turbofans and military engines to the older technology ATLAS engines and

the unique Olympus engines on the Concorde--has not been reached. Measurements of chemi-

ion, H2S04, and SO 3 emissions provide only lower concentration limits, and are very sparse. The

mass EI of particles directly produced by aircraft and formed in the plume has not been determined

with adequate accuracy and precision to constrain the sulfur budget, and the bulk composition of

the formed particles has not been quantitatively determined. As a consequence of these unknowns,

significant uncertainties exist in extrapolating particle and SOx emissions to the future aircraft fleet.

3.6.3 ASSESSING PARTICLE EMISSIONS FROM HSCTs

A major uncertainty in predicting the effect of the proposed HSCT fleet on stratosphere chemistry

is the lack of understanding of particle emissions and in-plume production from future engines. As

noted above, the conversion of fuel S to HzSO 4 and subsequent formation of small, volatile

particles in the plume is not fully understood, even for current aircraft. Coupled flow-chemistry

models of S oxidation in aircraft turbines indicate that this process is highly dependent on the

details of the flow, thermodynamics, and chemistry over very small scales. While chemi-ions

appear to be important for the nucleation and growth of volatile particles in aircraft engine exhaust,

there are very few measurements of chemi-ion concentrations and speciation, and their presence is

not incorporated into current engine chemistry models. Modification of particle properties over the

time scales of mixing of the plume to the global environment has not been investigated thoroughly.

Finally, soot emissions for the HSCT are not known, leading to uncertainties in the assessment of

heterogeneous chemistry on stratospheric soot. In the absence of a fundamental understanding of

the processes leading to aerosol formation for the HSCT fleet, particle emissions are considered

parametrically in this assessment (Section 4.4.3.5). The value of 7/ is parameterized to be 0%,

10%, 50%, and 100% in the assessment models. Of these values, 10% is most consistent with the

best characterized estimates of 7/from current aircraft.

3.7 Scenarios

3.7.1 OVERVIEW

To evaluate the effects of supersonic aircraft, it is necessary to project where and how the aircraft

will fly. This calculation consists of several parts:

• Projection of total air traffic demand for different city-pairs;

• For a given HSCT fleet size, calculation of the market capture by the HSCT for each city-pair;
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• Projectionof theHSCTperformanceandemissioncharacteristics;

• Calculationof thefueluseandemissionsontoa3-D (latitudex longitudex altitude)grid for the
projectedHSCTfleetsize;and

• Projectionof thefueluseandemissionsby thesubsonicfleetbothwith andwithout theHSCT
fleet.

Sincedetailedindustryforecastsdo not extendmorethanabout20 yearsinto thefuture, theyear
2015 hasbeenusedfor the detailedprojectionsof air traffic in order to explicitly accountfor
changesin subsonictechnologyanddisplacementof subsonicair traffic by theHSCTs. Although
2015is tooearlyto seefleetsof 500and1000HSCTs,earlier2-D modelcalculationshaveshown
that the calculatedHSCT ozoneimpact is not very sensitiveto the underlyingsubsonicfleet
emissions.

The methodologyfor calculatingboth the subsonicand HSCT emissionscenarioshas been
describedin detailelsewhere.Detailedcalculationsfor bothscheduled(listedin theOfficial Airline
Guide)[Baughcumet al., 1996] and unscheduled air traffic (including military, charter, general

aviation, and former USSR/China) [Metwally, 1995; Mortlock and Van Alstyne, 1998] have been

made for 1992. Projections of scheduled subsonic air traffic (projected from traffic currently listed

in the Official Airline Guide) have been reported and updated several times [Baughcum et al.,

1994; Baughcum and Henderson, 1995; Baughcum et al., 1998]. Projections of emissions from

unscheduled air traffic are also available [Landau et al., 1994; Mortlock and Van Alstyne, 1998].

Projected scenarios for HSCTs have been updated as more sophisticated market projections were

made and as the baseline technology airplane changed over time. [Baughcum et al., 1994;

Baughcum and Henderson, 1995; Metwally, 1996; Baughcum and Henderson, 1998].

The base HSCT scenario for this assessment is described in Baughcum and Henderson [1998] and

is based on the NASA Technology Concept Airplane (TCA) HSCT which is envisioned to be a

Mach 2.4 300-passenger 5000 nautical mile range aircraft. The updated scenarios for scheduled air

traffic in 2015, both with [Baughcum and Henderson, 1998] and without HSCTs [Baughcum, et

al., 1998], have been used in conjunction with the most recent updates for unscheduled air traffic

[Mortlock and Van Alstyne, 1998]. These scenarios are provided on a 1° latitude by 1 ° longitude

by 1 km pressure altitude grid and are then interpolated onto the computational grids of the
different assessment models.

The total global fuel use and emissions from these scenarios are summarized in Table 3-4 for fleets

of 500 and 1000 high utilization HSCTs. The fleet sizes described here refer to the number of

aircraft flying. The number of HSCTs produced would be larger because of the need for

maintenance time, spares, and less than optimum utilization of the network. The introduction of
HSCTs leads to a net increase in fuel use since HSCTs are not as efficient as modem subsonic

aircraft.
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Table 3-4. Total global fuel use and emissions projected for 2015 from all aviation sources.

Fuel NO HC CO

(Tg/year) (Tg_year) (Tg/year)
(Tg/year)

2015 All Subsonic Fleet

2015 Fleet with 500 HSCTs

2015 Fleet with 1000 HSCTs

305.4 4.08 0.33 2.26

338.1 3.86 0.34 2.36

377.5 3.82 0.35 2.49

3.7.2 GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

The geographical distribution of fuel use in the 13- to 20-kin altitude band is shown in Figure 3-4

for a fleet of 500 HSCTs. Because of its speed advantage over subsonic aircraft, the HSCT is

expected to be used primarily on long intercontinental routes where that advantage can best be

utilized. Due to the sonic boom, which trails below the aircraft, the prime HSCT routes have a

large portion of the flight path over water with all supersonic flight expected to be over water.
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Figure 3-4. Projected HSCT fuel use distribution in the 13- to 20-km altitude band for a fleet of
500 HSCTs.
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These conditions combine to put the majority of HSCT routes at northern mid-latitudes over the

North Atlantic and North Pacific. Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of NO x emissions above 13

km as a function of latitude band for a fleet of 500 HSCTs. The majority of stratospheric

emissions are expected to occur at northern mid-latitudes. Only a small fraction of the emissions

are expected to occur north of 60°N latitude. The range limitations (5000 nautical miles) of the

proposed aircraft and the expectation that it will only be allowed to operate supersonically over

water result in very few flights in polar regions. Approximately 20% of the emissions are

projected to occur in the tropics between 20°S and 20°N latitude. Approximately 15% of the NOx

emissions above 13 km are predicted to occur in the SH.
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Figure 3-5. Fraction of NOx emitted above 13 km as a function of latitude.
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3.7.3 ALTITUDE DISTRIBUTION

The NASA TCA is calculated to cruise supersonically in the 17- to 20-kin altitude range. Figure

3-6 shows a comparison of the altitude distribution for the TCA aircraft and the HSCT model

(Reference H) used in the 1995 AESA assessment. The TCA cruises N1 km lower than the older

model because of changes in the aircraft design and weight. The supersonic cruise altitude is a

sensitive function of the planform, speed, weight, and design of the aircraft and is expected to

continue to change as the design matures.
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Figure 3-6. Fuel use by an HSCT fleet as a function of altitude, comparing the current scenarios
using the NASA TCA aircraft with the HSCT design (Reference H) used in the 1995 AESA
assessment.
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The altitude distribution of NO x emissions from the 2015 fleet, with and without the HSCT, is

illustrated in Figure 3-7. The HSCT displaces some subsonic air traffic resulting in a net decrease

of NO,, emissions in the 9- to 12-km altitude band and an increase in NO,, at 17- to 20-kin altitude.
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Figure 3-7. NOx emissions as a function of altitude for fleets of HSCTs.
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3.7.4 EMISSION PARAMETRICS

Since the HSCT is still a conceptual airplane, the assessment can not simply evaluate a single point

design, particularly since the results of the assessment may help guide the design to reduce its

environmental impact. In addition, the design is evolving. It is not clear when the HSCT

technology will be mature enough for viable commercial service and so the fleet sizes and

technology levels are treated parametrically. This assessment has used the NASA TCA with

EINOx = 5 as the baseline case and then explored the design parameter space of EINOx, flight

altitude, fleet size, and sulfate aerosol production. In addition, parametric studies have been done

to evaluate the effect of changes in the future atmosphere (chlorine loading, background sulfate

aerosol level, stratospheric temperature) on the calculated HSCT ozone impact. The detailed

summary of the parametric cases is shown in Table 4-2 to 4-4 along with the results from the
model calculations.

3.8 Summary Points

For current subsonic and supersonic aircraft, there is reasonable agreement between plume

models and observations of gas-phase chemical and dispersion processes. The HO x and NOx

chemistry in these models is generally consistent with the limited observations available. Major

uncertainties include lack of understanding of gas-phase sulfur oxidation mechanisms and

difficulty in extrapolating current understanding of gas-phase processes to the HSCT engines.

• The magnitudes and mechanisms of particle emissions from the future supersonic fleet are

poorly understood.

Current supersonic and subsonic aircraft produce large numbers of sub-20 nm diameter,

volatile (presumably HzSO4) particles. If the proposed future HSCT fleet emits similar

quantities of particles, the stratospheric particle surface area is predicted to increase as much

as 40% above background levels, assuming 10% conversion to SO 3 in the engine. The

fraction 77of fuel S converted to SO 3 in the engine and subsequently to sulfate particles in

the wake environment controls, in part, the predicted surface area increase for the HSCT.

The determination of 77from measurements in the wakes of existing aircraft is difficult and

results are disparate. Recent estimates of 77from engine test stand measurements and from

coupled in-flight measurements and models give values on the order of 5 to 10%. Because

we do not have a mechanistic understanding of the factors controlling 77, we cannot predict

its value for HSCTs, and it has been treated parametrically in this assessment.

Chemi-ions have been measured in aircraft exhaust and are believed to be important in

particle nucleation and growth. Numerical models of particle formation and growth in

aircraft plumes require the presence of chemi-ions to successfully simulate observations of

particle properties. Measurements of chemi-ions from current aircraft engines are very

limited. We have no estimates of chemi-ion production by HSCTs.

Soot emissions from current aircraft engines are highly variable, but are roughly two orders

of magnitude lower in number EI than are volatile particles. Based on combustor rig
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measurements,sootemissionsfrom theLPPcombustorconceptfor theHSCTareexpected
to besignificantlylowerthancurrentengines.

Emissionscenariosof futureHSCTfleetshavebeendevelopedusingtheNASA TCA andare
usedasthebaselinefor modelingcalculationsof ozoneimpact. A significantchangefrom the
baselineaircraftconceptusedin the 1995Assessmentis a reductionin expectedflight altitude
theTCA of N1km. Toguide technologydecisionsandto evaluateuncertainties,themodeling
studieshaveevaluatedtheeffectof fleetsize,NOx emissionindexat supersoniccruise,flight
altitude,and77onthepredictedozoneimpact.
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4. MODELING

4.1 Background and Introduction

The atmospheric processes and aeronautical emissions described in Chapters 2 and 3 are

incorporated into numerical models that predict the impact of HSCTs for different operational

scenarios. This chapter presents a description of the models utilized in this assessment, their

performance in comparison to observations, and the results of HSCT perturbation calculations.

The 1995 Scientific Assessment of Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft [Stolarski et al.,

1995] utilized 2-D models exclusively in arriving at predictions of HSCT impact. A major step

forward in that assessment was the development of a benchmark for photolysis calculations, which

led to improvements in the models' calculations of photolysis and a dramatic reduction in the

spread of calculated rates. Similarly, the chemical solvers utilized in the assessment models were

also tested, albeit only from the point of view of their performance in a box model. These tests

were carried out by establishing both photolysis and chemical benchmarks to which all

participating models were required to compare their results and document discrepancies. The

photolysis benchmark was described in Stolarski et al. [1995]; the chemical benchmark is

described in Appendix E. We have required again that participating models perform these

benchmarks if they did not do so in 1995. Participating models agreed with benchmark results to

within 10-20% at the worst (see Appendix E). Although the M&M II [Park et al., 1999] exercise

has examined a series of tests of model transport, no transport benchmarks have been developed

for this assessment.

Several potentially important processes were recognized in 1995, such as accounting for aircraft

perturbations of the sulfate aerosol layer and the potential importance of including PSC

parameterizations in the assessment models. At the same time, preliminary comparisons of model

results with available stratospheric measurements indicated deficiencies in the models'

representation of basic processes important for assessment of HSCT impacts. The following

recommendations were highlighted: (a) expansion and utilization of available atmospheric

observations to reduce uncertainties; (b) systematic development of 3-D models to test transport

formulations and limitations of 2-D models; (c) inclusion of aircraft particle exhaust and interaction

with background particles; and (d) characterization of the composition and evolution of aircraft

exhaust aerosols, and composition and microphysics of PSCs.

The assessment effort summarized here has addressed these concerns and other issues that have

arisen since the last assessment. As in previous efforts, a multi-model approach has been adopted

to indicate the variability in predictions expected from different assumptions about the chemical and

dynamical processes discussed in Chapter 2, as well as the approximations adopted in the specific

numerical algorithms. Five 2-D models and three 3-D models have participated in this assessment.

A list of participating models, institutions, and scientists is given in Table 4-1. All of these models

have complied satisfactorily with the photolysis and photochemistry benchmark requirements.

These models are briefly discussed in Section 4.2, and further details given in Appendices F and

G. The performance of these models against several atmospheric measurements and other criteria

is described in Section 4.3. Calculations have been carried out for a number of different scenarios,

summarized in Section 4.4. These scenarios are chosen to reflect existing uncertainties in
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operationalscenarios,emissioncharacteristics,atmosphericprocesses,andthestateof thefuture
atmosphere.ThepotentialHSCTimpactonclimateis discussedin Section4.5. Effortsat arriving
at a"best estimate"of the impactof HSCTs,anddiscussionon future directionsare given in
Sections4.6 and4.7,respectively.

4.2 Description of Participating Models: Progress Since the NASA 1995

Stratospheric Assessment

This assessment effort has incorporated numerous model improvements that lead to a better

representation of the atmosphere and reduce uncertainties in the results. These improvements

include: (a) utilization of 3-D models in conjunction with 2-D models; (b) incorporation of sulfate

particle production in the aircraft exhaust; (c) better representation of heterogeneous chemistry on

cold sulfate aerosol and formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs); and (d) parameterizations

of planetary wave breaking, which result in better representation of the subtropical and polar

barriers to transport. Finally, there has been a concerted effort, discussed in the next section, to

systematically evaluate the model results with a broad set of observational data.

4.2.1 UTILIZATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

HSCT exhaust will be injected into a 3-D atmosphere. The models used in most stratospheric

assessments are 2-D: they average over longitude. These models approximate effects that are

inherently 3-D. An example is the use of a probability distribution for temperature at a given

altitude, latitude, and time of year. The influence of longitudinal temperature variations on

chemical reaction rates and particle formation is thus calculated via an approximation in 2-D. These

and other processes can be explicitly represented in 3-D including:

a) A better representation of the wave-mean flow interaction. We would expect 3-D models to

better represent mixing due to planetary wave breaking in the "surf zone" as well as across the

subtropical and polar jets.

b) A better representation of chlorine activation by PSCs. Representation of air parcel motion

between polar night and sunlight, and longitudinal variations in temperature, PSC

concentrations and constituent densities are explicitly simulated.

c) A more realistic representation of isentropic stratosphere-troposphere exchange. Three-

dimensional models can represent filamentary structures created by breaking Rossby waves

and non-diffusive, asymmetric transport across subtropical barriers.

Three-dimensional models using assimilated winds provide a more physically based treatment of

the longitudinal and daily circulation changes, and their results are more directly comparable to

observations.

Thus, 3-D models should provide a better representation of tracer distribution in the lower

stratosphere. Preliminary comparisons indicate that some 3-D models do indeed have a fairly

realistic representation of lower stratospheric processes. For example, the MACCM2 [Boville,

1995] model provides realistic simulations of many features of long-lived tracer distributions in the
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lower stratosphere[Waughet al., 1997]. On the other hand, the MACCM2 SH temperatures are

too low, a discrepancy corrected in the version of MACCM2 used by GMI by incorporating a

larger gravity-wave breaking. Thus, there are still limitations in 3-D models that preclude us from

establishing that the tracer distributions from a 3-D model are necessarily more realistic than from a

2-D model. These limitations include, for example, insufficient resolution in the horizontal or

vertical, or parameterization of unresolved gravity waves in GCMs. Three-dimensional models are

not, at this point, guaranteed to have realistic residual circulations (see discussion in Section

2.3.3). As discussed below, this is particularly evident when we compare tracer distributions

calculated from 3-D circulations to observations.

Three-dimensional assessment models at present derive their circulation from GCMs. GCMs must

solve the additional problem of generating a representative climate (which is specified from

observations in most 2-D models). This presents additional problems for 3-D assessment models,

some of which have not yet been solved, but will eventually provide a more accurate assessment of

HSCT perturbations including possible chemical-dynamical feedbacks.

Efforts at improving 3-D dynamics have been mostly guided by comparisons to climate variables.

We anticipate further improvements in 3-D models from continued comparisons of tracer

distribution. We subject the 3-D models to the same tests as the 2-D models. As discussed below,

some of the 3-D models utilized in this assessment do give better results than 2-D models, for

example, in lower-stratospheric ozone, but are still in poor agreement with observations of other

crucial lower-stratospheric constituents, such as NOy. Incorporation of 3-D model results in this
assessment has started to answer an outstanding question from previous assessments; whether a

better representation of zonally asymmetric processes would significantly change the conclusions
of 2-D assessments.

This assessment includes results from three 3-D models. The model from the NASA/Langley

Research Center (LaRC 3-D) and University of Cambridge (SLIMCAT 3-D) are described in

Appendix F. Model results from the GMI 3-D model, described in Appendix G, are also given.

The goal of GMI has been to build an assessment-quality model that can both perform multi-year

calculations and compare results from different dynamical and chemical formulations. The basic

philosophy of the GMI has been discussed in Friedl et al. [1997]. In summary, an assessment-

quality 3-D model has been integrated, incorporating three different sets of winds into a "core"

model. The "core" model includes: (a) a common advection algorithm and transport shell;

(b) efficient and accurate chemical solvers; and (c) a PSC parameterization. The winds have been

provided from the NCAR MACCM2, the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM, and

the NASA/Goddard Data Assimilation Office (DAO). The integration has allowed an estimate of

model variability induced by the choice of advection algorithms and by the choice of winds (see

Figure 4-1). Examination of this figure indicates that differences in horizontal resolution (e.g.,

compare GMI/DAO with GSFC-3D) can introduce variations of order 15% in the calculated peak

exhaust accumulation. Results using a Second-Order Moments (SOM) advection algorithm are

also consistent with those using the GMI Lin and Rood [1996] scheme. On the other hand, there

is a discrepancy of almost a factor of two between the accumulations calculated using a semi-

Lagrangian formulation and those using Lin and Rood. This comparison indicates that the semi-
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Lagrangianschemeis not appropriatefor the assessmentof the impact of localized aircraft
emissions.

The GMI has evaluatednot only the sensitivity to model-modeldifferences, but also the
performanceof differentmodelcomponentswhencomparedto observations.The GMI teamhas
devisedamethodologyfor gradingthedifferentwind fields ontheir performancein reproducing
meteorologicalparametersandmeasureddistributionof tracespecies.Thiseffortwasin parallelto
theM&M II effort, andsomeof thetestsoverlapped.A preliminarygradingwasusedto choose
thewind fields thatagreedbestwith themeasurements.Theperturbationcalculationsusedthese
winds. It must be stressed,however, that no set of winds was able to reproduceall the
characteristicsof theabovequantitiesobservedin themeasurements.Detailsof this gradingare
describedin AppendixG. Basedon thesetests,theMACCM2 windsweretheprimarysetusedby
GMI for this assessmentreport.

TheGMI modelincludesacomputationallyefficientparameterizationof PSCswhich,althoughnot
incorporatingacompletemicrophysicalrepresentation,respondsto changesin HNO3andHzO. A

realistic evaluation of the impact of PSCs in this model, however, is precluded by the fact that the

NH temperatures in the adopted meteorological field are too warm (see Appendix G). Fast

chemical solvers have also been incorporated which allow multi-year calculations in a parallel

super-computer. These chemical mechanisms perform well when compared to a benchmark

calculation. Incorporation of these chemical solvers and comparison to the benchmark has thus

allowed an expansion of previous chemical solver evaluations [Stolarski et al., 1995, Appendix

A], insofar as the comparison has been carried for all latitudes, altitudes, and seasons in the

stratosphere. Incorporation of these efficient numerical solvers and polar chemistry

approximations in a parallel computer architecture allowed carrying out the necessary multi-year

simulations for both baseline and HSCT-perturbed atmospheres in 3-D.

4.2.2 INCLUSION OF SULFATE ]VIICROPHYSICS

A very significant change in the HSCT scenario calculations in this report relative to the 1995

assessment is the inclusion of sulfur emission by aircraft (Section 3.6). Sulfur emission was

recognized as an issue following the 1994 ER-2 campaign in which large numbers of volatile

particles were observed in the wake of a Concorde aircraft in supersonic flight [Fahey et al.,

1995a]. A sensitivity study with the Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. (AER) 2-D

sulfate aerosol model showed that large (factor of two) perturbations to the background aerosol

surface area would be expected for an HSCT fleet with emission index of sulfur dioxide

(EIso2) = 0.4 if most of the emitted sulfur were converted to particles in the aircraft plume

[Weisenstein et al., 1996]. A further study provided similar results from three additional 2-D

microphysical models [Weisenstein et al., 1998].

Because a majority of the models participating in this assessment do not include sulfate

microphysics and thus are not able to calculate changes in sulfate aerosol surface area density

(SAD), this parameter has been specified as a model input for all participating models. Details are

discussed in Section 4.4.1.
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4.2.3 IMPROVED PARAMETERIZATION FOR HETEROGENEOUS RATES_ POLAR STRATO-

SPHERIC CLOUDS_ AND COLD SULFATE AEROSOLS

The 1995 assessment report addressed the potential effects of heterogeneous reactions on PSCs by

discussing the three published modeling studies of aircraft emission effects which included PSCs

[Pitari et al., 1993; Considine et al., 1994; Tie, 1994]. These studies suggested that heterogeneous

reactions on PSCs could be important, but also indicated that there were large uncertainties in the

model parameterizations and hence results. This fact remains true today.

A large body of observations have pointed the way towards better parameterizations of

heterogeneous reactions on PSCs, in particular, those involving supercooled sulfate aerosols at

cold temperatures, when uptake of nitric acid and water leads to ternary solutions. The latest

NASA/JPL [DeMore et al., 1997] recommendations include detailed data for accommodation

coefficients, reaction probabilities and solubilities of reactants. All participating models have

incorporated these heterogeneous representations, although details of the specific treatment may

vary from model to model (see Appendix F). Sufficient laboratory work has been carried out on

the rates of these heterogeneous reactions that the major modeling uncertainties should be in the

model's adopted temperature and aerosol composition, rather than on details of the surface reaction
kinetics.

The impact of processes on cold sulfate aerosols and PSCs will also depend on the model's

treatment of transport between the polar vortices and mid-latitudes. Model treatment of these

processes has not been rigorously evaluated, particularly for the NH. Details of the transport

processes involved are discussed in Section 2.3.5. We note that 3-D models explicitly calculate

many of the above processes. This points to the need of continued development and utilization of

3-D models to provide a more realistic simulation of the atmosphere and to check the 2-D model

approximations.

4.2.4 INCORPORATION OF PLANETARY WAVE BREAKING PARAMETERIZATION_ AND

SIMULATION OF S UBTROPICAL U ARRIERS

Improvement in 2-D model spatial and temporal representation of wave-mean flow interactions has

been substantial since the 1995 assessment. Planetary wave breaking provides an important

mechanism for transport of chemical species. Two-dimensional models attempt to mimic this

motion through a combination of wave-induced meridional circulation and horizontal diffusion.

Establishing the diffusion coefficients to represent these planetary wave motions is an important

component of 2-D models that can strongly influence their ability to accurately model profiles of

long lived species and age of air in the stratosphere (Section 2.3). Most important, the 2-D

circulations and diffusion coefficients aim at representing the subtropical and polar barriers to

transport, which affect a model's ability to correctly simulate the transport of aircraft effluent into

the tropical upwelling region and into the polar vortices. This has been accomplished to various

degrees of success by a combination of ad-hoc prescription of eddy coefficients and adoption of

first-principle parameterizations based on planetary wave breaking theory and observations (see

Table F-3, Appendix F).
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In eachcase,2-D modelssimulatethe large-scalemixing in themid-latitudestratosphere(theso-
called"surf zone")inducedby wavebreaking.Many of thesemodelsalsosimulatetheobserved
barriersto transportin thetropicsandpolar regionby minimizingthehorizontalmixing acrossthe
polarvortexandbetweenthemid-latitudesandthetropics(Section2.3). By usingtheseimproved
parameterizations,thepresentassessmentmodelshaveanimprovedrepresentationof atmospheric
gradientsandmixing acrossthe subtropicsandpolarvortices.

4.3 Model Evaluation

A centerpiece of this assessment is the evaluation of model predictions in comparison to existing

measurements. This has been done primarily in conjunction with the M&M II exercise, whose

details are given in a separate report [Park et al., 1999]. The approach here is to: (a) identify a

subset of the M&M II comparisons, as well as other model characteristics especially relevant to the

HSCT assessment; (b) evaluate the performance of models in comparison with observations in a

qualitative manner; (c) identify model(s) which deviate consistently relative to several of the

criteria; and (d) utilize this information to constrain the probable range of predictions.

In contrast to the internal GMI exercise, no grades have been assigned in M&M II. It is difficult to

ascertain exactly which are the most important parameters, and how to weigh the agreement or

disagreement of specific models towards a final score. However, this exercise has identified

specific comparisons that tend to better discriminate the model results. A prime example is the

background NOy concentrations in the lower stratosphere, as discussed below. We also use this
comparison as a way to understand differences between models and point to future directions of

model improvement.

4.3.1 MODELS AND MEASUREMENT II APPROACH

Previously, ozone was the only chemical trace species for which there was long-term global

coverage to derive a climatology. Given the interest in predicting perturbations to the column

ozone, models concentrated on simulating the observed temporal and spatial distributions of ozone

column abundance. However, using column ozone by itself as a guide to choose the best

representations in a model is problematic since it is never clear whether a good ozone simulation in

a particular model is achieved by having the correct combination of transport and chemistry. This

makes it impossible to use the agreement between observed and calculated column ozone as the

only criteria for having the correct transport.

The current approach in M&M II identifies a number of independent tests for chemistry and

transport to be applied to each model. The model-simulated ozone is also compared to observed

ozone. Having the independent tests provides a theoretical framework in which further

adjustments could be made.

4.3.2 NEW DATA USED FOR M&M II

Almost all the data sets that were used for M&M I [Prather and Remsberg, 1993] have been

revised or replaced with better and more complete compilations. UARS data sets are the primary

ones being used for the middle and upper stratosphere. We chose to use the 1992 data as the basis
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for our comparisonbecauseit is the only full year for which there areUARS/CLAES data
available. TheCLAESdataprovideuniqueglobalcoverageof N20, CH4, HNO 3, and chlorine

nitrate (C1ONO2). At the same time, the fact that the CLAES measurements were taken shortly

after the Mount Pinatubo eruption complicates the analysis.

The M&M II exercise has also benefited from additional data from various ER-2 aircraft and OMS

balloon campaigns. New data on SF 6 and CO 2 provide the necessary diagnostics for transport and

mean age. In addition, the enhanced payload of the ER-2 has enabled simultaneous measurements

of NO x and NOy allowing direct determination of the NOx/NOy ratio which is critical to accurately
evaluating the chemical impact of HSCTs.

A climatology for ozone, consisting of monthly zonal mean column ozone and ozone profiles as a

function of latitude were put together for M&M II. The column ozone climatology is based on

ozone column data from 1988 to 1996 using Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) on

Nimbus-7, Meteor 3, and Earth Probe satellites. The ozone profile is based on ozone sonde data

between 0 and 28 km and SAGE II data between 20 and 60 km. In the region where the two data

sets overlap (20 to 30 km), a weighted average is used with a heavier weighting for the sonde data

at lower altitudes and a heavier weighting for the SAGE II data at higher altitudes.

4.3.3 REQUIREMENTS AND TESTS OF MODELS

In this section, we identify characteristics of models that will determine their abilities to simulate a

realistic response of ozone to perturbations in the lower stratosphere. Some of these

characteristics, such as vertical resolution in the model and photochemical mechanisms included in

the model, are easily identifiable as part of the model formulation. In other cases, the identification

and testing of these characteristics are less direct. The spatial and seasonal distributions of certain

tracers are affected by the chemistry and transport in the atmosphere. The observed distributions

of these species can be used for comparison with model results. Although these tests are discussed

in this section as separate tests according to the type of observations used, we stress that they are

interrelated through common mechanisms in the models. Thus, changes in model treatment will

affect the outcome of several tests in a related way. For this same reason, a quantitative weighing

of these parameters is not possible because they are not independent and their interdependence is

not fully understood.

4.3.3.1 Model Vertical Resolution in the Lower Stratosphere

The vertical resolution of assessment models is an important parameter for the evaluation of HSCT

impact on ozone, both because of the limited vertical extent of HSCT emissions and because of the

proximity of the emission region to the tropopause. The vertical resolution of the models used in

this assessment is 1.2 km (AER 2-D); 1.5 km (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)

2-D, GMI 3-D); 2 km (GSFC 2-D, State University of New York, Stony Brook (SUNY-SPB)

2-D, and Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) 2-D,

(SLIMCAT 3-D); and 3 km (LaRC 3-D). A finer vertical resolution means that the model can

define the tropopause more accurately (to the nearest 1.5 km rather than the nearest 3 km, for

example). In addition, a coarser vertical resolution accelerates the effective vertical transport and

mixing in the models, leading to a shorter residence time for HSCT exhaust. Experiments by the
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AER 2-Dmodelindicatethatthecalculatedozonedepletioncanbe reducedby up to factorsof 2 if
theverticalresolutionchangesfrom 1.2to 3.5km,dependingon theadoptednumericalschemefor
transport. It shouldalso be noted that, in mappingemissionscenarios(seeChapter3) to a
particularmodelgrid, theprofile of emissionsbeingusedby themodelwill beaffectedby boththe
verticalresolutionandby thelocationof thegridcenters.Modelswith low verticalresolutionnear
thetropopause(i.e., greaterthan2.0km) arenot usedin this assessmentto testthe sensitivityto
HSCTemissionsat acruisealtitudeloweredby 2 km (Section4.4.3.6below).

4.3.3.2 Tests of Chemistry

In situ observations of atmospheric trace species provide data for process studies of the partitioning

of radical species over a range of conditions with different sulfate loading and solar illumination.

A series of studies demonstrated that a box model run to diurnal steady-state, and constrained by

observed values of sulfate surface area, temperature, NOy, Cly, total odd bromine (Bry), H20 ,

ozone, overhead column ozone, and CH 4 can reproduce the observed partitioning of the radical

species in a large number of cases [Park et al., 1999]. This method has been used to provide

confidence in model chemical mechanisms in the lower stratosphere using the data from Airborne

Arctic Stratospheric Expedition II (AASE II), ASHOE/MAESA, SPADE, and POLARIS aircraft

campaigns, and in the mid- to upper stratosphere using balloon data.

In the current test, reservoir gas concentrations are taken from the output of the assessment models

to constrain the diurnal steady-state model. The radical concentrations calculated by the

constrained box model are compared to the radical concentrations calculated in the assessment

models. The calculations from the assessment models are in general within 10 to 15% of those

produced by the constrained photostationary model. The largest discrepancies reflect

approximations in the diurnal treatment of certain species, or poor representation of the

troposphere. These are not considered, however, to be first-order uncertainties in the HSCT

predictions, when compared to the larger issues surrounding dynamical processes (see below).

This consistency indicates the following: (a) the models are using accurate numerical solvers for

the chemistry, and (b) insofar as the photochemical mechanisms used by the photostationary state

approach reproduce the observed chemical partitioning (see Section 2.4), the chemical mechanisms

in the models are appropriate to simulate atmospheric radical chemistry.

In interpreting the chemistry test, one should be aware of the following caveats. First, results of

the photostationary model depend on the reaction rate constants used. With the current JPL-97

recommendation, some discrepancies between calculated results and observed results still exist.

Most notable of these are the model ozone deficit above 40 km [Clancy et al., 1987 and reference

cited; Natarajan and Callis, 1991; Eluszkiewicz and Allen, 1993; Crutzen et al., 1995; Dessler et

al., 1996b; Osterman et al., 1997; Summers et al., 1997] and the model underestimation of the

NOx/NOy ratio in the summer lower extra-tropical stratosphere [Sen et al., 1998, Gao et al., 1999].
Second, the above procedure provides a valid test only for situations where the photostationary test

is a valid assumption. In PSC regions, for example, it is well known that behavior of the radicals

depends on the air-parcel trajectory in regions when the temperature is cold enough to trigger PSC

formation. In those cases, results from the photostationary model are unrealistic. The chemistry
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describingchlorineactivationin PSCshasbeentestedby numerousprocessstudies,particularlyin
theAntarcticregion,butnot in thecontextof aglobalmodel.

Thechemicalmechanismsandnumericsin theadoptedmodelsyieldresultswhich in generalagree
with thoseof thechemicalbenchmarks,andareconsistentwith radical partitioningderivedfrom
measurements.The impact of the exceptionsnoted above, in particular the recently-noted
disagreementin NOx/NOypartitioning,will haveto beevaluatedafterappropriatekinetic dataare
incorporatedinto themodels. In addition,althoughmodelshaveall incorporatedsomekind of
PSCandcoldaerosoltreatment,thetestingof thesemechanismsis atthispoint incomplete.Thus,
resultsathighwinter andspringnorthernlatitudesshouldbeviewedwith lessconfidencethanfor
mid-latitudes.

4.3.3.3 N20 , NOy and Ozone Gradients in the Lower Stratosphere

The correlation of NOy with N20 in the lower stratosphere has been established by numerous

aircraft and remote-sensing campaigns (see, for example, Fahey et al. [1989]). As described by

Plumb and Ko [1992], a compact relationship between these two measurements indicates that the

mixing time in the region of interest is faster than the local photochemical lifetimes so that the

mixing ratios of both species are constant on the same shared mixing surface. All models yield

compact curves, thus qualitatively verifying this condition in the models. For species at steady

state, the local slope of these curves is equal to the ratio of their integrated production minus loss

above the shared mixing surface. How the local slope changes from one mixing surface to the next

is an indication of how the local lifetime of each species changes from surface to surface. This

places a further constraint on the combined effects of chemistry and vertical transport in the model.

Although models reproduce the general features of the curves, the slopes of the N20-NOy
correlations for some models deviate substantially from observations in different regions (Figure

4-2). The AER, GMI, and SUNY-SPB models give the most satisfactory (although still not

perfect) agreement with the observed correlations. As discussed below, this comparison is in itself

not sufficient to evaluate the assessment quality.

Larger differences among models are observed, however, when we compare the actual vertical

profiles against observations of N20 (Figure 4-3), NOy (Figure 4-4), and 03 (Figure 4-5). The

primary data set for these comparisons has been recently derived by analysis of N20 and NOy data

from all ER-2 campaigns [Strahan et al., 1999]. The ozone climatology is as derived by Logan

[personal communication] for M&M II. We note that, for some models, agreement with the

vertical profiles in one of the above species is accompanied by disagreement in another, thus

indicating a disagreement in the correlations. In other cases, models disagree in both the N20 and

NOy vertical profiles in a manner that keeps the correlations consistent with observations.

Vertical profiles of N20 in the tropical region test a combination the strength of the upwelling

velocity, as well as the degree of mixing between mid-latitudes and tropics (see Section 2.3.2) on a

yearly average. At mid-latitudes, the N20 , NOy and ozone vertical profiles are determined by a

combination of the downwelling residual circulation, the mixing in the model, the model' s rate of

lower-stratospheric flushing and, finally, the chemistry in the model (see Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3).

Thus, it is difficult to isolate an individual process, which is tested by these profiles.
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Examinationof Figures4-3 through4-5 indicatesthat modelsexhibit largedifferencesin their
calculatedN20 and NOy profiles at mid-latitudes. The GSFC 2-D model has the largest NOy

concentrations, larger than the data. Both AER 2-D and LLNL 2-D also exhibit high NOy

concentrations. On the other hand, two 3-D models (GMI and LaRC) show concentrations of NOy
lower than data. The SUNY-SPB 2-D model, which derives its 2-D transport from the MACCM2

winds used by GMI, also shows low values of NOy. This behavior is in general consistent with

the N20 profiles, however, the ordering of the calculated N20 profiles (from smallest to largest

concentrations) does not correspond exactly to what is expected from the NOy profiles, indicating

differences in the NOy-N20 correlations in this altitude range. In general, model agreement with

N20 and NOy profiles are better in the tropics (not shown) than at mid-latitudes. Two-dimensional
models overall show only fair to poor comparison to the ozone profiles in the lower stratosphere,

although areas of agreement and disagreement occur at different places for different models.

Three-dimensional models, on the other hand, seem to do a better job in reproducing the ozone

profiles, although future improvements in the NOy simulation could also affect the ozone

calculations. Concentrations of 03 in the lower stratosphere which are higher/lower than data will

in turn induce higher/lower C10/Cly ratios and lower/higher NOx/NOy ratios than calculated with a
model with correct ozone. Thus, the generally high concentrations of ozone calculated in 2-D

models suggest that these models may underestimate the impact of NOx perturbations if only

chemistry was considered. The actual impact needs to be convoluted with transport effects and

differences in background Cly and NOy.

The profile comparisons point out a crucial problem with current assessment models: no model has

a good enough circulation/chemistry to reproduce all relevant profiles in the lower stratosphere.

Although no climatologies for Cly and Bry are available, we expect that similar problems in
reproducing correlations and/or profiles would be found. Thus, the question arises as to which

profiles are most important to reproduce. The analysis of Wennberg et al. [1994] suggests that the

amount of NOy in the lower stratosphere is a major discriminating factor as to the response of the

ozone chemistry to a NO_ perturbation. As discussed below, the perturbation results do seem to

bear out a strong correlation between ozone impact and NOy abundances.

4.3.3.4 Age of Air

The concept of age of air, and its derivation from measurements of SF 6 and CO 2 has been

discussed in Section 2.3.7. Compared to the mean age derived from the observed SF 6 and CO 2,

all 2-D models calculate mean ages that are too young, both in the tropics around 30 km and at the

mid-latitude lower stratosphere (see Figure 2-5). Among the 2-D models, the GSFC 2-D model

calculates an age distribution that is closest to the observed values. The age of air calculated by the

GMI 3-D model using MACCM2 winds also shows age of air smaller than observations. On the

other hand, the Monashl (MACCM2 with older gravity wave parameterization) 3-D yields age of

air in reasonable agreement with data while SLIMCAT 3-D has age that is too old.

The formal relation between the age and residence time for materials injected into an idealized well-

mixed stratosphere [Boering et al., 1996] implies that mean age and stratospheric residence time

are correlated. This suggests that models which calculate younger mean age may underestimate the

accumulation of aircraft exhaust injected into the lower stratosphere. As discussed in Section

2.3.7, however, it is not yet possible to quantitatively relate the residence time of aircraft exhaust
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injectedat aparticularlocationto themeanage(eitherspatial/seasonalaverageor at aparticular
location). Furtherdiscussionof thisrelationshipassimulatedby differentmodelsis givenbelow.

4.3.3.5 Propagation of Annual Cycle

The vertical propagation of an annual cycle in tracer mixing ratio forced by variations at the

tropopause, stringently tests model transport in the tropical region (see discussion in Section

2.3.2). Evaluation of model performance in the cycle propagation has two components, phase and

amplitude. Details of this comparison are given in Park et al. [1999] and Douglass et al. [1999].

The GSFC 2-D model performed very well in this comparison. All other 2-D models and the GMI

3-D model performed less satisfactorily. The test was not available from the LaRC or SLIMCAT

models. Further model intercomparisons indicate that one reason for the disagreements in the AER

model is its adoption of rather large vertical diffusion coefficients in this region. Adoption of

smaller coefficients (as in the GSFC 2-D model) leads to better agreement, and also improves the

agreement in the ozone vertical profiles. Thus, as in the age of air experiment, most models are

inaccurate in simulating this characteristic.

4.3.3.6 Tests of Subtropical and Polar Barriers

As discussed in Chapter 2, there exists a partial barrier to transport between the tropics and

extratropics in the lower stratosphere. This subtropical barrier is clearly seen in the measured

NOy/O 3 ratios in the subtropics [Murphy et al., 1993; Fahey et al., 1996]. However, this test does
not completely isolate a model's performance in reproducing subtropical barriers, since the

chemistry of both NOy and 03 must be adequately represented. Fortunately other tests are

available; for example, (a) mid-latitude to tropical exchange rates as diagnosed from correlations of

trace species [Volk et al., 1996]; (b) attenuation of seasonal cycles of H20 and CO 2, (above); and

(c) horizontal gradients of long-lived tracers (e.g., N20 from the CLAES instrument).

The exchange time constants derived by Volk et al. [1996] (see also Minschwaner et al. [1996];

Grecu et al. [1996], and Schoeberl et al. [1997]) are more independent of chemistry than the

NOy/O 3 ratio, although less altitude specific. The AER results in this assessment come from a
model tuned to reproduce these exchange time constants, but other models have not been adjusted

for this test. The CSIRO model [Vohralik et al., 1998] yields results in good agreement with both

the NOy/O 3 latitudinal profiles and the exchange time constants, without any specific tuning of the
mixing coefficients.

The magnitude of the meridional gradients of N20, or other long-lived tracers, in the subtropics

provides an indicator of strength of the subtropical barrier. Successful simulation of the correct

gradients implies realistic exchange rates. Comparison with N20 subtropical horizontal gradients

from CLAES at 32 hPa indicates good agreement for the AER 2-D, GSFC 2-D, LLNL 2-D,

CSIRO 2-D, and GMI 3-D models. At this point we can say that, most models incorporate some

sort of subtropical barrier, but have varying degrees of success in reproducing details of the spatial

distribution of the observations.
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Partial barriers to transport also exist acrossthe edgeof the polar vortices (seeChapter2).
Accuratelysimulatingthesebarriersis importantbecausethey limit theamountof emissionsthat
aretransportedinto cold polar regions (whereheterogeneouschemicalreactionsoccur). The
gradientsof NzO across the vortex edge have also been used to test the realism of the transport

within the models. Whereas there is good agreement with CLAES data for subtropical gradients,

only the LLNL 2-D model gives good agreement in the magnitude of the gradients across the polar

vortices, and even in this case the location of the steep gradients within this model is unrealistic.

Since none of the 2-D models has a realistic polar vortex barrier, they are likely to over predict both

the transport of HSCT emissions into the polar vortices, and the transport of vortex-processed air
into mid-latitudes.

4.3.3.7 Model Temperatures

All 2-D models specify a temperature climatology from either the National Centers for

Environmental Protection (NCEP) stratospheric analysis or reanalysis. There are mean

temperature differences between the two analyses, with temperature differences as high as 1 to 2 K

in the mid- and high-latitude lower stratosphere. The impact of this temperature difference for

assessments has not been tested.

The temperatures from the version of the GMI 3-D model used in this assessment have been

obtained from a version of MACCM2 which includes a parameterization of gravity waves that

induces heat transport to the poles and remedies too-cold temperatures in the SH vortex. At the

same time, the NH polar vortex temperatures are too warm (by 2 to 3 K) when compared with

existing climatologies. Thus, although the GMI 3-D model includes a complete chemistry on cold

sulfate aerosols and PSC formation, the high temperatures in the MACCM2 result in unrealistically

negligible PSC formation. Thus we do not consider the GMI 3-D results to estimate the impact of

HSCT emissions on PSCs in the NH. To better assess the PSC impact, future work must

combine the more realistic 3-D representation of atmospheric motions (such as in the GMI 3-D

model) with a better temperature distribution.

4.3.3.8 Ozone Seasonal Distributions and Trends

Examination of ozone seasonal distributions and trends was carried out in conjunction with WMO

[1999]. The seasonal behavior of ozone was compared to updated ozone climatology derived from

the TOMS instrument. The important features in the TOMS measurements which models are

expected to capture include:

1) Tropical low values,
2) Tropical seasonal variations,
3) On-the-pole maximum in the northern late winter - early spring,
4) Off-the-pole maximum in the southern late winter - spring at N60°S,
5) Very low ozone at high southern polar latitudes in spring,
6) Moderate ozone gradient in 30-60°N latitude band in winter and spring.

The 2-D models (AER, CSIRO, GSFC, LLNL, and SUNY-SPB) used realistic boundary

conditions of the source gases and measured sulfate aerosols to predict the total ozone over the

1979 to 1997 time period. This assessment compared 1990 TOMS data with the above mentioned
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assessmentmodels. Most modelsdid a reasonablejob representingthesefeatures.Both GSFC
2-D andSUNY-SPB2-D representfeatures2, 3, 5, and6very well.

To helpevaluatetheability of themodelsto predicttheeffectsof aircrafton thestratosphere,it is
alsousefulto examinehow themodelsperform in predictingthepastmeasuredchangesin total
ozone. Usingtheboundaryconditionsasdescribedaboveandincluding theacceleratedlossof
ozoneaftertheeruptionof Mt. Pinatuboin 1992,themodelspredictedozonetrendsoverthe1979
to 1997period. In general,all modelsreproducethe generaldownwardtrendsover this time
period,however,theseasonaldistributionsin thetrendsarelesswell simulated.

It is importantto emphasizethat there does not seemto be a relationshipbetweenmodel
performancein testsdescribedin subsections1-6andtheir performancein reproducingtheozone
behavior. Predictedozoneconcentrationsare the result of different transport and chemical
processes;modelscanget theright answerwith thewrongbalance.Goodmodelperformancein
reproducingbackgroundozoneandchlorine ozoneperturbationsis not a sufficient criterion for
goodperformancein the HSCT assessment.The HSCT perturbationshave a different spatial
distribution andadifferent chemistry,andcould dependmoreon thecorrect representationby
modelsof lower stratosphericprocessesto which chlorineperturbationsarelesssensitive. It is
thus importantto continuemodeltestingagainstmore"basic" parametersthanthoseprovidedby
totalozonecolumn.

4.3.3.9 Summary of Model Tests

The above exercises point to some general characteristics of current models. No model is perfect,

and some models perform better in some tests than others. However, the following can be stated:

a) Models participating in this assessment have a satisfactory representation of gas-phase

chemistry, both in their numerics, and in the adoption of a suitable chemical mechanism.

b) Several models have sufficient vertical resolution to provide reasonable assessments.

However, care should be taken in models with resolutions greater than 2 km.

c) Most models reproduce some kind of subtropical barrier. CSIRO 2-D does best in this regard;

the AER model has been tuned to give the right exchange rate. Two-dimensional models do

poorly in reproducing barriers across the polar vortex, whereas the GMI 3-D model yields a

fairly isolated vortex (See 4.4.3.1 below). The lack of sufficient testing and development of

polar processes is still a problem with assessment models in general.

d) Largest discrepancies occur in comparison of results with measurements primarily determined

by stratospheric dynamics. These include the age of air, propagation of seasonal cycles, and

concentrations of NOy in the lower stratosphere. The GSFC 2-D model performs very well in

reproducing age of air and propagation of seasonal cycles, but their calculated NOy

concentrations are too large when compared with measurements. On the other hand, the GMI

and LaRC 3-D models yield NOy concentrations that are too low when compared to
observations.
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4.4 Calculations and Sensitivity

Eight modeling groups participated in this HSCT assessment (Table 4-1). Included within this list

are five 2-D and three 3-D CTMs. Detailed descriptions of the dynamics, chemistry, and other

processes are described in Appendix F. All eight of these models participated in both the

photolysis benchmark [Stolarski et al., 1995] and the chemistry solver benchmark (see Appendix

E). In addition, these eight assessment models have also participated in the 1998 NASA Model

and Measurements II intercomparison [Park et al., 1999]. These models incorporated the

improvements from 1995 as detailed in Section 4.2.

4.4.1 DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INPUT

Each assessment model used the HSCT emissions of NO x, H20, hydrocarbons (as CH4), and CO

described in detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.7. The surface source gas boundary conditions and

sulfate surface area density distributions are described below.

Boundary conditions for both the 2015 and 2050 background atmospheres are shown in Table

4-2a. The halogen source gases for 2015 and 2050 are taken from Stolarski et al. [1995]. Source

gases CH 4 and N20 are taken from the IS92a scenario given in Tables 2.5a and 2.5b of IPCC

[1996]. Source gas CO 2 is taken from the IS92a scenario given in Figure 5, p. 23, of IPCC

[1996]. Source gas CH3Br is taken from the IS92a scenario given in Table 2.2 of IPCC [1996].

The SAD for the background atmosphere has been specified according to WMO [1992], Table 8-8,

which represents the 1979 SAD as determined by SAGE. This sulfate SAD is representative of a

volcanically clean atmosphere. For scenarios including emission of sulfur by HSCT aircraft, the

perturbation in SAD was calculated by the AER microphysical model [Weisenstein et al., 1997].

The SAD provided to modeling groups for the scenarios is the AER HSCT scenario SAD minus

the AER background calculated SAD added to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

background SAD. Each scenario specified the fraction of emitted sulfur that was assumed

converted to particles in the aircraft plume, ranging from 0 to 100%, with the most likely scenario

represented by 10% conversion. The EI of SO 2 was assumed to be 0.4 (or 0.2 for S), which is

half of the current average sulfur content of jet fuel. The far-field particle size input to the global

model, following nucleation and coagulation in the aircraft plume, was taken to be 10 nm (0.01

pm). In Figure 4-6, an example of the sulfate SAD increase is shown for a 10% SO 2 gas-to-

particle plume conversion. Here, an increase in SAD of up to 50% is derived in the NH, lower

stratosphere. Note that since this field was specified and was derived from a single model, the

transport rates of the AER model influence the results in all the models for scenarios with sulfur

emissions, probably decreasing the model-to-model variability of the ozone response. All SAD

distributions used in this assessment are described in Table 4-2b and listed in the HSR Program

scenario descriptions in Tables 4-3 through 4-6.

4.4.2 MOTIVATION FOR SCENARIOS

Scenarios were developed to investigate the model-derived sensitivities to the uncertainty in future

atmospheric composition and climate, HSCT operational characteristics, and model engineering

assumptions. To examine the future impacts of HSCTs on stratospheric ozone, the periods of
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2015and2050werespecified. Forexample,theatmosphericabundanceof inorganicchlorineis
3.0 and 2.0 for the 2015 and 2050 atmospheres,respectively. For one set of scenarios,a
prescribedtemperaturechangerepresentativeof afuture2050climatic statewasimposedon the
model chemistry. Numeroussensitivity scenarioswere conductedfor both the2015 and2050
atmospheres,examiningtheoperationalimpactsof different EINOx (g NO 2 / kg fuel), sulfate

particle production, fleet size (500 and 1000 HSCTs), and cruise altitude (-2 kin, normal, and +2

km). The sensitivity of including a polar cold aerosol representation (i.e., nitric acid trihydrate

(NAT) or supercooled ternary sulfate (STS), ice, dehydration and denitrification processes) was

also examined. In addition, special sensitivity scenarios were designed to examine the model

response under the limit where no HSCT emissions of either NO x or HzO were specified. Results

of these scenarios are shown in Tables 4-3 through 4-6 and discussed in the following sections.

4.4.3 RESULTS

The effect of HSCT emissions of NOx, H2O, and to a minor extent hydrocarbons and CO, are

discussed below. In all cases the model-derived "delta" impact of NOy, HzO, and ozone is relative
to an atmosphere that includes a subsonic fleet. The HSCT scenarios also include a subsonic fleet,

although slightly reduced to account for expected replacement of some subsonic flights by

supersonics (Chapter 3); therefore, the model-derived "delta" is primarily a result of the HSCT

fleet emission scenario.

4.4.3.1 HSCT Induced Delta NOy and Delta HzO

In Figures 4-7 and 4-8, the ANOy and AH:O are shown respectively for a fleet of 500 HSCTs with

EINOx = 5. For the models participating in this assessment, the range of NH maximum ANOy is

between 0.4 and 1.0 ppbv. The SH maximum ANOy range is between 0.1 and 0.4 ppbv. This
result implies that the eight assessment models used in this assessment have significantly different

transport fields. This is also the conclusion derived from the recent NASA Models and

Measurement Workshop II Report [Park et al., 1999]. The discussion in Chapter 2 noted that

several transport mechanisms, such as mid-latitude stratosphere-troposphere exchange, mixing

rates of extratropical air into the tropics, and strength of residual circulation, combine to determine

the amount of aircraft exhaust tracer in the atmosphere.

The AER and CSIRO models show less transport of AH20 and ANOy to the SH than most other
2-D models. This can be compared with the model evaluation (Section 4.3.3, test 6), which notes

that these models both accurately represent the mid-latitude to tropical exchange rates as diagnosed

from observations [Volk et al., 1996]. The AER 2-D model specifically imposes this exchange

rate via diffusion coefficients while the CSIRO 2-D model obtains good agreement without any

specific modification of transport coefficients. There is also similarity in the global distribution of

HSCT AH20 and ANOy between the GMI 3-D and SUNY 2-D models. This similarity is not

surprising since the SUNY 2-D model residual circulation is derived from the same 3-D

meteorological fields that are used in the GMI 3-D model, i.e., MACCM2. Figure 4-9 shows a

polar projection of ANOy at 18 km in winter taken from the GMI 3-D model. The perturbation is
smaller within the polar vortex, showing that the model maintains a winter barrier to transport at

high latitude. This contrasts with the 2-D models, which generally show a constant perturbation

between 60°N and 90°N at this altitude.
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4.4.3.2 Model-Derived Delta Ozone, Relationship to Ambient Species
Distributions

The latitudinal and seasonal variations in the perturbation to column ozone in the NH are highly

model-dependent. In Figure 4-10a the impact on column ozone is shown from a 2015 fleet of 500

HSCTs, with an EINOx = 5, under volcanically clean conditions (SAD = SA0). This scenario (4 in

Table 4-3) is consistent with the ANOy and AH20 changes shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. The
AER 2-D model-derived column ozone change show the most negative values, with a -1%

reduction at high latitudes in March. Other models (e.g., LLNL 2-D and CSIRO 2-D) derived a

maximum NH column ozone depletion of about -0.4%, peaking at high latitudes in September.

The GSFC 2-D model does not show a strong NH seasonal variation in HSCT induced column

ozone change, peaking broadly at -0.4%. The LaRC 3-D model calculates a positive perturbation

at most NH latitudes. The GMI 3-D model predicts a positive column ozone perturbation at most

latitudes. SLIMCAT results for total column ozone change are not included in the comparison

because this model treats tropospheric ozone differently than the others (Appendix F). Note that

the GMI model does not include representation of tropospheric chemical and physical processes,

therefore the tropospheric ozone change has been removed from the figures (Appendix G).

The model-derived SH HSCT-induced change in column ozone is also highly model-dependent.

Here, the AER 2-D model-derived SH change in column ozone is small, which is correlated with

the relatively small interhemispheric exchange of aircraft H20 and NOy. The opposite impact is

observed in the GSFC 2-D model. As shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, the GSFC 2-D model-

derived HSCT H20 and NOy abundance is relatively large in the SH. This AH20 and ANOy,
coupled with the GSFC 2-D cold aerosol representations, significantly worsens the ozone hole in

the GSFC 2-D model (also see Section 4.4.3.4). All models, except one (CSIRO 2-D, which does

not include PSCs) show enhanced springtime HSCT column ozone depletion in the SH.

Figure 4-10b shows the impact on column ozone similar to 4-10a, except that it is assumed that

10% of the emitted sulfur is converted to particles in the wake (scenario 9). Only 2-D models

carried out this calculation. Except for the SUNY-SPB 2-D model, the impact of including gas-to-

particle conversion in the plume is substantial; even a 10% conversion essentially doubles the

calculated ozone depletion at mid- to high latitudes.

In Figure 4-11, the vertical distribution of zonal mean HSCT-induced change in ozone (AO 3 ppbv)

for June is shown. In general, all the models calculate ozone reductions of 20 to 80 ppbv above

25 km. Below this altitude level, several models derive significantly positive changes in local

ozone (SUNY-SPB 2-D, LaRC 3-D, and GMI 3-D). All models except AER 2-D have a region of

ozone increase extending out to at least -60°N. The AER 2-D model ozone increase extends from

the equatorial region to -30°N, thus inducing larger negative ozone changes in the AER model at

high latitudes.

The difference in sensitivity of local ozone concentration, as it impacts the column, can be clearly

seen in Figure 4-12. Here, the change in ozone concentration is shown for three latitudes and

twice a year, in both hemispheres. Calculations are shown for cases without engine particle

production (panels a and b) and 10% fuel sulfur gas-to-particle conversion (panels c and d). At
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30°Nwithoutparticleemissions,all themodelsderiveasimilardeltaozoneconcentrationprofile,
with apositive lobepeakingbelow 20km and a negativelobe peaking above25 kin. This
illustratesthechangebetweenthechemistryof aNOx-dominatedregionabove25kin, andaregion
at lower altitudeswherethemainimpactof addedNOxis to sequesterHO_andhalogenradicals
thusreducingthetotal rateof ozonedestructionasdiscussedin Chapter2. Theeffectof increasing
aerosolthroughHSCTemissions(Figures12candd) is to increasethenetozonelossin the lower
stratosphereby enhancingHO_andhalogenlossanddecreasingtheNO_bufferingeffect.

At higher latitudesin the NH, the agreementamongmodelsbecomeslessconsistent.TheAER
2-D model switchessign andcalculatesarelatively largedecreasein local ozonebelow20km.
This negativelobereflects the largeimpact of HSCTson PSCsin the AER formulation. The
negativelobe slowly migratesto lower latitudes,andis still noticeablein Juneboth at45° and
65°N. Theslow disappearanceof this lobereflectsthe"sluggish" circulationof the AER model
duringwinter/spring.By September(notshown),thenegativelobehasdisappeared.Ontheother
side,the GMI 3-D, LaRC 3-D, andSLIMCAT 3-D modelsall derive arelatively largepositive
localozoneconcentrationchangein thisregion.

In theSH,thereis generalagreementamongmodelsin the localozoneconcentrationchangeat 30°
and45°S. Theexceptionsarethe GSFC2-D modelandthe SLIMCAT 3-D model. The GSFC
modelshowsrelativelylargereductionsin ozonebelow20km,dueto thelargetransportof HSCT
exhaustto theSH (Figures4-7and4-8). SLIMCAT 3-D alsoshowsanegativeozoneregion,but
at altitudesnear30km. This probably reflects their transportof exhaustto the SH at higher
altitudesthan other models. The SH ozonechangeincluding engine particle emissionsis
constrainedby thefactthattheparticleperturbationis specifiedusingtheAERmodeltransport.

To first order,the differencesin the HSCTinducedsensitivitiesbetweenthe eight assessment
modelsused in this report can be explainedin terms of their ambientreactivetrace species
distributions. Thedifferentmodelsareshownin Figure4-13for thesamescenarioasin Figures
4-7 to 4-12. Panel(a) showsthe backgroundNOy concentrations calculated by the assessment

models, which were compared to ER-2 data in Figure 4-4. Panel (b) shows profiles of the

sensitivity of the 03 change to the change in NOy due to HSCTs calculated by each model. This

behavior is consistent with our understanding of the response to NO_ changes as outlined in

Section 2.4.1. All the models produce larger ozone loss per unit NOy change at the higher

altitudes where background NOy is greater, as expected in a NO -controlled region. The sensitivity

of 03 to delta NOy is near zero in the lower stratosphere. Moreover, normalized delta 03 in the

lower stratosphere is ordered with background NOy differences among the models. This behavior

(positive delta Q/delta NOy at low NOy background and negative delta Q/delta NOy at high NOy

background) is expected for the ozone response in a HO -controlled region of the atmosphere (see

Figure 2-7).

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show that the ozone column response is a sum of the negative response near

30 km and a positive response near cruise altitude, and that there is a large variation in the response

among the different models. The question arises as to what observations best constrain a model in

the regions of negative and positive ozone response. Because the ozone response depends on the

accumulation of exhaust, and we expect that accumulation is related to stratospheric age of air

through the residence time (Section 2.3.7), we examine correlations with age of air. Figure 4-14
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showsthe correlationof NOy, delta NOy, and delta 03 calculated by different models against the
respective model-calculated age of air at 18 and 26 km, 45°N. Figure 4-14a shows age is well

correlated, among models, with background NOy especially in the lower stratosphere. This is
consistent with the transport and chemistry processes discussed in Chapter 2 indicating that models

with more active transport circulations have shorter residence time, lower mean age, and less

production of NOy from N20-the tropospheric source gas. Age also correlates well with ely (not

shown) among models in the lower stratosphere consistent with N20-NOy-Cly observations
(Section 2.4). The observations (filled symbols) show that several models produce an age similar

to measurements in the lower stratosphere (18 km) at this latitude, but their corresponding NOy is
greater than measured. At higher altitude (26 km) almost all models underestimate age, and most

by a large factor. Low age and high-to-accurate NOy exemplifies a serious dilemma for the

models: changing circulation characteristics to improve age comparisons often worsens

comparisons with other tracer observations.

Figure 4-14b shows that, consistent with theory, age is correlated, among models, with the

accumulation of aircraft NOy in the lower stratosphere (18 km). Less dependence of delta NOy on
model age is seen in the middle stratosphere (26 km). Comparison with measured age suggests

that the models with higher age and delta NOy in the lower stratosphere are more likely to be
correct. However, the source regions for aircraft exhaust and age tracers are very different and the

degree to which age comparison is an indicator of the accuracy of model transport and dispersion

of HSCT exhaust is not clear. In fact, examination of all models participating in M&M II indicates

that the correlation between 3-D model age and exhaust tracer accumulation (Figure 4-15) is

different from that shown in Figure 4-14b. Thus, the best choice of model for HSCT transport is

difficult to identify. Figure 4-14c shows that the 03 perturbation among models is not well-

correlated with age at either altitude, which is understandable in view of the low correlation

between delta NOy and age at 26 km and the lack of sensitivity of delta 03 to delta NOy at 18 km

(Figure 4-13).

4.4.3.3 Ozone Sensitivity to HSCT NO x and H20 Emission

The sensitivity of ozone column response to the EI of NO x from HSCT aircraft varies from model-

to-model and from a volcanically clean background atmosphere to a volcanically perturbed

background atmosphere. The percent change in NH ozone column is plotted as a function of

EINOx in Figure 4-16a for the clean background atmosphere (SA0) and for the volcanically

perturbed background atmosphere (4 x SA0) in Figure 4-16b. Both calculations assume no sulfur

emission in the aircraft plumes. In the volcanically clean atmosphere, the GSFC 2-D, LLNL 2-D,

and CSIRO 2-D models calculate slightly higher ozone depletion with increasing EINOx. The AER

2-D and SUNY-SPB models calculates less ozone depletion between EINOx = 0 and EINOx = 5

and little change between EINOx = 5 and EINOx = 15. In the volcanically perturbed atmosphere,

all models calculate less ozone depletion with increasing EINOx.

It is also evident from Figure 4-16 that at EINOx = 0 (HSCT H20 only emissions) has the dominant

negative impact on the NH column ozone change. In fact, under both clean (in some models) and

volcanically enhanced conditions, the additional NOx tends to lessen model-derived ozone

depletion by H20. This indicates that, in all the models considered, the lower stratosphere is HO-

dominated, and increases in NO_ in the lower stratosphere lead to an increase in ozone that more
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thancompensatesfor thedecreaseathigheraltitudes.In anatmospherewith volcanicallyperturbed
aerosolloading,the lower stratosphericozonelossbecomesmorehalogenandHOx-dominated.
IncreasingNOy in this environment reduces the active radical loading of the lower stratosphere by

forming C1ONO 2 and HNO 3. This effect dominates the ozone column change in all the models for

an atmosphere with four times the background aerosol loading.

4.4.3.4 Sensitivity to Model Polar Cold Aerosol Representation

There are several physical and chemical processes which take place in the lower stratosphere winter

and involve cold aerosol particles and PSCs (see Section 2.4.5). These include formation,

growth, and evaporation of STS and/or NAT particles; heterogeneous reactions which take place

on the particle surfaces; and permanent denitrification and dehydration as a result of sedimentation

of large ice and/or NAT particles. Since aerosols and PSCs are composed of H20, HNO 3 and

H2S Q, HSCT emissions impact the evolution of ozone during the winter in at least two ways.

Aircraft emissions might increase the size of the particles, particularly STS, thus increasing the

available surface for heterogeneous reactions and leading to additional denitrification. Also the

enhanced levels of water, HNO 3, and sulfuric acid could increase the chemical reactivity of the

particles at a given temperature.

Based on observations of NOy and aerosol particles as part of ASHOE/MAESA, Del Negro et al.
[1997] estimate that the STS aerosol volume would increase by more than a factor of 2 below

192 K for a 20% increase in NOy and a 7% increase in H20. Since the heterogeneous chemical
reactions are generally rapid, the resulting ozone decrease is more sensitive to the temperature for

chlorine activation, rather than the available surface area. Del Negro et al. [1997] estimate a change

of 0.7 K for the above increases in NOy and H20. The microphysical mechanism by which H20

and NOy are removed permanently from the lower stratosphere through sedimentation is not
known, but is apparently related to the threshold temperature for formation of water ice.

The sensitivity of HSCT NOx only, H20 only, and combined emissions are examined in a model

framework with (Table 4-3) and without (Table 4-5) polar cold aerosol processes (i.e., STS or

NAT, ice, dehydration and denitrification processes). For a description of how these five

participating assessment models represent these heterogeneous processes, see Appendix F. In the

NH, only the AER 2-D model shows any significant difference in HSCT-induced ozone column

change when including a cold aerosol representation (compare scenario 4 and scenario 31). In the

SH, only the GSFC 2-D model derives a significant HSCT-induced sensitivity from the inclusion

of cold aerosol processes. In fact, when the GSFC 2-D model cold aerosol parameterization is

included, the SH average ozone depletion is significantly greater than the NH average depletion.

This model sensitivity to cold aerosol processes highlights the need to better understand the

accuracy and uncertainties of including these processes in multi-dimensional assessment models.

This includes not only their PSC and cold aerosol representation, but also the transport of exhaust

into the polar vortices and to the SH. As noted in Section 4.3.3.6, the 2-D models do not provide

a realistic representation of the winter vortex transport barrier, and calculate larger perturbations to

H20 and NO_ for high latitude winter than the 3-D models: GMI, LaRC, or SLIMCAT. The

transport into the SH is presumably most dependent on the degree of isolation of the tropics from

mid-latitudes. The AER model has been tuned to get the right mid-latitude to tropical bulk
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exchange,andthismodelcalculateslesstransportfrom theNorthernto theSouthernHemisphere
than the GSFCmodel, for example. As we sawin Section4.3, however, the testprovidedby
latitudinalgradientsof CLAESN20 did notconclusivelyfavor eitherof these2-Dmodels. Thus,
further analysisanddiagnosticsmustbedevelopedto testthemodel'sinterhemispherictransport
ratein thestratosphere.

4.4.3.5 Sensitivity to HSCT Plume Gas-to-Particle Conversion

The sensitivity of ozone response to particle production from HSCT aircraft is shown in Figure

4-17 for the 2015 atmosphere for both volcanically clean and perturbed conditions. The x-axis of

these plots is the surface area increase in the 14 to 21 km, 33°N to 90°N region as a percentage of

the background SAD. The percentage SAD increase under volcanically clean conditions for the

0%, 10%, 50%, and 100% particle conversion cases is 30%, 40%, 80%, and 110%, respectively

(top panel). For a volcanically active period the SAD increase is divided by four (bottom panel).

The case with 0% change in SAD is taken from a scenario with no sulfur emissions and could

represent future desulfurization of aviation fuel. All models show a significant negative trend in

ozone perturbation with increasing particle emission from aircraft. Northern Hemisphere trends

are greater than SH trends, because the AER model, from which the changes in SAD were taken,

transports little emitted material to the SH (see Figure 4-6). Under volcanic aerosol conditions, the

increase in ozone perturbation with increasing particle emissions is reduced relative to clean aerosol

conditions.

The mechanism for ozone perturbation by enhanced particle surface area density depends on the

relative importance of the NO x catalytic cycle to ozone removal. Where NOx losses dominate, in

the 25- to 35-km region, increased SAD leads to less ozone removal because a larger fraction of the

active NO_ is converted to inactive HNO 3 by heterogeneous reactions. Below 20 km, where HO_

loss dominates ozone removal, increased SAD leads to more HO_ and halogens in active form and

thus more ozone loss. The latter effect dominates the ozone column response. In general, even

when assuming only a 10% gas-to-particle conversion in the plume, the subsequent SAD increase

has one of the largest predicted impacts on ozone change in this assessment.

4.4.3.6 Sensitivity to HSCT Cruise Altitude

The effect of raising or lowering the HSCT cruise altitude is shown in Figure 4-18. Here results

from five of the participating assessment models are shown. Reducing the cruise altitude by 2 km

significantly reduces the negative impact on Northern Hemispherical column ozone. Increasing the

cruise altitude significantly increases the amount of ozone depletion relative to the normal cruise

altitude case. This conclusion is in agreement with the previous NASA 1995 assessment [Stolarski

et al., 1995].

For cases where SO 2 gas-to-particle conversion was considered (e.g., Table 4-6, scenarios 40 and

41), reducing the cruise altitude by 2 km again significantly lessened the hemispheric depletion by

N50% in most participating assessment models.
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4.4.3.7 Sensitivity to HSCT Fleet Size

In this assessment, the sensitivity of the HSCT fleet size from 500 to 1000 aircraft was examined

for EINOx values of 5 and 10. When the HSCT fleet is doubled not only does the HSCT NO x

increase, but more importantly, the amount of HSCT H20 is doubled. In addition, the mature fleet

in not just a doubling of flights in the same flight corridor but includes a higher proportion of

flights in the tropics (see Chapter 3). For EINOx = 5, the doubling of the fleet increased the NH

average column ozone reduction in approximately a linear manner (compare Table 4-3, scenarios 4

and 6). For the EINOx = 10 case, all the participating assessment models derived an increased NH

average column ozone reduction by more than a factor of two (compare scenarios 5 and 7). These

results are consistent with the previous NASA HSCT assessment [Stolarski et al., 1995].

4.4.3.8 Sensitivity to 2050 Conditions

In this assessment, inorganic chlorine abundances between 1.0 ppbv and 4.0 ppbv were tested.

Scenarios with 2.0 ppbv and 3.0 ppbv corresponded to 2050 and 2015 conditions, respectively.

The 2050 scenarios also assumed a fleet of 1000 HSCTs. Extreme scenarios with 1.0 and 4.0

ppbv were also considered. Results from this assessment, with no change to sulfate aerosol

background from aircraft, suggest that there is little sensitivity to background inorganic chlorine

abundances (see Table 4-3, scenarios 4, 19, and 22). However, this assessment did find

sensitivity to chlorine levels when sulfate particle production in the plume is included (see Table

4-3, scenarios 10, 20, and 23). Here, as the ely abundance increased from 1.0 ppbv to 4.0 ppbv,

the model-derived column ozone depletion increased, maximizing and leveling off between 3.0 and

4.0 ppbv.

Several participating models examined the temperature uncertainty in future climate. The possible

temperature impact on the model-derived ambient and HSCT perturbed chemistry was investigated.

There was no attempt to simulate the impact that climate/temperature feedback may have on model-

derived circulation. The delta temperature change supplied to the participating assessment models

was taken from a time-dependent integration (present day to 2050) using the GISS 3-D GCM

[Shindell et al., 1998]. The temperature was averaged zonally and annually, and changes in

temperatures (delta temperatures) were calculated from similar zonal and annual averages for the

decade of the 1990s. The resulting delta temperatures were a few degrees colder throughout most

of the lower stratosphere. These delta temperatures were then added to the model mean

temperature fields. In general, the participating 2-D models (AER, GSFC, SUNY-SPB, LLNL,

and CSIRO) did not derive any large excursions from the reference perturbation (compare Table

4-6, scenarios 36 and 43).

It should be noted that the above study used annual average delta temperatures, and that there may

be months where the future climate in the lower stratosphere is significantly colder than the annual

average difference of about -2 K. In addition, climate changes could also affect the tropopause

temperature, leading to increases/decreases in the amount of water delivered to the tropical lower

stratosphere, depending on whether the tropical tropopause temperature increases or decreases.

Both of these factors are important, given the non-linear behavior of heterogeneous processes and

PSC formation. To investigate the additional sensitivity to these changes, the AER 2-D model

conducted a series of studies described below.
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TheAER 2-D modelwasusedin atime-dependentfashionto exploretheimpactof year-to-year
variability in temperatureon the ozoneresponseto HSCT. Temperaturesfrom the NCEP
reanalysiswereused,startingwith 1988andcalculatingtheozoneresponsefor eightconsecutive
years,until theendof 1995. Ozoneconcentrationswerecalculatedfor thesubsonic-onlyscenario
(scenario1)andfor anHSCTscenarioswith EINOx= 5,500 aircraft andSA1 (scenario10)with
2015 boundaryconditions. Figure 4-19 shows the calculatedannual averagecolumn ozone
perturbationsfor theindividualyears(dashedlines). Thespreadin ozonecolumnresponseathigh
northernlatitudesis 0.5%,with 1991(awarmyear) showingthe smallestozoneperturbationand
1995(acold year)the largest.Also shownin Figure4-19is theozonecolumnresponsecalculated
with aclimatologicaltemperature. The thick black line representsthe 1979 to 1995 average
temperaturefrom theNCEPreanalysis,while the thick gray line representsthe 1979 to 1985
averagetemperaturefromtheolderNMC analysis.All calculationsadoptyear-by-yeartemperature
distribution to accountfor deviationsof temperaturefrom thezonalmonthly mean. However,it
shouldbenotedthatthesecalculationsdonot includetheinterannualvariability in circulationfor
theseyears,and,assuch,only representpartially the expectedvariability in HSCT response.
Furthermore,the largespreadin the ozoneimpact at high latitudesis dependenton the large
sensitivityof theAER resultsto incorporationof PSCs.

Climatic changescouldalsoimpactthetropical tropopausetemperature,andthustheamountsof
waterenteringthe stratospherethroughthetropical cold trap (Section2.2.2.3). TheAER model
wasusedto test the sensitivityto waterat thetropopauseby imposingtropopausemixing ratios
rangingfrom 2 ppmvsmallerto 4 ppmv larger thanits usualclimatologicalvalues. The largest
impactoccursathighnorthernlatitudesduringwinter/spring,wherethemaximumcalculatedozone
depletionrangesfrom -0.4%to -1.3%,for the lowest andhighestvaluesof tropopause water
adopted(cf., Figure4-10a).

4.4.3.9 Sensitivity to Uncertainties in Kinetic Rates

The uncertainty in prediction of the HSCT ozone impact due to the kinetic reaction rate

uncertainties can be quantified. As shown in the 1995 Assessment, the estimated uncertainty in the

kinetic rates propagates through a 2-D model calculation to yield an uncertainty of about +/-1% at

northern mid-latitudes. The uncertainty is slightly larger for northern high latitudes and about half

as large for the SH. This uncertainty estimate includes some of the uncertainties already discussed

in this chapter and in Chapter 2. For instance, the uncertainty in the NOx/NOy ratio is included in
the overall estimate. The comparisons to data have indicated that the uncertainty estimates used

(JPL-94) in these calculations may actually be overestimates of the real uncertainty (e.g., Cohen et

al. [19941).

In another study, box model calculations were conducted to better quantify kinetic rate parameter

uncertainties in HSCT induced changes in ozone [Dubey et al., 1997]. Guided by the box model

sensitivities, 2-D model runs were repeated with nine targeted input rate parameters altered to 1/3

of their 1-sigma uncertainties to put error bounds on the predicted 03 change. Results indicate that

these kinetic errors can cause predicted local 03 loss of 1.5% to be uncertain by up to 3% absolute

in regions of large aircraft NOx injection. Overall the derived column ozone change was consistent

with the above-mentioned Monte Carlo analysis.
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4.5 HSCT Impact on Climate

The impact of HSCTs on climate is estimated to be small in absolute sense relative to total

anthropogenic climate forcing. This result is expected since the amount of fossil fuel burned by a

fleet of 1000 HSCTs is about 1% of the total fossil fuel consumption projected for 2050 under the

assumptions of IPCC scenario IS92a [IPCC, 1996]. Yet, the contribution of an HSCT fleet to

global climate change will be more than just its fuel use, with changes from stratospheric ozone

and water vapor likely larger than that from CO 2. Various uncertainties remain in the scale of the

projected HSCT perturbation, as noted in previous sections, and in the nature of the climate

response to a predominantly stratospheric perturbation.

This section first identifies and quantifies the different components of the Radiative Forcing (RF)

from HSCTs. Next we discuss the GCM experiments which attempt to translate these RFs into a

response in surface air temperature. Results of absolute climate change are then compared with

those expected from increased CO 2 and other anthropogenic influences. Finally, we highlight the

major areas of scientific uncertainty where progress can be made.

4.5.1 RADIATIVE FORCING AS A MEASURE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The potential climate impact of HSCTs flying in the stratosphere is associated with their release of

CO 2, H20, NO x, SO 2, and soot. The H20 and NOx both perturb stratospheric 03; the SO 2

becomes stratospheric sulfate particles; and the CO 2 mixes globally becoming no different from any

other fossil fuel source. The added CO 2 and stratospheric H20, being greenhouse gases, will

warm the surface while cooling the stratosphere. The chemically induced ozone decrease in the

stratosphere will cool both the surface and the stratosphere. Stratospheric sulfate (scatterers) and

soot (absorbers) intercept solar radiation cooling the surface while warming the stratosphere.

The Earth's climate system is powered by the sun, intercepting 340 W m 2 of solar radiation

averaged over the surface of the globe. About 100 W m 2 is reflected to space, and the remainder,

about 240 W m 2 heats the planet. On a global average, the Earth maintains a radiative balance

between this solar heating and the cooling from terrestrial infrared radiation that escapes to space.

When a particular human activity changes greenhouse gas amounts, particles, or land albedo, this

results in a radiative imbalance. Such an imbalance cannot be maintained for long, and the climate

system, primarily the temperature of the lower atmosphere, adjusts to bring back radiative balance.

We calculate the global, annual average of the radiative imbalance (W m 2) to the atmosphere-land-

ocean system caused by anthropogenic perturbations and designate that change RF. Thus by

definition, the RF of the pre-industrial atmosphere is taken to be zero.

As an example, burning fossil fuel adds the greenhouse gas CO 2 to the atmosphere, and it is

responsible for the increase of atmospheric CO 2 from N280 ppmv in the pre-industrial atmosphere

to N360 ppmv in 1995. Added CO 2 increases the infrared opaqueness of the atmosphere, thereby

reducing the terrestrial cooling with little impact on the solar heating. Thus, the radiative imbalance

created by adding a greenhouse gas is a positive RF. A positive RF leads to a warming of the

lower atmosphere in order to increase the terrestrial radiation and restore radiative balance.

Radiative imbalances can also occur naturally, such as the massive perturbation to stratospheric
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aerosolscausedby Mt. Pinatubo[Hansenet al., 1996]; however, following IPCC convention we

reserve the term RF for anthropogenic change.

Because most of the troposphere is coupled to the surface through convection, climate models

typically predict that land surface, ocean mixed layer, and troposphere together respond to positive

RF in general with a uniform increase in temperature. The global mean surface temperature is a

first-order measure of what we consider to be "climate," and its change is roughly proportional to

RF. The increase in mean surface temperature per unit RF is termed climate sensitivity and

includes feedbacks within the climate system, such as the changes in tropospheric water vapor and

clouds in a warmer climate. The RF that is the best metric of climate change is the radiative

imbalance of this land-ocean-troposphere climate system, i.e., the RF integrated at the tropopause.

When the radiative perturbation occurs above the tropopause in the stratosphere as for most HSCT

impacts, this heating/cooling is not rapidly transported into the troposphere, and the imbalance

leads mostly to change in local temperatures that restores the radiative balance within the

stratosphere. Such changes in stratospheric temperature, however, alter the tropospheric cooling,

e.g., warmer stratospheric temperatures lead to a warmer troposphere and climate system. This

adjustment of stratospheric temperatures can be an important factor in calculating RF and is

denoted"stratosphere-adjusted."

All RF values used in this report refer to the "stratosphere-adjusted, tropopause RF." For

primarily tropospheric perturbations (e.g., additional CO 2 from HSCTs) this quantity can be

calculated with reasonable agreement (better than 25%) across the models. For specifically

stratospheric perturbations (e.g., H20 and 03 perturbations from HSCTs) the definition of

tropopause and the calculation of stratospheric adjustment introduce a significant source of error,

of order 50%, in the calculated RF.

In mapping RF to climate change, the complexities of regional and even hemispheric climate

change have been compressed into a single quantity, global mean surface temperature. It is clear

from climate studies that the climate does not change uniformly; some regions warm or cool more

than others. Further, the mean temperature does not tell us about aspects of climate change such as

floods, droughts, and severe storms that cause the most damage. In the case of aviation, the

radiative imbalance driven by perturbations to 03 and stratospheric H20 is predominantly in the

northern mid-latitudes and not globally distributed as is that driven by increases in CO 2. Does this

large north-south gradient in the radiative imbalance lead to climate change of a different nature

than for well-mixed gases? The IPCC [Kattenberg et al., 1996] considered this issue of whether

the negative RF from fossil-fuel sulfate aerosols (concentrated in industrial regions) would partly

cancel the positive RF from increases in CO 2 (global). Studies generally confirmed that the global

mean surface warming from both perturbations was additive, i.e., it could be estimated from the

summed RF. The local RF from sulfate in northern industrial regions was felt globally.

Nevertheless, the regional patterns in both cases were significantly different, and obvious cooling

(in a globally wanning climate) occurred near the regions of large sulfur emissions. Such

differences in climate change patterns are critical to the detection of anthropogenic climate change

as reported in IPCC [Santer et al., 1996]. As a further complication to this assessment, the HSCT

perturbation occurs primarily in the stratosphere and may alter the vertical profile of tropospheric

wanning in the future. Thus the patterns of climate change from the HSCT-induced CO 2,
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stratosphericH20,and03changesindividually would likely differ, but we taketheir summedRF
asafirst-ordermeasureof theglobalmeanclimatechange.

4.5.2 THE HSCT SCENARIO AND RFs

For continuous HSCT perturbations to H2O, 03, sulfate, and soot, the atmospheric response

would reach a steady state in less than a decade, and thus the climate impacts can be evaluated

based on the instantaneous fleet size. For CO 2, however, the atmosphere accumulates the

emissions over a century, and we need to specify the history of the HSCT fleet. The evaluations

here assume that HSCTs begin operations in the year 2015 and grow at the rate of 40 aircraft per

year, topping out at a fleet of 1000 by the year 2040, which continues operation to 2050. The RF

from different perturbations is evaluated for the year 2050. The ozone perturbation is based on a

fleet of 1000 with EINo x of 5 (g NO 2 per kg fuel) and a 10% conversion of fuel sulfur

(EI(S) = 0.4) to aerosol particles in the wake.

The additional atmospheric CO 2 attributable to the HSCTs reaches 0.8 ppmv by 2050, with a RF

of +0.01 W m 2. Water vapor change in the stratosphere, about a 10% increase in northern mid-

latitudes and less elsewhere, gives a RF of about +0.1 W m 2. The ozone depletion gives a net RF

of about -0.01 W m 2. The impacts of sulfate aerosols and soot are negligible in comparison. This

total RF of about +0.1 W m 2 Can be compared with the total RF from all human activities which

projects a growth in RF from 1.4 W m 2 in 1990 to 3.8 W m 2 in 2050, using consistent economic

growth scenarios from the IPCC IS92a scenario [Prather, Sausen, Grossman, Haywood, Rind,

and Subbaraya, personal communication, 1998]. The HSCT is responsible for less than 5% of

this change in total RF, but this is still larger than its 1% share of its fossil fuel use by 2050. The

cause of this disproportional climate impact is due to the increases in stratospheric HzO , a radiative

forcing calculation with significant, factor of three, uncertainty.

The HSCT fleet needs to be compared with the subsonic fleet that it would displace assuming fixed

air traffic demand. In this case the fleet of 1000 HSCTs would displace about 10% of the subsonic

fleet. That portion of the subsonic fleet is responsible for about 0.3 ppmv CO 2 by the year 2050,

and a total RF of +0.02 W m 2 [Prather, Sausen, Grossman, Haywood, Rind, and Subbaraya,

personal communication, 1998]. Thus the HSCT fleet would be expected to produce a small

additional global warming, larger than the subsonic fleet that it replaces.

Uncertainty in the prediction of potential climate impacts of HSCTs is large. The RF associated

with a given stratospheric water vapor or ozone change varies by a factor of two in radiative

calculations made by different groups; this is the result of differences in radiative schemes and the

lack of a uniform approach in calculating radiative forcing in the 3-D models for the

heterogeneously located aircraft impacts. Hence, the RF from HSCT perturbations to ozone is

given a range from -0.05 to +0.01 W m 2 and to HzO a range from 0.03 to 0.3 W m 2, based

primarily on the extremes from participating models. For aircraft-induced climate perturbations

which are not uniform (e.g., ozone, aerosols, stratospheric water vapor), the addition of individual

RFs to produce a total climate impact is accurate only to first order at best. An additional

uncertainty concerns the relationship between the global-mean RF and the impact on surface air

temperature and regional climate as discussed above. For stratospheric changes in some climate

models, the resulting "tropopause" RF does not translate to surface air temperature response in the
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samemannerasfor changesin well mixed gases(e.g.,C02) or in solar forcing. The radiative

imbalance at altitudes away from the surface often produces different feedbacks in the tropospheric

water vapor and clouds, an important component of the climate response to a given RF. This

assessment can only be considered a preliminary evaluation of the climate change induced by

HSCTs relative to that of overall human activities.

4.5.3 DIRECT CLIMATE MODELING OF AVIATION PERTURBATIONS

Several GCM experiments have been run to assess the absolute climate change from HSCT

perturbations. Using the NASA GISS 3-D climate]middle atmosphere model, Rind and Lonergan

[1995] studied the impact of the combined effect of stratospheric ozone decrease and tropospheric

ozone increase due to an assumed subsonic and HSCT fleet. This equilibrium climate simulation

leads to a general stratospheric cooling of a few tenths of a degree, combined with a warming of

the lower stratosphere in northern polar regions due to altered atmospheric circulation. The

globally averaged surface temperature change was not significant, due to compensating effects of

stratospheric ozone reduction and tropospheric ozone increase.

Rind and Lonergan [1995] also investigated the surface temperature response to altered

stratospheric water vapor from HSCTs. The surface temperature response was on the order of

+0.04°C for an increase in stratospheric water vapor of 7%. Scaling this result to the current

estimate for a fleet of 1000 HSCTs (a peak increase of 10%), would provide for an equilibrium

warming of about 0.06°C, which is only slightly larger than the model's year-to-year variability. It

is also only about half of that expected from the RF given above, since the GCM normally displays

a sensitivity of 1 °C per W m 2 sensitivity. The reduced sensitivity was the result of a reduction in

high level cloud cover, as the stratospheric emissions provided radiative warming of the upper

troposphere, reducing the relative humidity. This is an example of how the climate response to a

specific RF may differ according to the latitudinal and vertical structure of the radiative imbalance.

Such results tend to vary from model to model and represent an important uncertainty in the

assessment.

4.5.4 THE UNCERTAINTY OF BACKGROUND CLIMATE IN 2050

Human activities appear to be increasing greenhouse-gas climate warming faster than cooling

effects from aerosols [IPCC, 1996]. For a typical scenario for economic growth and emissions of

greenhouse gases (IS92a), the global mean surface temperature is expected to increase 0.9°C by

the year 2050; and sea level, to rise by 21 cm. Such anthropogenic forcing is likely also to

produce a stratosphere different from that in which the current assessment calculations are based.

Current research is addressing this issue. To first order, the increase in CO 2 will lead to cooler

temperatures over much of the stratosphere (e.g., Rind et al. [1990]), but no clear consensus exists

as to potentially more important changes in the circulation and the exchange with the troposphere.

For example, one proposal would alter the water vapor cold trap at the tropical tropopause with

consequent increases/decreases in stratospheric water vapor. An evaluation of this impact on the

HSCT ozone change has been discussed above in the context of the AER model. Another model

predicts that the polar lower stratosphere is likely to be several degrees colder. This increase in

latitudinal temperature gradient would strengthen the zonal winds in the low-to-mid stratosphere,
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potentiallyaffectingwavepropagationandNH stratosphericwarmings[Shindellet al., 1997] as

well as altering the residual circulation by up to 50% in the lower stratosphere [Rind et al., 1998].

These changes could affect the accumulation of HSCT exhaust and the response of ozone in polar

regions.

Without an accurate forecast of the future climate, this assessment of HSCT perturbations to the

stratosphere acquires some additional uncertainty that is, in most part, beyond the scope of such an

environmental assessment. The changes in atmospheric chlorine loading (e.g., our sensitivity

studies with 2 and 3 ppbv stratospheric chlorine) impact the HSCT ozone perturbation and are only

predictable insofar as nations follow the Montreal Protocol. The volcanic loading of stratospheric

sulfur throughout the next century is likewise not predictable and may considered as natural

variability. The anthropogenic forcing of a warmer climate can only be treated here as a sensitivity,

a parameter of future global economic, technological, and social growth. The response to such

scenarios is a major focus of assessments of the physical climate system (e.g., IPCC [1996]).

Ideally, here we could adopt the IS92a scenario as given and describe the future climate, including

the stratosphere; but this problem is not yet solved and is well beyond this assessment.

In perspective, we note that these external changes lead to background shifts in ozone and climate

that are in most cases much larger than the parametric uncertainty in the HSCT assessment. For

example, the modeled ozone change between volcanic background aerosols and four times the

background is greater than the difference between the HSCT ozone change between these two

states. Likewise the possibility of a colder, more isolated Arctic winter vortex in the future would

enhance chlorine-catalyzed ozone depletion much more than the differential expected between with

and without HSCTs.

4.6 Estimate of HSCT Impact

Tables 4-3 to 4-6 and Figures 4-7 to 4-18 once again illustrate a fact born out by previous

assessment efforts: the predicted HSCT impact for different scenarios shows a spread of results,

corresponding to the different formulations of assessment models. For decision-making

considerations, it is desirable to estimate what is the most likely predicted ozone impact and what

are the uncertainties associated with the prediction. These estimates are guided by the range of

model results, their behavior in data comparisons, and our knowledge of basic processes.

4.6.1 CRITERIA FOR PICKING THE CENTRAL VALUES

The method we have used to arrive at a "central" value for the HSCT perturbation follows. In the

course of our model evaluation, we identified two model characteristics which determine the

magnitude and sign of the ozone perturbation: these are the accumulated aircraft NOy and water

(which are primarily controlled by transport), and the concentration of NO x relative to H20 and

Cly, (which indicates whether additions of NOx will increase or decrease the net chemical ozone

tendency). Since H20 and Cly are correlated with NOy both in models and the atmosphere, we take

background NOy in the lower stratosphere as the best measure of a model's fidelity in calculating
the chemical impact of HSCT perturbations.
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No measurementsof NOy accumulation exist. Since age of air and accumulation are both related to
stratospheric residence time, we use age measurements to estimate the more likely range of

accumulation in models. The calculated accumulations correlate positively across models with

calculated age of air, however the relationships are different between 2-D and 3-D models (see

Figures 4-14 and 4-15). In general, 2-D models' accumulations are better correlated to their

calculated age of air and exhibit a larger spread (about a factor of two), while 3-D models exhibit a

smaller spread and accumulation is less sensitive to their corresponding age of air. Thus, we

assume that the accumulation will lie somewhere between that calculated by 2-D models and 3-D

models which best calculate age of air in agreement with observations, GSFC and Monashl.

A central value can then be estimated from model predictions which have two characteristics: a) the

NOy profiles in the lower stratosphere are in good agreement with measurements (Figures 4-2 to
4-4), and b) the calculated accumulation is in the range spanned by 2-D and 3-D model results.

Since most models satisfy the second criteria, we use the lower stratospheric NOy concentrations

as the primary discriminator to arrive at a central value. As discussed in Chapter 5, this value is

chosen from the CSIRO 2-D model. We expect that refinement of 3-D models will be able to

further constrain these estimates.

4.7 Future Directions

This assessment has illustrated a concerted modeling effort in three areas: (a) continued use of 2-D

models, with improved parameterization of processes such as PSCs, sulfate aerosol perturbations,

and mixing across subtropical and polar barriers; (b) implementation of 3-D assessment models;

and (c) incorporation of atmospheric observations which aid in discriminating among model results

and point towards more precise prioritization of model-measurement comparison.

The results of these studies suggest future strategies, which could further reduce the current

uncertainty in model predictions. These include: (1) 2-D models will continue to play an important

role in exploring the parameter space of HSCT perturbations which, due to computational

limitations, cannot be carried out by current 3-D assessment models. (2) 2-D models would also

play an important role in exploring the impact of dynamical and chemical parameterizations, which

can be reduced, to first order, to a 2-D approximation. (3) 3-D models provide the best

representation of lower stratospheric/upper tropospheric processes, in a manner that is qualitatively

different from 2-D models. However, future reliance on 3-D models will rest upon the accuracy of

their chemical and dynamical representations. In particular, it is important to achieve consistency

in 3-D predictions of temperature, age-of-air, propagation of seasonal cycles, and calculated NOy

and ozone concentrations in the lower stratosphere. (4) Model improvements to reduce the

discrepancy with atmospheric observations will reduce the uncertainty in HSCT predictions. We

have utilized the comparison of model performance for age of air and lower stratospheric NOy to

guide our assessment of the predictions and thus reduce the subjectivity involved in estimating the

ozone impact and uncertainties. However, model performance against other parameters remains

unexplored, and should be addressed in future assessments. These include: profiles of ely and

H20; and development and application of appropriate diagnostics for polar processes.
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4.8 Summary

General Conclusions

A set of global atmospheric chemistry and transport models has been used to calculate the

impacts of a proposed fleet of HSCT aircraft for a variety of possible future scenarios. This

report expands on previous assessments with the inclusion of a number of 3-D models in

addition to the 2-D models that have been the backbone of previous assessments. In addition

to individual research 3-D models, we introduce the GMI that for the first time provides 3-D

assessment calculations within a framework allowing direct comparison of critical model

components (e.g., tracer transport, photochemical modules).

In most cases the models have incorporated a number of improvements guided by recent

observations, analysis of model results, and recommendations of previous assessments. These

improvements are: (1) inclusion of exhaust sulfur particle production; (2) updated

parameterization for heterogeneous reaction rates; and (3) the effect of PSCs and/or cold sulfate

aerosols with parameterized temperature variability.

For a projected fleet of 500 HSCTs the models calculate a decrease in ozone in the middle and

upper stratosphere. In the lower stratosphere, most models calculate an increase in ozone,

particularly if the sulfur particle production in the exhaust is assumed to be negligible. The

extent of the region of calculated increase in ozone is variable from model to model due to

differences in their transport formulation and their interaction with chemistry (see Figure 4-12).

The response of the total column ozone is thus often a cancellation between the decreases in the

middle-upper stratosphere and the increases in the lower stratosphere.

The calculated column ozone perturbation for volcanically clean conditions does not change

significantly over the range of EINOx from 0 to 10, for a fleet of 500 HSCTs. In this case, the

dominant perturbation to ozone is driven by HO x from H20 emissions. For EINOx of order 10

or larger, or with a fleet size of 1000, the ozone depletion increases with increasing EINOx.

Fuel sulfur has a potentially important impact on the calculated ozone perturbation. The

HSCTs act similar to a volcanic injection of sulfur in increasing the surface area of

stratospheric sulfate particles available for heterogeneous reactions and increasing the HOx and

halogen-catalyzed destruction of ozone in the lower stratosphere. Note that the potential

increase in sulfate area and the consequent decrease in column ozone that are possible for

HSCTs are dwarfed by that which occurred for the two recent volcanic eruptions of E1 Chichon

and Mount Pinatubo.

• All models calculate a significantly smaller perturbation in column ozone when the flight

altitude is decreased by 2 km.

Model Tests

• For the first time we have quantitative tests of both the dynamics and chemistry in the

stratospheric models. These tests are still incomplete but provide a guide for discriminating a
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subsetof modelsthat canbettersimulatecertainatmosphericprocesses,andthusguideusin
estimatingthelikely valuefor theozonechangedueto HSCTs.

The ageof air calculatedby modelswascomparedto valuesderivedfrom CO2and SF6
observations.For mostmodels,the calculatedageof air is too young. HSCT exhaust
accumulationin modelsis expectedto be relatedto the model's ageof air through the
stratosphericresidencetime. Resultsfrom different 2-D models show accumulations
which span a range of over a factor of three. The exhaustamountsexhibit a clear
correlationwith eachmodel's calculatedage of air. On the other hand, 3-D models
participatingin theM&M II exerciseyieldanarrowerrangeof accumulations(rangingby a
factor of about 1.5) andlesscorrelation with ageof air. For a given age of air, the
accumulationscalculatedby 2-D modelsarelarger thanthosecalculatedby 3-D models.
Thus, we choosethat the best estimatefor accumulationas that betweenthe values
calculatedby 2-D and3-Dmodelswith themostrealisticageof air.

Modelswerealsoevaluatedontheir calculatedprofilesof ambient NOy and ozone in the

lower stratosphere. The range of model-calculated NOy showed a large scatter about the

observations, spanning a range of a factor of 2 larger and smaller than the measurements.

Three-dimensional models generally calculate NOy smaller than observations. On the other
hand, agreement with ozone profiles is better for 3-D models than for most 2-D models.

Since the ozone perturbation in the lower stratosphere is also very sensitive to the relative

abundance of NOy, water, and Cly, we consider the NOy test crucial. The relative

importance of agreement with ozone, ely and water needs to be evaluated.

Specific Results

For an HSCT fleet of 500 aircraft with an EINOx of 5, volcanically-clean 2015 atmospheric

conditions and no sulfur emissions, the models in this assessment calculate a mean Northern

Hemispheric total ozone change of -0.4% to +0.2 (see Table 4-3). The extreme positive and

negative perturbations correspond to models with the lowest and highest NOy concentrations in
the lower stratosphere (i.e., GMI and GSFC 2-D, respectively).

When 10% of the sulfur in the fuel is assumed to be converted into small particles, the models

(only a subset of those used above) calculate a mean Northern Hemispheric total ozone change

of -0.8 to -0.2% (in the absence of volcanic aerosols). At the extreme of assuming that 100%

of the sulfur is converted to small particles, the model calculations for mean Northern

Hemispheric total ozone change range from -1.3 to -0.3%. These sulfur calculations are

subject to uncertainty because the change in surface area was done by only one 2-D model.

Adopting as most likely the case where 10% of the sulfur is converted into fine particles, our

best estimate for the HSCT-induced ozone change is -0.4% for mean Northern Hemispheric

ozone loss. This is the value obtained by the model (2-D model from CSIRO) which most

closely reproduces the observed NOy in the lower stratosphere. This model's calculated
accumulation also lies between the bounds provided by those 2-D and 3-D models with

calculated age of air closest to observations.
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For anatmospherewith volcanicallyperturbedaerosolsurfaceareadensitiesatfour timesthe
background,the models (only a subsetof thoseused above)calculatea mean Northern
Hemispherictotal ozonechangeof -0.2%to 0%. This volcanicallyperturbedatmosphere
typically haslessozoneevenin theabsenceof HSCTs,becauseof the increasein surfacearea
densityof aerosols.

ThemodelscalculatesmallerHSCT-inducedperturbationsattheequatorthanatmid-latitudes
andpolarregions.Somemodelsfound significantlyincreasedperturbationsin thepolarwinter
andspring(asmuchas-1.0to -1.5%for thebasicscenariowith afleet of 500 aircraftwith an
EINOxof 5 g/kg of fuel andno conversionof sulfurto particles). The2-Dmodelsdonothave
good representationsof transportprocessesacrossthe polar vortex, and overestimatethe
transportof exhaustandozoneinto andout of thevortex. Thustheseresultsmustbeviewed
with caution,but they dohighlight an importantpotential sensitivity of the stratosphereto
aircraftexhaust.

A notableuncertaintyin theseassessmentsof futureHSCT-inducedozonechangeis thefuture
atmosphere.Dependingon scenariosfor changesin key sourcegasesandthe climateitself
(particularlythepolar temperatures)themodelscanbecomemoreor lesssensitiveto HSCT
perturbationsto NOy, HzO and particles. This uncertainty cannot be quantified at this time.

The forcing of climate attributable to an HSCT fleet has been calculated. The most prominent

climate-related perturbations are to stratospheric H20, global CO 2, and stratospheric 03. The

net result is a surface warming by 2050, which is small relative to that expected from other

anthropogenic forcings.

The accumulation of HSCT water vapor in the stratosphere is the dominant climate forcing,

although the ability to predict this accumulation and its climate impact is uncertain to a factor of

three or more. Flying 2 km lower would reduce the accumulation of stratospheric H20.
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Table 4-1. List of models that contributed results to this report.

Model Institution Model Team Contact Contact

Names Person for Person for
Model Results in

this Report

2-D Models

AER Atmospheric and Malcolm Ko, Malcolm Ko Debra
Environmental Research, Debra Weisenstein, Weisenstein

Inc, USA Courtney Scott,
Jose Rodriguez,
Run-Lie Shia,
N D Sze

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific Keith Ryan, Keith Ryan Peter Vohralik

and Industrial Research lan Plumb,

Organization (CSIRO) Peter Vohralik,
Telecommunications and Lakshman Randeniya

Industrial Physics, Australia
GSFC

LLNL

NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, USA

Charles Jackman, Charles Charles

David Considine, Jackman Jackman

Eric Fleming

Lawrence Livermore Peter Connell, Douglas Douglas

National Laboratory Keith Grant, Kinnison Kinnison
USA Douglas Kinnison,

Douglas Rotman

SUNY-SPB State University of New Sergei Smyshlyaev, Sergei Sergei
York at Stony Brook, USA, Marvin Geller, Smyshlyaev Smyshlyaev
and Russian State Victor Dvortsov,

Hydrometeorological Valery Yudin

Institute, St Petersberg,
Russia

3-D Models

GMI NASA AESA Douglas Rotman, Jose Douglas
Jose Rodriguez, GMI Rodriguez Rotman
Science Team

SLIMCAT University of Cambridge, UK Helen Rogers, Martyn Helen Rogers

Martyn Chipperfield, Chipperfield

John Pyle

LaRC NASA Langley Research William Grose William Grose William Grose
Center, USA Richard Eckman
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Table 4-2. A) Source gas boundary conditions for the 2015 and 2050 atmospheres. B) SAD
distributions used in this assessment. These SAD distributions consider volcanically clean
conditions, average conditions over a volcanically active period, and assumptions on additional
SAD from proposed aircraft plume produced SO2 gas-to-particle conversions.

A)

Species Units Year 2015 Year 2050

..................................................c.Ec.-..L1......................................................................................._._ .................................................................................2.2.0...............................................................................................1..2.0..............................................

..................................................c.Ec.-..1.2......................................................................................._._ .................................................................................4.7.0...............................................................................................3.5..0..............................................

................................................cEc.-.!.!.3...................................................................................._._ ...................................................................................8.0....................................................................................................6.0.................................................

.....................................................CH._C.!........................................................................................._._ .................................................................................6.0.0..............................................................................................ft.00..............................................

.........................................................N._.O............................................................................................._._.Z...............................................................................3.3.3...............................................................................................3.7!..............................................
COz ppmv 405 509

B)

Sulfate Fleet Size SOz Gas-to-Particle Additional

Surface Area Conversion Comments

Density Name in Plume

_g_g...........................................§.A.0..................................................................................................0.................................................................................._o_ .................................................................V.o.!._!_._!.!_...C!_........................
..........................................._._§._.0........................................................................................0.................................................................................._o_. .................................................vo.!._.a!s._!!._.._._!_._...P_._!.o._........

SA1 500 50%

SA2 1000 50%

SA2-2km 1000 50% HSCT Cruise Altitude

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................._ow_.r_.d...b_..._._m............................
SA3 500 100%

SA5 500 10%

SA6 1000 10%

SA6-2km 1000 10% HSCT Cruise Altitude

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Lo_._.d...b_..._.km............................
SA7 500 0%

**SAO is taken from Table 8.8, WMO [1992].
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Table 4-3. Percentage changes in total column ozone for each assessment model. All total
column ozone changes are relative to a reference atmosphere that includes a subsonic fleet
and a sulfate surface area density that is representative of a volcanically clean atmosphere.
The top value is for the NH average, the bottom value is for the SH average. Source gas
boundary conditions are for the year 2015. The HSCT cruise altitude is representative of a
TCA. The model results have been rounded off to one significant figure for clarity.

HSR CI_ Fleet EI AIt. SAD Ref. _Scenario ppbv Size NOx km Desc. Atm _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 3.0 Sub SA0

2 3.0 500 5 TCA SA0 1 0.07 0.1 0.01 0.09 0.002

No H20 0.03 +0.03 +0.1 0.07 +0.03

3 3.0 500 0 TCA SA0 1 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

.[!._O...o.n!:z........................................................................................................................................................................................:0.:.3...................:0.:.8...................:.0.=3.................=0.:.0._.................=0.:.1.......................:.............................:............
4 3.0 500 5 TCA SA0 1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 +0.2 0.05

0.1 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 +0.05 0.1

5 3.0 500 10 TCA SA0 1 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 +0.07

0.1 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.06 0.03

6 3.0 1000 5 TCA SA0 1 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.3

0.3 1.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

7 3.0 1000 10 TCA SA0 1 0.7 1.4 0.7 0.7 0.4

0.2 1.4 0.2 0.3 0.1

8 3.0 500 15 TCA SA0 1 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.5

0.05 0.7 0.01 0.3

9 3.0 500 5 TCA SA5 1 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3

0.3 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.1

10 3.0 500 5 TCA SA1 1 1.0 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.4

0.4 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3

11 3.0 500 10 TCA SA1 1 0.8 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.3

0.3 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.1

12 3.0 500 5 TCA SA3 1 1.1 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.4

0.4 1.2 0.6 0.1 0.2

13 3.0 500 5 TCA SA7 1 0.6

0.3

14 3.0 500 5 2 km SA0 1 0.1 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.07

0.04 0.2 0.01 0.03 0.04

15 3.0 500 10 2 km SA0 1 0.2 +0.1 0.03 0.003 0.02

0.1 0.06 +0.07 0.03 0.006

16 3.0 1000 5 2 km SA0 1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.09 0.1

0.2 0.4 0.02 0.05 0.08

17 3.0 500 5 +2km SA0 1 0.7 1.0 0.6 0.6
0.2 1.2 0.3 0.2

18 1.0 Sub SA0

19 1.0 500 5 TCA SA0 18 0.3 0.5

0.1 0.5

20 1.0 500 5 TCA SA1 18 0.5 0.7

0.2 0.7

21 4.0 Sub SA0

22 4.0 500 5 TCA SA0 21 0.4 0.4

0.1 0.8

23 4.0 500 5 TCA SA1 21 1.0 1.1

0.4 1.0
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Table 4-4. Percentage changes in total column ozone for each assessment model. All total
column ozone changes are relative to a reference atmosphere that includes a subsonic fleet
and a sulfate surface area density that is representative of a volcanically active atmosphere.
The top value is for the NH average, the bottom value is for the SH average. Source gas
boundary conditions are for the year 2015. The HSCT cruise altitude is representative of a TCA.
The model results have been rounded off to one significant figure for clarity.

I/

HSR Clv Fleet EI Alt. SAD Ref'l/ l
Scenario ppbv Size NO,, am Desc. Atm _ _ _, _

24 3.0 Sub 4xSA0

25 3.0 500 0 TCA 4xSA0 24 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3

......H._O...o.n!:z..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................:0=2........................:0:.7......................._0:.3........................_0:..1........................:0:.2...........
26 3.0 500 5 TCA 4xSA0 24 0.2 0.04 0.2 0.09 0.1

0.09 0.5 0.2 0.09 0.1

27 3.0 500 10 TCA 4xSA0 24 +0.04 +0.2 +0.001 +0.03 0.03

+0.02 0.4 0.04 0.08 0.01

28 3.0 500 15 TCA 4xSA0 24 +0.2 +0.4 +0.09 +0.09 +0.04

+0.1 0.3 +0.07 0.07 +0.04

29 3.0 500 5 TCA 4xSA0+ 24 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

SA1 SA0 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1

30 3.0 500 5 TCA 4xSA0+ 24 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2

SA3 SA0 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1

Table 4-5. Percentage changes in total column ozone for each assessment model. All total
column ozone changes are relative to a reference atmosphere that includes a subsonic fleet
and a sulfate surface area density that is representative of a volcanically clean atmosphere.
The top value is for the NH average, the bottom value is for the SH average. Source gas
boundary conditions are for the year 2015. In all the scenarios listed in this table the
heterogeneous chemistry processes on cold aerosols were removed. The HSCT cruise altitude
is representative of a TCA. The model results have been rounded off to one significant figure
for clarity.

//

HSR CI v Fleet EI Alt. SAD C=

Scenario ppbv Size NO,, km Desc. Atm _ _ _, _

29 3.0 Sub SA0

No PSCs

30 3.0 500 0 TCA SA0 29 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

No PSCs 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.07 0.1

31 3.0 500 5 TCA SA0 29 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

No PSCs 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.09

32 3.0 500 5 TCA SA0 29 0.1 0.2 0.06 0.09 0.01

No H20, 0.1 0.02 +0.07 0.07 +0.02
PSCs
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Table 4-6. Percentage changes in total column ozone for each assessment model. All total
column ozone changes are relative to a reference atmosphere that includes a subsonic fleet
and a sulfate surface area density that is representative of a volcanically clean atmosphere.
The top value is for the NH average, the bottom value is for the SH average. Source gas
boundary conditions are for the year 2050. The HSCT cruise altitude is representative of a
TCA. The model results have been rounded off to one significant figure for clarity.

HSR CI v Fleet EI AIt. SAD Ref.
Scenario ppbv Size NOx km Desc. Atm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, _

33 2.0 Sub TCA SA0

34 2.0 1000 5 TCA SA0 33 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.3

0.2 1.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

35 2.0 1000 10 TCA SA0 33 0.7 1.6 0.8 0.9 0.4

0.2 1.5 0.2 0.4 0.2

36 2.0 1000 5 TCA SA6 33 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.4
0.3 1.5 0.4 0.2 0.2

37 2.0 1000 5 TCA SA2 33 0.8 1.3 0.8 0.6

0.3 1.7 0.6 0.09
38 2.0 1000 5 2 km SA0 33 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.05 0.5 0.02 0.05 0.08

39 2.0 1000 10 2 km SA0 33 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.09 0.08

+0.01 0.5 +0.04 0.05 0.05

40 2.0 1000 5 2 km SA6 2kin 33 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2

0.1 0.6 0.2 0.04 0.1

41 2.0 1000 5 2 km SA2 2kin 33 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2

0.1 0.6 0.2 0.03 0.1

42* 2.0 Sub TCA SA0

43* 2.0 1000 5 TCA SA6 42 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.4

0.2 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.2

*Climate study (see text).
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Figure 4-1. Aircraft NOy tracer accumulation from selected 3-D models participating in
the NASA M&M II exercise. Results are plotted in contours of 0.1 ppbv, except for
GMI/MACCM2, where an extra contour of 1.5 ppbv has been added. The left column
shows results from the GMI model as run with the 3 sets of meteorological input data:
NASA/DAO-STRAT assimilated data, the NCAR/MACCM2, and the GISS I1' climate
model. The right column shows results of simulations using advection schemes from the
institutions providing the wind data. Differences between GMI runs and parent institution
runs can be attributed to GISS: advection schemes, NASA/DAO: resolution (GSFC ran
at finer resolution), and NCAR: combination of advection scheme and impact of the
NCAR mass fixer (needed for NCAR's SLT transport). Differences within the 3 GMI

simulations show differences in residence time and circulation patterns of the
meteorological data.
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Figure 4-2. NOy vs. N20 correlations as derived from data and participating models.
Panels a and b compare measured correlations with those calculated by 2-D and 3-D
models, respectively. Data are from MklV measurements at 35°N September 1993
(crosses) and ER-2 data at 25°N-35°N February 1992 (dots). Model calculations are

shown for 35°N September. Model output for February is essentially the same as
September in the range of the ER-2 data.
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Figure 4-9. Accumulation of NOy (in ppbv) in the NH at a potential temperature surface
of 500 K (around 20 km), as calculated by the GMI model for January 15 conditions, for
the standard fleet of 500 HSCTs (scenario 4 - scenario 1). Results are shown in a polar
orthographic projection centered at the North Pole.
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Figure 4-11. Calculated HSCT-induced change in ozone (ppbv) as a function of latitude
and altitude. Results are shown for scenario 4 (EINox = 5g NO2/kg fuel, 500 aircraft, no
sulfur emission) relative to scenario 1 (subsonic only conditions). Calculations are
shown for June 15 conditions.
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Figure 4-12a. Calculated HSCT-induced change in 0 3 (10 l° molecules/cm 3) as a
function of altitude during June, for mid-latitudes in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. Results are shown for scenario 4 (EINox = 5 g NOJkg fuel, 500 aircraft)
relative to scenario 1 (subsonic only conditions) for all participating models. Note
differing x-axis scales.
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Figure 4-12b. Same as 4-12a, but for December conditions.
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Figure 4-12c. Same as for 4-12a, but for scenario 9 (EINox = 5 g NO2/kg fuel, 500
aircraft, 10% sulfur gas-to-particle conversion) relative to scenario 1 (subsonic only
conditions). Only 2-D models carried out calculations for this scenario. Note differing x-
axis scales.
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Figure 4-14. Scatter plots of different models for calculated atmospheric parameters
versus calculated mean age of air at 18 and 26 km. Correlations against mean age are
shown for: (a) background NOy (ppbv); (b) accumulated HSCT NOy (Delta NOy; ppbv);
and (c) local change in ozone (ppbv) due to HSCT perturbation (delta 03). The
observational points in (a) were obtained from analysis of ER-2 and OMS data [A.
Andrews, personal communication]. The 18 km age comes from average mean age
(from CO2) from all ER-2 flights near 40°N. The 26 km age is obtained from the OMS
flight at 35°N.
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Figure 4-15. Scatter plots of the accumulations calculated in the M&M II A3 experiment

vs. calculated age, at 45°N and 18 km (panel a) and 26 km (panel b). The open symbols

correspond to 2-D models, and the filled symbols are obtained from 3-D models. A3 is

an HSCT tracer scalable to the water perturbation. All models participating in M&M II

are plotted, including some which did not participate in the AESA assessment.
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Figure 4-16. Predicted change in the NH averaged column ozone (%) as a function of
EINOx for a fleet of 500 HSCTs. The top panel shows results for a volcanically-clean
background aerosol loading, while the bottom panel shows the case where background
aerosol has been enhanced by a factor of 4 due to volcanic activity. These calculations
assume no sulfur emission from the HSCT.
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Figure 4-17. Predicted change in the NH averaged column ozone (%) as a function of
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Figure 4-19. Sensitivity of predicted change in column ozone to adopted temperature
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5. SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES

5.1 Framework for Scientific Estimation of Effects of HSCTs on the Atmosphere

In this chapter, we synthesize the findings from the chapters on Fundamental Physics and

Chemistry, Emissions, and Modeling into assessments of the most probable change in

stratospheric ozone due to HSCTs, the uncertainty range in calculating that impact, and the

sensitivity of the HSCT impact to varying assumptions about emissions and the future

atmosphere. Numerical estimates based on model calculations and our assessment of confidence

in the numbers are given. The progress, concerns, and issues behind these assessments are
summarized in the discussion.

The chapter is divided into three sections. The Framework introduces the scope of the HSCT

prediction problem, provides the historical context of the HSCT assessment, and discusses the

improvements of our predictions since the previous 1995 assessment and concerns for the current

assessment. The second section provides both our current best estimate of the HSCT impact, and

the uncertainties associated with that estimate. The final section discusses the future pathway for

improvements to current estimates of HSCT impacts. All three sections are focussed on the

overall assessment problem, the evolutionary nature of our advancing science, and the impact of

this knowledge advancement on our predictive capabilities.

5.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Prediction of ozone change accurate to the 1% level or less, typical of the predicted HSCT-

produced change, is difficult. Errors in the predictions accrue in three stages: (1) simulation of

the current atmosphere, (2) prediction of the state of the future atmosphere, and (3) prediction of

the HSCT perturbation on the future atmosphere. Simulating ozone is particularly difficult

because the ozone distribution depends on both transport and chemistry in a complex interaction

over a wide range of time and spatial scales. For example, ozone loss in the stratosphere

depends on the mix of reactive chemicals, temperature, and sunlight. The reactive species

distributions depend in turn on the mix of source and reservoir gases (e.g., CFCs, halons, etc.,

[see Chapter 2]) potentially including HSCT emissions, aerosol content, temperature, sunlight,

and interactions with other reactive species including ozone. The source and reservoir gas

distributions depend strongly on transport and reactions with radical species, as does ozone itself.

Aerosol amounts depend on volcanic emissions, source gas reactions, transport, and particle

microphysics. These linkages make prediction of ozone changes extremely challenging.

Predicting the future atmosphere requires accurate forecasting of both meteorological climate

conditions and chemical composition. Future climate and chemistry are coupled in a complex

way and they depend on factors external to this assessment, e.g., population growth, pollution

control, or natural variations. We rely on climate [IPCC, 1996] and ozone trend [WMO, 1999]

assessments for these inputs. In some cases, we test the uncertainty in inputs with HSCT

sensitivity tests over a range of input conditions. Obviously our ability to cover possible futures

is limited. Finally, predicting the HSCT exhaust perturbation requires accurately calculating its

transport, accumulation, and interaction with the background atmosphere.
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TheHSCT assessmentis basedon currenttheoreticalandobservationalinformationusingthe
bestmodelingandanalysistoolsavailable.Thesemodelshaveevolvedto simulateozoneandits
underlyingchemicaldistributionswith an ever-increasingdegreeof accuracy. We have
identifiedaspectsof themodels,however,which arenot accuratein comparisonto dataand
which areexpectedto be significantin calculatingthe HSCTperturbation. In someof these
areaswedonotyetknowhowto correctthemodeldeficienciesnorquantitativelyhowtheerrors
will influencetheHSCTcalculation.Themodelsdomanythingswell andtheyhaveimproved
tremendouslyover the courseof stratosphericozoneassessments.Our understandingand
confidencein simulatingandpredictingozonehaveincreasedmarkedly,but themodelsarenot
indisputablyaccurateat the level of theHSCTozonechange.Ourchallenge,then,is to assess
how adequatelycurrenttoolsandknowledgecanbeappliedto theHSCTperturbationproblem.
Theresultmustbeusefulfor guidingtechnologicalandpolicydecisionmaking.

5.1.2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Familiarity with the history of stratospheric ozone assessment is valuable to interpreting the

HSCT assessment. Extensive research on understanding stratospheric ozone was initiated by the

Climate Impact Assessment Program (CIAP) in the early 1970s. The research efforts were

summarized in a series of international scientific assessments, the first in 1974 for a hypothetical

fleet of SSTs [CLAP, 1975]. Since ClAP we have known that the injection of H20 and NOx from

the exhaust of supersonic aircraft flying in the stratosphere poses a risk to the ozone layer. The

quantitative evaluation of ozone depletion from proposed supersonic fleets has, however, varied

since the end of ClAP in 1974 as we continue to learn more about the stratosphere and improve

our predictive capability.

During the late 1970s, research attention turned to CFC-induced ozone depletion. A wide-

ranging research program in atmospheric measurements, laboratory experiments, and

computational modeling of stratospheric ozone was developed by NASA's Upper Atmosphere

Research Program (UARP) in response to the Clean Air Act, which requires a periodic report

from NASA on the ozone layer. Together with other national and international programs,

assessments of perturbations have followed every few years since that time, leading to a unique

intemational treaty (Montreal Protocol) to protect the stratosphere from CFCs [WMO, 1986,

1989, 1992, 1995, 1999]. The Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (AESA) project

was organized in 1989 under the NASA High-Speed Research Program. AESA was built upon

this assessment foundation and has teamed with UARP and related programs in driving many of

the advances in our understanding of stratospheric ozone.

Several events took place during this time that changed prevailing concepts of the processes

which control stratospheric ozone. These conceptual changes led to changes in the numerical

models and variations in ozone perturbation calculations over the years. The Antarctic ozone

hole was discovered in 1985, and a year later the importance of particles in chemical reactions

(i.e., heterogeneous chemistry) was recognized with the role of PSCs in forming the Antarctic

ozone hole. This polar chlorine-catalyzed ozone depletion was well outside the range of then-

current models. By the early 1990s, the importance of the heterogeneous reaction of N2Os on the

stratospheric sulfate particles was established. With inclusion of stratospheric sulfate-layer

chemistry, the calculated ozone sensitivity to NOx from HSCTs was diminished while sensitivity
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to H20 and sulfate particles increased. Throughout this time, stratospheric observations were

becoming more available both from global satellite data sets and intensive aircraft missions (i.e.,

the NASA ER-2 campaigns), sponsored in part by AESA. The improved observations have

continued to refine our understanding of stratospheric ozone processes, but it must be

acknowledged that aspects of observed ozone trends and volcanic perturbations could not be

modeled accurately [WMO, 1999]. Figure 5-1 illustrates that the predicted HSCT perturbation is

of relatively small magnitude in comparison to observed polar ozone trends and interannual

variability over this period.

Numerical models have evolved in completeness and sophistication thanks to expanded

computer power and scientific development efforts. The first ClAP assessments used mainly

1-D (vertical) models. Until recently, models used to assess ozone depletion were primarily 2-D,

i.e., the longitudinal dimension was averaged and temporal variability was limited to monthly

averages. Now 3-D models explicitly simulate constituent transport and diurnally time

dependent processes for several HSCT scenarios. The Models and Measurements workshops (I

and II) changed traditional assessment model intercomparisons to model-data comparisons with

a standard set of atmospheric measurements. The development of the GMI by AEAP has

allowed for the first modular comparison of stratospheric ozone models. This, combined with

new measurements of a wider range of tracers, has led to new bounds on the uncertainty of the

buildup of HSCT exhaust in the stratosphere. In this assessment we have, for the first time,

estimated an uncertainty for transport and used measurements to constrain the range of modeled
exhaust accumulation.

The historical perspective shows that tremendous progress has been made in the science of

assessing perturbations to stratospheric ozone. This progress enables us to make predictions with

greater confidence than was possible in the past. On the other hand, history records important

perturbations that were not accurately forecast based on the past state of the art. Thus, we must

be cautious in assessing the uncertainty of current predictions for HSCT impacts.

5.1.3 PROGRESS SINCE THE LAST ASSESSMENT

Major progress has been made in ozone assessment science since the previous HSCT assessment

[Stolarski et al., 1995]. Progress has been led by new atmospheric observations and numerical

model development. Observations pave the way for improved understanding and simulation of

transport, chemistry, and emission processes. Model development is producing models that are

more soundly based in physical principals with fewer restrictive assumptions.

Observations of long-lived tracers, studies using analyzed meteorological fields and idealized

models, and theoretical advances have improved understanding and quantification of several key

components of transport necessary to predicting the distribution of HSCT exhaust. Observations

provide new diagnostics for testing model transport and highlight specific areas for

improvement.

In situ measurements of chemical tracers have been obtained within the previously data-

sparse tropics. In particular, the time scale for mixing into the tropics, and the vertical

diffusion and ascent rates within the tropics have been estimated. These are key pathways
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for dispersalof HSCTexhaustinto theupperstratospherewherechemicalsensitivityto NOx
ishigh.

Measurementsof CO2,SF6, and HF over a range of latitude and altitude have enabled mean

ages of air in the stratosphere to be determined. Mean age depends on the integrated effect of

the different stratospheric transport processes, in particular meridional circulation, quasi-

horizontal mixing in the stratosphere, and transport across the tropopause. Age of air is a

directly measured diagnostic that is related to stratospheric residence time and hence to the

potential accumulation of HSCT exhaust in the stratosphere.

The quantification of tropical transport processes and mean age provide stringent tests of the

transport within numerical models. Comparisons between observations and models have

identified specific differences in the models used in this assessment. The identification of

specific problems is valuable for assessing the uncertainty in the ozone perturbation and in

developing more accurate models.
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Figure 5-1. Time series of average springtime polar ozone from 1970 to present. Total ozone
data from a succession of satellite instruments are averaged poleward of 63 ° for March in the
NH and October in the SH (adapted from Newman et al. [1997]).
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Progressin understandingof HSCT-relatedchemicalreactionrateshas comeaboutlargely
throughobservationalactivitiesto obtaindataonchemicalsnotpreviouslymeasuredandmore
accuratedataoveramorecomprehensiverangeof conditions.Theimportanceof thisprogress
cannotbeoverstated.This is thebestmethodwehaveto decreasetheprobabilityof significant
missingreactionsorunknownspeciesthatwouldinvalidateourHSCTcalculations.

Directsimultaneousin situ measurements of the major radical species involved in chemical

loss of ozone were made over extensive regions of the stratosphere, including some (NO2,

C1ONO2) for the first time (Sections 2.4.2 to 2.4.4). The wide range of conditions sampled,

including the first in summer polar regions, allows us to quantitatively evaluate our

established chemical mechanisms and the mechanistic response of the chemical system to the

HSCT perturbation.

Atmospheric observations of key species have been placed in a model framework capable of

assimilating diverse data to diagnose the accuracy of computed photochemical rates.

Comparisons for reactive species demonstrated considerable improvement in partitioning

free radicals and stable components of NOy, Cly, and HOx in the models.

Laboratory measurements provided improved quantification of several processes and

reactions important to the HSCT calculations such as BrONO2 hydrolysis and the physical

chemistry of stratospheric ternary solutions (Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.5).

Progress in this assessment has also come in confirming the importance of the emission and

near-wake production of small sulfate particles by HSCTs. The possibility of emission of

numerous aerosol particles and the global sensitivity of ozone to this emission was raised in the

previous assessment. New direct measurements for existing aircraft and continued comparison

with plume-wake models and idealized calculations has reduced our uncertainty in applying

current knowledge to the proposed future fleet emission.

Formation of volatile ultra-fine aerosol particles has been detected in exhaust plumes from all

aircraft sampled. The number of particles is a strong function of the fuel sulfur content.

Altitude chamber measurements of a military engine and measurements in the plumes of

aircraft indicate that sulfur emissions at the engine exit plane are primarily SO2. The

measurements support earlier inferences of a composition of H2SOJI-I20 for the volatile

particles formed in the plume (Section 3.6.2). Model simulation of particle formation and

growth shows dependence on fuel sulfur content and the fraction of fuel sulfur oxidized to

SO3 in the engine.

Soot emissions from current aircraft engines are highly variable, but are roughly two orders

of magnitude lower in number emission index than are volatile aerosols measured in the

plume. Based on combustor rig measurements, projected soot emissions from the LPP

combustor concept for the HSCT are expected to be significantly lower than emissions from

current engines.
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Limitedmeasurementsof gaseousconstituents,includingHOxandNOx,emittedfrom current
aircraftareconsistentwithexpectedemissionsandplumemodelsof gas-phasechemicaland
dispersionprocesses(with theexceptionof sulfuricacidaerosolprecursorsasdiscussedin
Section3.5).

Major progressin model developmentparallels the progressmade via new atmospheric
observations. Most notable is the applicationof 3-D atmosphericmodels to the HSCT
assessmentproblem. Three-dimensionalmodels incorporatea more physically realistic
representationof the atmospherethan2-D models. For example,3-D modelscanexplicitly
simulate3-Dmixing processesandlongitudinalvariationsin temperaturesandPSCs,whereas
thesehaveto be parameterizedin 2-D models. Correctrepresentationof theseprocessesis
crucialto predictingHSCTimpacts.In addition,2-Dmodelshavebeenimprovedandall of the
modelshavebeensystematicallyevaluatedin comparisonto data.

A modular3-Dmodelfor chemistryandtransporthasbeendeveloped,and3-Dsimulations
of the chemicalperturbationdue to HCST have been used for the first time in this
assessment.This providesanswersto questionsabout the possibleeffectsof zonally
averaging3-Dprocessesin HSCTsimulationsfrom2-Dmodels.

The modulardesignof the GMI 3-D modelhasenabledthe sensitivityto the different
componentswithin themodel(e.g.,thenumericaltransportalgorithmandthesourceof the
wind andtemperaturefields)to beexamined.Objectivecriteriafor performancehavebeen
applied. Thus we canprobedifferencesamongmodelsin their responseto the HSCT
perturbationandbegintoweightheirresults.

Two-dimensionalmodelshaveincorporatedmorecompleteprocessrepresentationsincluding
thosefor aircraft aerosolexhaust,PSCs,heterogeneousreactionrates,and wave-driven
mixing. This givesusmoreconfidencein ourphysicalrepresentationof the stratospheric
system.

A major model-measurementcomparisonandmodel intercomparison(M&M II) hasbeen
conductedbyAESAandtheNASAAtmosphericChemistryModelingandAnalysisProgram
(ACMAP). Model evaluationis essentialto assessuncertaintiesin the ozoneassessment.
All models in this assessmenthave been testedin comparisonto a standardset of
performancebenchmarksfor photolysisandchemicalkineticssolvers.

5.1.4 AREASOFCONCERN FOR THIS ASSESSMENT

Several areas of concern for the reliability of the assessment calculations have been identified.

The nature of these issues ranges from known model deficiencies, to uncertainty in predicting the

future state of the atmosphere, to areas of expected high sensitivity to changes in NO_, H20, or

aerosol. These issues are often coupled and their impact on the HSCT calculation is difficult to

access quantitatively. Known model deficiencies occur in representations of transport,

chemistry, and aerosol emissions. Many unknowns are involved in predicting the future

atmosphere. The possibility of unknown and unmodeled processes influencing the HSCT
calculations is discussed in Section 5.2.
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Transport

Concern about transport arises from simulations of the current atmosphere. Transport is largely

responsible for the model distributions of tracers and ozone. To the extent that these do not

match reality, the HSCT perturbation will be superimposed on an incorrect background

atmosphere. Moreover, the transported distribution of the aircraft exhaust may not be correct.

Model simulations display distinct differences in comparison to observational transport

diagnostics. Models generally have too rapid mixing into the tropics, too much vertical

diffusion within the tropics, and ages that are too young. The fact that models underestimate

age in most regions suggests that the actual accumulation of HSCT exhaust might be
underestimated in the models.

Models differ in their simulation of key tracers such as NOy, N20, and Cly. Although tracers

and age are correlated among models, some models overestimate NOy while some
underestimate it, presenting an inconsistency with the age diagnostic. The result is that there

is no clear choice among models for which to weigh most heavily in the HSCT perturbation.

Three-dimensional models are expected to perform better in this regard, but their

development is not yet mature enough to use them exclusively.

The remedies for some of the problems with model transport identified in this assessment are

currently unknown. In particular, it is not known how to correct the models so that they have

realistic mean age and NOy distributions.

There is a large variation among models in the simulated amount and spatial distribution of

the HSCT exhaust. These differences are broadly correlated with variations in the ozone

impact. Since we do not currently know how to constrain the simulations of the

accumulation of aircraft emissions, this variation translates to a relatively large uncertainty in

the HSCT impact.

Aerosol Emissions

Concern about the amount of sulfate aerosol that will be produced in HSCT exhaust has emerged

as a major uncertainty in the assessment. Model tests show that particle exhaust nearly doubles

the calculated HSCT ozone loss for 500 aircraft relative to H20 and NOx emission alone. Yet,

we are unable to confidently predict the number and mass of particles that will be produced by

an HSCT. The uncertainty is compounded by concerns for transport of exhaust discussed above

as well as representation of the natural particle sources and microphysical processes.

The mechanism for gas-phase sulfur oxidation through the hot sections of an aircraft engine

is not well understood. Measurements of particles in the plumes of existing engines vary

widely and standard plume models underestimate their abundance. Without a solid

theoretical mechanism for sulfur oxidation and particle formation, we cannot accurately

predict what the HSCT engine will produce.
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Mechanismsfor formationof volatile,H2SO4/H20aerosolshavebeenproposedbut direct
measurementsattheengineexit planeof theassumedaerosolprecursors(SO3andmolecular
ions) arenot availableto testthem. Sincetheplume aerosolmodelsusetheseassumed
concentrationsasinitial conditions,conclusionsfromthesemodelsarestill uncertainandit is
difficult to extrapolateto theHSCTconditions.

Polar Processes

The assessment of HSCT impacts in polar regions is difficult for several reasons. The

heterogeneous processes that take place in the cold temperatures of polar winter are highly non-

linear in their dependence on aircraft emitted species, NOy, H20, and particles. This is a highly
sensitive regime because of PSC processes. This sensitivity combines with model transport

difficulty in the region and lack of a solid fundamental theory for calculating microphysical

processes to produce large uncertainty in predicting effects of HSCTs locally and globally, for

both the current and future atmosphere.

Seasonal ozone loss at polar latitudes results from heterogeneous chlorine reactions on the

surface of PSCs, which are composed of H20, HNO3, and sulfuric acid-all species that will

be increased by HSCT emissions. As a result of a combination of non-linear reaction

processes, phase change transitions, and exponential dependence on the particle size

distribution, the ozone loss can be highly leveraged by relatively small changes in

condensibles at temperatures near those commonly observed in the polar stratosphere

(Section 2.4.5). This raises the possibility that synergistic effects may occur among the

emitted species increasing the likelihood of severe ozone depletion in the NH polar region.

Fundamental questions about the microphysics and composition of PSCs limit our ability to

parameterize key processes such as sedimentation and heterogeneous chlorine activation,

which control winter/spring polar ozone loss. The representation of these processes in

assessment models is highly simplified and very model-dependent. We are currently unable

to satisfactorily reproduce observed ozone loss such as depicted in Figure 5-1.

The 2-D models used in the assessment do not properly isolate the winter polar vortex air

mass. Lack of isolation of the vortex may lead to too much of the exhaust being transported

into the vortex and too much of the processed air being transported out of the vortex. In this

case, the model would tend to overestimate the HSCT impact at high latitudes. Problems

with the representation of wintertime polar transport (formation of polar vortices and

transport across the edges of the vortices) lead to uncertainties in the simulated HSCT

perturbations to H20, NOx, aerosol, and ozone within the lower stratospheric polar vortices.

Strong local effects at high latitudes are possible and the impact may be felt at mid-latitudes.

Model column ozone losses due to HSCTs are largest at high latitudes in almost all cases.

For some models the maximum HSCT ozone loss occurs in polar winter/spring, but the

difference among models is large lending little confidence to the quantitative estimates. In

general, model global column ozone losses increase slightly when PSC processes are

included in the perturbation calculations (Section 4.4.3.4).
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Gas-Phase Chemistry

Gas-phase chemistry concern arises in one case from discrepancies between models and recent

observations; this is a recognized problem whose solution has not appeared in time to be

incorporated into this report. In another case, a potential concern is raised because of a

heightened sensitivity to the vertical distribution of ozone change.

Models partition too small a fraction of NOy to NOx, which will tend to cause an

underestimation of HSCT impacts. Underestimation of the NOx:NOy ratio in the summer
polar region raises concerns about errors in the chemical rates and missing chemistry. Some

of these concerns appear to be resolved by recent laboratory measurements but these have not

yet been included in the assessment models.

The total column ozone changes due to HSCTs are strongly affected by compensation, where
increases below about 20 km cancel decreases above. A small relative error in one or the

other region could produce a large error in the difference. We are concerned whether the

compensation point (crossover from NO_-poor to NO_-rich) is correct, since it is near the

lower boundary of the stratosphere where the small scale processes responsible for transport
are difficult to model.

Future Atmosphere Structure and Composition

Proper calculation of HSCT impacts requires that the atmosphere, onto which the aircraft

perturbation is superimposed, be accurately described in the models. Concerns for predicting the

future atmospheric state are related to the meteorology, trace gas abundances, and aerosol

amounts. All of the assessment model calculations are keyed to present-day meteorology with

the exception of several sensitivity runs discussed in Chapter 4. Source gas predictions and

aerosol sensitivity are also tested over a limited range of possibilities. None of our model

sensitivity tests shows unexpected major differences from the base calculations (Section 5.2.2),

but if the future atmosphere differs substantially from that in our simulations, then the

predictions of the HSCT impact will be different.

Greenhouse gases are increasing in the atmosphere, and this will almost certainly modify

stratospheric meteorology. Increasing amounts of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere tend

to produce cooler temperatures in the stratosphere. In addition, wave driven mixing and

transport may be different than the present. As discussed above, polar regions are most

sensitive to such changes, which could influence chlorine-catalyzed ozone loss. The

observed ozone decline in the Arctic from 1990 to 1997 (Figure 5-1) amplified concerns

about the sensitivity of ozone loss to colder temperatures. HSCT exhaust gases incorporated

into a colder, more persistent polar vortex that is near threshold temperatures for formation of

PSCs could promote additional particle sedimentation, amplifying denitrification and vortex
ozone loss.

Future source gas concentrations (CH 4, Cly, Bry, N20, H20) could differ from our projections.

For example, future methane changes are uncertain. Methane is a source of H20 in the

stratosphere. In addition, stratospheric H20 may change due to climatological changes in
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tropopausetemperatures,which control the H20 sourcefrom the troposphere.Errors in
predictingthe future amountof H20 will leadto incorrectestimationsof HOx-catalyzed
ozonelossandwater vaporavailablefor particleformationandgrowth. Onceagain,the
polarregionsareparticularlysensitive.

Volcaniceruptionscandramaticallyincreaseaerosolsurfaceareafor periodsof years.We
testtheinteractionof HSCTaerosolwith volcanicaerosolbasedonmeasurementsfrom past
eruptions,but thedistributionandchemistryof futurevolcanicmaterialis unpredictable.In
generalthe impactof majorvolcanoes,suchasMt. Pinatubo,wouldoverwhelmanyimpact
from HSCTs. Modelsconsistentlypredict a smallerHSCT impacton ozonewhen the
backgroundaerosolconcentrationsarelarge.

Measurementsof chemicalresponsesin situ have been tested and have given us confidence

that the chemical mechanisms represented in models are nearly complete for current-day

conditions. We must realize that the chemical responses will be somewhat different in the

modified future atmosphere and that the mechanisms have not been tested under those
conditions.

5.2 Estimating the Impacts of HSCTs

In this section we estimate the central value for the HSCT ozone impact, the uncertainty range in

predicting that impact, and the range of variation in the impact under a variety of input

assumptions regarding HSCT technology and the future state of the atmosphere. We emphasize

calculated changes in NH mean total column ozone. These estimates are intended to provide

guidance for decisions on the development of the HSCT fleet for both environmental policy and

aeronautical technology. The primary tool for deriving these estimates is the set of CTMs. The

central value, uncertainty range, and sensitivity estimates represent a combination of model

output, evaluation of model performance, and expert opinion. There is no unique statistical

method for determining the values and ranges or combining the various components of

uncertainty. These are our best estimates.

One of the most difficult problems in evaluating the HSCT impact is to assess the possibility that

the actual impact will be significantly outside our current estimated range. In other words, what

is the risk of making a serious mistake in predicting the impact? Our modeling tools are closely

scrutinized, but they are not perfect. They have known systematic problems, as discussed above,

which infer that processes may be missing from our current knowledge base. History shows

examples. On the other hand, progress in stratospheric science has produced much better

information to reduce the risk. For example, the HSCT is a very different problem than CFCs at

a very different place in assessment history. We have stated the uncertainty range below to limit

the risk of a "surprise" to be as small as possible, while still providing useful bounds on the

problem.
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5.2.1 ESTIMATED CHANGE IN STRATOSPHERIC 0 3

Analysis of fundamental processes (Chapter 2) and subsequent comparison of model results to

atmospheric measurements (Chapter 4) identified two observational diagnostics of primary

importance in evaluating model performance and estimating a central value for the model HSCT

predictions. These diagnostics are the age of air and the background amount of NOy calculated
in the model lower stratosphere. These two diagnostics focus the problem on how much of the

exhaust accumulates in the lower stratosphere and what is the chemical state of the atmosphere

upon which the HSCT perturbation is imposed. Other diagnostics, such as background water and

inorganic chlorine, appear to have less leverage on the problem.

Calculated model exhaust accumulations are correlated with the model's age of air. However,

the relationship between accumulations and age of air across 2-D models is different from that

across 3-D models, with 2-D models predicting higher accumulations for a given age of air.

Thus we cannot directly infer a value for the exhaust accumulation for a given age of air, but we

assume that the best estimate lies between the values calculated by 2-D and 3-D models whose

age of air best approximates observations (GSFC 2-D, Monashl 3-D). For NOy, the models used

in this assessment produce a wide range of concentrations in the lower stratosphere, with values

ranging from about a factor of two smaller to a factor of two larger than those derived from ER-2

observations (Section 4.6).

Taking into account the above comparisons, we select results from a model that: (a) calculates

NOy in good agreement with observations, and (b) whose calculated accumulation is within the

range spanned by 3-D models and 2-D models with age of air closest to observations. The
CSIRO model best fulfills both criteria, and thus we choose the value of -0.4% for mean

Northern Hemispheric ozone loss, in the case of 500 aircraft, EINOx = 5 with 10% of the fuel

sulfur converted to small particles in the wake (Scenario 9, Table 4-3).

The mean central-value ozone change is comprised of changes that vary widely in season,

latitude, and altitude. The magnitude of the local changes also varies between models. All

models show the maximum exhaust accumulation in the vicinity of the HSCT source region in

the lower stratosphere in all seasons, but the amount of accumulation and dispersion through the

stratosphere varies by a factor of two or more (Section 4.4.3.2). The induced ozone change is the

sum of an ozone increase at lower stratospheric/upper tropospheric altitudes plus a decrease

generally at and above the HSCT flight altitude. The balance between increase and loss is

different for different models and depends strongly on latitude but less so on season. The result

is that all models show their largest amount of column ozone loss at high latitudes, although

some occur in the Northern Hemisphere and others in the South. Those with maximum losses in

the SH occur in association with enhancing the springtime Antarctic ozone "hole." The seasonal

maximum change in the North is not consistent among the models, with some predicting a

springtime maximum decrease and others a maximum in the summer or fall. These variations

are connected to the models' sensitivity to cold polar processes and PSCs. All models predict a

minimum HSCT impact on column ozone in the tropics. The effect of HSCT sulfate aerosol

emissions in the models is to increase the ozone loss rates in the lower stratosphere thus

increasing the net loss in column ozone.
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5.2.2 UNCERTAINTY RANGE IN 0 3 IMPACT

In this section, we derive estimates for how the eventual HSCT impact may vary relative to the

central estimated value. We discuss two sources of variance in the impact. The first is potential

error in our modeling of processes that would result in a different impact than the central

estimate discussed above. The second is differences in the model inputs to which the O3 impact

is sensitive. The latter includes engineering sensitivity tests for HSCT design parameters.

Process Modeling Uncertainty

In order to obtain the best description of that part of the uncertainty that we can presently

represent in models, we individually examine the links in the chain we use to calculate ozone

perturbations. The emphasis is on the uncertainty in the calculations of HSCT impact on both

total column ozone and on the distribution of ozone concentrations. Some parts of this chain are

better understood and quantified than others. We can qualitatively classify the confidence in

these estimates using a similar scheme to the paradigm put forward by Mahlman [1997] to

describe the understanding of climate change. Processes and phenomena are divided into the

following categories:

1) Well understood and demonstrated by measurements;

2) Highly likely to be correct but not demonstrated by measurements; and

3) Uncertain and difficult to quantify.

We can devise probability estimates that apply, with diminishing confidence, in categories 1-3.

We must also acknowledge the possibility that the eventual reality may lie outside our model

estimates because the models may be based on incorrect assumptions or lack currently unknown

processes. We have made our best attempt to assure that "surprise" error is small but we are not

able to estimate the probability. Specific areas of concern are discussed above.

The key steps following the emission of pollutants from a fleet of HSCTs are:

1) Emissions to the atmosphere - What is emitted and how is it deposited in the atmosphere?

How much fuel will be burned and where? How much NOx is emitted per kilogram of

fuel? How many particles of what size and composition will be emitted or formed in the

exhaust plume?

2) Transport of emissions - Where will they go? How much will build up in various regions

of the atmosphere?

a) Will emissions be primarily confined to mid-latitude lower stratosphere where it is
emitted?

b) How much of the emissions will be transported to equatorial region and then upward

where NOx is a more effective catalyst?
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c) How much of the emissionswill be transportedto polar regionswhere polar
stratosphericcloudchemistryis occurring?

d) How rapidlywill theemissionsbe transporteddowninto the lowermoststratosphere
anduppertropospherewheretheywill belost?

3) Representation of the atmosphere in which the aircraft will fly - How well can we

represent the background atmosphere against which the HSCT perturbation is

superimposed? This is a question of both how well we simulate the current atmosphere and
how well we can forecast future conditions.

4) Chemical effect of emissions - How much will emissions from HSCTs increase or decrease

the ozone loss rate? How different are chemical sensitivities in the model from those in the

atmosphere, due to incorrect background atmosphere in the model? How will the particles

emitted by HSCTs affect the surface area and reactivity of stratospheric aerosol?

5) Effects in polar regions - How will emissions interact chemically with existing polar

composition? How much will condensibles (H20, HNO3, sulfur) and emitted aerosols

change the particle and polar stratospheric cloud amounts and chemical properties in the

polar regions? What will be the impact under cooler conditions possibly forced by

greenhouse gas changes?

6) Transport and distribution of the HSCT ozone perturbation - How will the chemical

perturbation be moved around by atmospheric transport?

Confidence ratings (1 to 3 above) and estimates for the uncertainty in ozone impact that arises

from the uncertainty in each of these processes are given in Table 5-1. The confidence

categorization is based on our ability to simulate the current atmosphere as determined by model

and measurement comparisons. It reflects our subjective evaluation of the degree to which we

can quantitatively estimate the uncertainty in the HSCT ozone impact from that process. The

numerical uncertainties in the ozone impact are estimated based on a combination of numerical

tests, comparison with measurements, and theoretical expectations. The method of arriving at

each number is discussed following the tables. The purpose of these estimates is to support the

overall estimate for the uncertainty in the HSCT ozone impact and to demonstrate where the

maj or uncertainties lie.

We use the uncertainties from Table 5-1 to estimate the uncertainty range about the central value

estimated for the HSCT ozone impact. Recognizing that no statistical method is known for

combining these quantities, we derived the overall range estimate by taking the root sum of

squares of the individual terms. We estimate that the HSCT ozone impact is likely to fall in the

range of -2.5 to +0.5% for the central test scenario. We also note that the maximum seasonal and

latitudinal ozone changes will be greater than the hemispheric annual mean.
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Table 5-1. Process uncertainties.

Process Confidence Uncertainty of A03
Category

Exhaust Emission
Aerosols

Transoort

Long-term circulation and
exhaust accumulation

BackQround Atmosohere

Halogens
NOy
H20

Chemical Imoact

NOx/NOy
Reaction kinetics

Heterogeneous processes

3

2to3

1 to2
2

1 to2

2to3
1 to2
2to3

-1 to 0.1%

+_1.0%

<0.1%
+_0.3%
+_0.2%

-1 to 0.1%
+_1.0%
+_0.5%

• Central value,-0.4%
• Actual response likely to fall in range, -2.5 to +0.5%
• Latitudinal and seasonal changes will be larger than hemispheric annual mean

Central value base case is 500 aircraft in year 2015, EINo × 5 g/kg, 10% fuel sulfur conversion to aerosol particles (NH,
annual average colmml ozone change).

Response of Ozone Impact to Varying Input Parameters

Variations of the HSCT ozone impact to varying input parameters are given in Table 5-2. The

uncertainty in input parameters is evaluated via sensitivity tests using different scenarios in the

model calculations. Responses to variations in the HSCT engineering parameters as well as the

meteorology and chemical composition are explored. The method for obtaining these estimates
follows the table and the sensitivities are summarized in Section 5.2.3.
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Table 5-2. Ozone impact sensitivity.

Parameter Parameter change relative to base A03 relative to
case base

Exhaust Emission

Fuel consumption
Sulfur content

EINOx
Altitude

Future Atmosohere

Halogens
H20

Aerosol

Temperature

to 1000 aircraft
to 0

to 0 with 4 x background
to 10 g/kg

2 km below base case
2 km above base case

3 to 2 ppb
base case -2 ppm
base case +2 ppm

background to 4 x background
Warm to cold

-0.3%
+0.3%
+0.1%
-0.1%
+0.2%
-0.4%

-0.1%
-0.1%
+0.1%
+0.1%

+0.1 to-0.1%

Notes on Table 5-1 Process Uncertainties:

Exhaust Emission, Aerosols: Emission process uncertainty is dominated by exhaust particle

production. Critical parameters are fuel sulfur content, the physics of formation for exhaust

aerosols (Section 3.6), and their interaction with ambient stratospheric aerosols. The uncertainty

for AO3 is derived from model sensitivity tests (Section 4.4.3.5). Most likely future fuel will

have non-zero sulfur content; hence, we use 10% conversion as our most likely scenario.

Transport, Long-Term Circulation and Exhaust Accumulation: There is at least a factor of 2

difference among model-derived HSCT changes to NOy and H20. Most models are suspected to
underestimate those changes (Sections 2.3.7, 4.4.3.2, Figure 4-13). In addition, key model tracer

distributions differ from observations, giving erroneous background upon which HSCT changes

are superposed (Sections 4.3.3). Because of the variations between models and the lack of a

unique way to evaluate them, we estimate a 1% uncertainty in HSCT ozone impact from model

transport processes. We do not have a clear way to estimate the asymmetry of this uncertainty
about the central value.

Background Atmosphere, Halogens." Cly is defined by recent data within _+10%; Bry is known to

better than 20%. Models agree to about that same precision (M&M II). The change in ozone

from HSCTs is not very sensitive to halogens (Section 4.4.3.8), although actual ozone levels are

very sensitive to halogens [WMO, 1999].

NOy: The models vary by +30% due mostly to transport differences (Figures 4-2 and 4-4). The

effect on the HSCT ozone perturbation could be positive or negative. Most models are biased

towards low NOy, likely giving an underestimate of 03 loss (Section 4.3.3).
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1120:H20 is known to _+20% from observations. For a volcanically clean atmosphere and no

fuel sulfur, aircraft water causes a -0.6 to -0.2% modeled ozone change (Table 4-3, scenario 3).

Chemical Impact, NOx/NOy: Models appear to have a bias towards NOx - NOy ratios about 30%
lower than observed. This bias underestimates ozone reduction by HSCTs because the models

depict that stratosphere as NOx poor (Section 2.4.3.3).

Reaction Kinetics: Random propagation of errors in chemical kinetic rates, based on uncertainty

in laboratory measurements, leads to an uncertainty in calculated A 03 of about 1% [Stolarski et

al., 1995].

Heterogeneous Processes: The representation of these highly non-linear processes in assessment

models is primitive and very model-dependent. Strong local effects at high latitudes are possible

and these impacts may influence the predictions globally (Sections 2.4.5 and 4.4.3.4). We note
that the central value chosen from the CSIRO model was calculated without a PSC

representation.

Notes on Table 5-2 Parameter Sensitivities:

The parameter sensitivities are based on perturbations to our base case estimate of the HSCT

ozone change. For example, doubling the fleet size to 1000 aircraft from the base case of 500

aircraft leads to an additional 0.3% ozone loss in the NH. We have primarily used the CSIRO

model to estimate these parametric ozone changes because of the quality of the background NOy

distribution in the model with respect to observations

Exhaust Emission, Fuel Consumption: For a volcanically clean atmosphere with no particle

emissions, the doubling of fleet size to 1000 aircraft approximately doubles the ozone loss (Table

4-3, scenarios 4 and 6). Most of the additional ozone loss is a result of increased emission of

water (cf., scenarios 4, 5, and 6).

Fuel Sulfur Content: The production of particles is controlled, at least partially, by sulfur in the

fuel (Section 3.6.2). Assuming no particle production, as might be expected for removing sulfur

from the fuel, would diminish ozone loss by 0.3% for a volcanically clean atmosphere (Table

4-3, scenarios 4 and 9) and 0.1% for a background enhanced by a factor of 4 (Table 4-4, linearly

interpolating between scenarios 26 and 29 to 10% conversion).

EINox: Doubling the EI from 5 to l0 increases ozone loss by an additional 0.1% in the NH with

no sulfur particle emission (Table 4-3, scenarios 4 and 5).

Altitude: A downward shift of the reference cruise altitude (TCA, Section 3.7) by 2 km reduces

the ozone loss from about -0.2% to nearly zero, while a 2 km upward shift increases the loss to

about -0.6% for the case without particle emission (Figure 4-17).

Future Atmospheres, Halogens: The halogen loading of the stratosphere should continue to

decrease over the next few decades, which will increase ambient ozone. Differences in HSCT-
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producedozonelossunderCly loading of 2 ppb (scenario 6) and 3 ppb (scenario 27) suggest that

the Cly conditions are not a major factor in HSCT ozone loss.

H20: Changes of water vapor concentrations affect the distribution of ozone losses. Using the

AER model, an increase of 2 ppm of water entering the stratosphere reduces mid-latitude losses

causing a 0.1% average reduction of NH loss. A decrease of 2 ppm increases mid-latitude

losses, but substantially reduces northern polar spring ozone loss. See Section 4.4.3.8.

Aerosol: The aerosol background could be 1 to 4 times the present global values, depending on

volcanic activity. The presence of volcanic aerosol decreases sensitivity to aircraft-produced

particles and NOx (Section 4.4.3.5).

Temperature: To explore the effect of greenhouse gases cooling the future stratosphere, we have

calculated the range of HSCT ozone loss in the AER model using temperature variations from

the last 2 decades. Under cold conditions (e.g., 1995) polar losses are -0.5% larger than for

warm conditions (e.g., 1991). The sensitivity at mid-latitudes is less (see Figure 4-19).

5.2.3 SUMMARY OF 0 3 IMPACTS

The HSCT impacts on stratospheric ozone from Tables 5-1 and 5-2 are summarized here to help

guide possible policy and technological decisions regarding the HSCT fleet. Based on the

assessment of model results, our central estimate of the annual mean response of NH total

column ozone (during volcanically quiescent periods) for a fleet of 500 HSCTs operating at

Mach 2.4 with an EINOx = 5 is -0.4%. Combining estimates of the uncertainty in chemical and

transport processes with model sensitivity tests (Table 5-1) we conclude that the mean column

ozone response will likely be in the range of -2.5 to +0.5%. These estimates are acknowledged

to be expert opinion since we do not have a fully rigorous, quantitative method for evaluating

and combining the component uncertainties. Larger peak ozone changes are expected on

regional and seasonal scales.

Each of the HSCT emissions of H20 , NOx, and sulfur contribute significantly to the calculated

response, with H20 being the single largest contributor. Aircraft emissions of soot and metals

are not included in the assessment calculations since their roles in ozone chemistry are expected

to be negligible. The predicted ozone change depends on the aircraft design parameters: fleet

size (or fuel use), the EINOx, flight altitude, and sulfate aerosol production in the engine plume.

The calculated ozone loss is approximately proportional to fleet size (or fuel use) from 500 to

1000 aircraft for the cases without sulfur particle emission. This sensitivity occurs primarily

through the amount of water emission and secondarily through NO_. It is consistent among all

models. The ozone response is not uniformly dependent on NO_ El. The E1 sensitivity is small

and model-dependent for EINOx from 0 to 10 for 500 aircraft. Only at larger EINOx or larger

fleet size does ozone loss increase distinctly in all models. For enhanced background aerosol

amounts, higher EINOx is inversely related to ozone loss.

Production of sulfate aerosol particles also makes a significant contribution to the calculated

ozone impact. Including aerosol production nearly doubles the ozone impact relative to NO_ and
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H20 emissionsonly. However,the sensitivitywith respectto fuel sulfur is notablyuncertain
becausetheconnectionbetweenaerosolgeneration,fuel sulfurlevels,andenginetechnologyis
notwellunderstood.

Calculatedozonechangeis quitesensitiveto theflight altitude. Specifically,a2 km decreasein
flight altituderesultsin anapproximate50%decreasein calculatedozoneloss. Theatmospheric
residencetime of the exhaustis decreasedand thechemicalsensitivityis less. This relative
conclusionis consistentamongall themodels.

The ozoneresponsealso dependson thestateof the futureatmosphere,especiallyon global
temperatureandlevelsof backgroundgasesandparticles. Thecalculatedozonelossfor afleet
of HSCTsincreasesif futurebackgroundlevelsof chlorine,watervapor,or sulfatearelessthan
theoneswehaveassumed.Theozoneresponseto changingglobaltemperatureis moredifficult
to predictbut couldbe substantialif a temperaturedecreasepromotesthe occurrenceof non-
lineargas-particleprocessessuchasdenitrification.In thatcase,thepossibleroutingof HSCT
traffic throughthe arcticpolar regionwouldbe an importantconsiderationrelativeto ozone
response.

5.2.4 HSCT CLIMATE IMPACTS

The forcing of climate attributable to an HSCT fleet has been calculated (Section 4.5). The most

prominent climate-related perturbations are to stratospheric H20 , global CO2, and stratospheric

03. The impacts of sulfate aerosol and soot are negligible in comparison. The net result is a

surface warming in 2050, which is small relative to that expected from other anthropogenic

sources. The perturbation of water vapor in the stratosphere produces the dominant HSCT

climate forcing. The total radiative forcing from 1000 HSCTs is calculated to be +0.1 W m 2 in

2050. This number can be compared to a total anthropogenic forcing of +3.8 W m 2 and an

estimated +0.2 W m 2 from the projected subsonic fleet, although large uncertainties are attached

to these numbers. The HSCT number is a concern because its radiative forcing is

disproportionately large compared to HSCT fuel use (about 1%) and equivalent to about 50% of

the forcing from the entire projected subsonic fleet. Climate forcing is sensitive to HSCT

emissions because the H20 accumulation is localized in the lower stratosphere.

The uncertainty in the HSCT climate forcing is estimated to be about a factor of 3. This is due to

uncertainty in the exhaust accumulation and uncertainty in the temperature adjustment to a non-

uniform perturbation of radiatively active gas in the stratosphere. For example, a calculation in a

full global climate model produced a surface warming of about 0.06°C, which is only half of that

expected from a uniform radiative forcing of the HSCT magnitude. Compensating changes in

humidity and clouds in the upper troposphere partially offset surface warming.

The large uncertainties in the HSCT climate impact calculations make it difficult to assess how

seriously to consider this concern in making decisions about the potential fleet. Clearly we need

to refine these estimates and reduce the level of uncertainty. The climate response calculation

can be no better than the estimates of HSCT constituent change, so resolving uncertainty in

exhaust transport and distribution applies here as well as to the ozone problem. In addition,

methods for generating radiative forcing in models need to be established for emissions that are
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notuniformlydistributedhorizontallyandvertically. Finally,thelink betweenradiativeforcing
andsurfacetemperatureresponseneedsto beestablishedfor inhomogeneousdistributions.Then
wewill beableto assesstheseriousnessof theHSCTclimateimpact. Notealsothatconcerns
raisedpreviouslyaboutchangesin thecompositionandclimateof thefutureatmosphereapplyas
well to theHSCTclimateimpactcalculations.

5.3 The Path Forward

The findings of this assessment lead us to several conclusions about how to most effectively

resolve the HSCT impact problem to a greater degree of certainty. The path follows areas of

major uncertainty and high sensitivity, where progress can be expected.

The first point of attack is to improve assessment confidence through better physical

representation of transport in numerical models. We seek improved model transport simulations

of the current atmosphere to attain better age-of-air and tracer distributions. The approach is to

continue 3-D model development and test model formulations and sensitivities in comparison to

data. This should include continued investigation of atmospheric physical processes with a

broad range of tools in varying dimensionality. The effort must include specific comparison

with data for model transport into/from polar regions.

Coupled with improved diagnosis of transport for the current atmosphere, we need to reduce

assessment uncertainty due to differing predicted HSCT exhaust distributions among the models.

The recommended approach here is to measure tracers with sources in various regions of the

stratosphere to test model predictions of exhaust transport and accumulation. Specifically,

cosmogenic radionuclides and their abundance ratios are tracers whose source and sink regions

are similar to HSCT exhaust gases.

For emissions, we need to understand the mechanism for production of particle precursors in

current engines, subsequent production of particles in exhaust plumes, and their dependence on

fuel sulfur, well enough to predict HSCT emissions. Because the largest uncertainty remains in

the mechanism and magnitude of sulfur oxidation in the engine, we need direct measurements at

the exhaust plane of SO3, SO2, OH, and chemi-ions over a range of operating conditions for an

engine whose operational characteristics are approximately representative of the expected HSCT

engine at cruise conditions. These can then be used to test models of engine chemistry to verify

our understanding of the processes controlling sulfur oxidation.

In the chemistry area, we need to continue quantitatively testing local photochemical processes

and exploring regions of the atmosphere where confidence in our understanding is not high.

Two problems merit specific attention. We need a better fundamental parameterization of polar

microphysical processes, one that is not strongly model-dependent and has been extensively

compared to data. This will come about through targeted measurements in winter polar regions,

process model development, incorporation into global models, and comparison with data. The

second chemical activity is to explore the impact of recent laboratory kinetics measurements for

NOx/NOy on data comparisons and global HSCT calculations. In addition to these specific areas,

new chemical observations and laboratory measurements in all areas must continually be related
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to model simulationsto furtherreducethe risk of being influencedby unknownor missing
processes.

Finally, we needto betterconstrainthe potentialclimateimpactsof HSCTs. Reducingthe
uncertaintyin theexhaustaccumulationwill addressonesideof the climateuncertainty.We
alsoneedto establishmethodologyto calculateradiativeforcing andtemperatureresponseto
forcingfromnon-uniformor layeredgases.Alongwith this,weshouldpursueto amorereliable
descriptionof futuremeteorologyandcomposition.
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annual average
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APPENDIX D

CHEMICAL NOMENCLATURE AND FORMULAE

Br

BrO

BrONO 2

BrO_

Bry

CF4

CH3Br

CH3C1

CH4
C1

ClO_
C1ONO 2

CO2

H

HO x
HOBr

HONO

H 2

H2O

H2SO 4
HC1

HF

HNO 3

N20

N205
NO

NO 2

NOx

NOy

OlD

02

03
OCS

bromine atom

bromine monoxide

bromine nitrate

bromine oxides

inorganic bromine

perfluoromethane

methyl bromide

methyl chloride

methane

atomic chlorine

inorganic chlorine

chlorine oxides

chlorine nitrate

carbon dioxide

atomic hydrogen

hydrogen oxides

hypobromous acid
nitrous acid

molecular hydrogen

water

sulfuric acid

hydrogen chloride

hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid)
nitric acid

nitrous oxide

dinitrogen pentoxide
nitric oxide

nitrogen dioxide

nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2)

odd nitrogen (= NO + NO 2 + HNO 3 + 2N205 +

C1ONO 2 + HOzNO 2 + PAN + .... )

atomic oxygen (first excited state)

molecular oxygen
ozone

carbonyl sulfide
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OH hydroxylradical

S
SF6
SO2
SO,,

atomicsulfur
sulfurhexafluoride
sulfurdioxide
sulfuroxides
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APPENDIX E

DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEMISTRY SOLVER BENCHMARK

Chemistry solver benchmark differences among the assessment model results reported here and

in the 1995 AESA Assessment [Stolarski et al., 1995] arise from combinations of differences in

the model components of transport, radiation, and photochemistry calculations. A variety of

photochemistry solution techniques have been chosen by the 2-D and 3-D assessment model

groups, with consideration of chemical kinetic theory and practice, numerical accuracy, and

computational speed. In the same manner as the photolysis benchmark [Stolarski et al., 1995], a

chemistry solver benchmark calculation is presented here which attempts to isolate some aspects

of the contribution of the chemistry solution techniques to the differences among model results.

This chemistry solver benchmark was defined using a Gear-type integration code with a

consensus set of chemical species and reactions common to the majority of the stratospheric

assessment models, using rate coefficients from JPL 94-26 [DeMore et al., 1994]. The error

control of the Gear integration technique and its ability to deal with stiffness in the differential

equations allows it to be considered an accurate solution, to within the specified error limits and

the approximation used of recalculating photolysis parameters only every 15 minutes. The

chemical mechanism was integrated in a diurnal manner with fixed values for 03, CH4, H20, CO,

H2, and fixed family totals of inorganic NOy, Cly, and Bry. The integration was continued until

diurnally averaged production and loss terms for all variable species were balanced to better than

about 1 part per hundred thousand, representing the equilibrium partitioning of the members of

the various families. Portions of the photochemical solution modules used in the HSCT

perturbation calculations by the 2-D and 3-D models were then applied to the given mechanism,

kinetic and photolysis rate parameters, with the fixed species and family concentrations taken as
initial conditions.

Three cases or regions were chosen to represent situations in which different processes dominate

ozone loss: (A) 40 km / 2.7 hPa, 65°N, April 11, with fixed species and families measured or

inferred from the ATMOS measurements outside the polar vortex between April 8 and 14, 1993;

(B) 20 km / 67 hPa, 38°N, May 11 with concentrations from the SPADE aircraft campaign

diurnal flights in 1993; and (C) 20 km / 64 hPa, 59°N, November 4 with concentrations from the

ASHOE/MAESA aircraft mission northern survey flight in 1994.

In Table E-l, the benchmark diurnally averaged mole fractions are shown for all the chemical

species in region B, along with the respective numerical solvers comparison results, expressed as

differences in percent from the benchmark values. Results for regions A and C are consistent

with region B. The shaded cells highlight important stratospheric odd-oxygen loss controlling

species.
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Carefulinterpretationof theseresultsis necessary.Eachof theeightcontributingmodelsusesa
differentapproachto treatingthediurnalcyclein anassessmentcalculation.CSIROandLLNL,
whichcalculatediurnalaveragingcoefficientsperiodicallythroughthemodelyearby application
of solversessentiallysimilarto thebenchmarksolver(i.e.,implicit solver),produceresultsfrom
theirdiurnalaveragecalculations,whicharecloselyconsistentwith thebenchmark.Here,LLNL
andCSIROuse the benchmarkresultsdirectly to definetheir diurnal averagingcoefficients.
This chemistrybenchmarktest, for thesemodels,is essentiallyrestricted to identifying
mechanismimplementationerrorsanddiurnalaveragingassumptions.AER usesan irregular
17-timesteprepresentationof diurnalbehavior,while GSFC'stechniquedependson daytime
averagesof processratesandspeciesconcentrationsandanalytictreatmentof day/nighteffects.
For thesemodels,thebenchmarkrepresentsa somewhatmorecompletetestof their assessment
calculationtechnique.Thedifferencesfrom thebenchmarkreflect for AER theeffectsof their
choiceof diurnaltimestep.Thedifferencesarereducedsubstantiallywhenthediurnaltimestep
is cutby anorderof magnitude(themodelslowsaccordingly),but asensitivitytestcalculation
with shortertimestepsfor anHSCTperturbationshowslittle changein theresult. Similarlyfor
GSFC,thedifferencesreflecttheaccuracyof theanalyticalrepresentationsof daytime/nighttime
radicalbehaviorandproductionandlossprocesses,whichhavebeenchosento achievea desired
computationalefficiency. Similar statementscan be madefor the LaRC, Office National
d'Etudeset RecherchesAerospatiales(ONERA) (GMI solver),SUNY-SPB,and SLIMCAT
chemicalsolutionapproaches.

In addition,thebenchmarkmechanismresultshavebeencomparedto thesolvermodulein the
PhotostationaryState(PSS)modelusedby Salawitchand coworkers[e.g.,Salawitchet al.,

1994a, b] in their studies of aircraft observations (Note: the photolysis rate parameters used in

the benchmark were provided by Salawitch). Diurnal average radical concentrations are almost

uniformly consistent to within 1% between the benchmark result and PSS solver results with a

closely similar mechanism. This begins to provide a connection of the predictive 2-D and 3-D

models to the data now available to evaluate their accuracy. This is discussed more fully

elsewhere in this report.
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Table E-1. The change in diurnal average species abundances (%) are shown for Region B (20

km, 38°N, May) of the chemistry solver benchmark. Shaded regions highlight chemical species
that are important in stratospheric odd-oxygen balance.

SPECIES MOLE AER C_RO GMI GSFC LaRC LLNL SLIMCAT SUNY-

FRACTION 2-D 2-D ONERA 2-D 3-D 2-D 3-D SPB

3-D 2-D

O 3.25(13) 2.0 0.2 1.1 0.8 3.4 0.0 0.4 0.2

OlD 2.97(19) 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.1

03 1.43(6) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NO 1.72(10) 1.6 0.2 0.6 10.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4

o2' 6 0_ I 6i I 66 I _ I _ I 00 I 00 I _
NO 3 5.81(13) 1.6 0.8 2.7 25.1 0.7 0.0 1.1 1.4

_O 5 2.16(11) 2.5 0.0 1.0 13.7 2.2 0.0 0.8 0.6

HNO 3 4.15(9) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1

HO_O 2 7.53(11) 1.1 0.0 0.1 6.0 1.9 0.0 0.8 0.1

_O 4.86(6) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

H 2.21(20) 0.9 0.4 0.6 14.1 0.7 0.0 1.8 0.5

_O 2 1.00(11) 0.9 0.1 0.0 35.7 4.5 0.0 0.7 0.9

5.25(7) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 0.0

C_ 1.46(6) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

CH3 2.58(21) 1.1 0.4 0.6 12.6 0.5 NA 1.6 0.5

CH30 3.92(18) 1.1 0.4 0.5 12.6 0.5 NA 1.6 0.5

CH302 1.73(13) 2.0 0.0 0.1 12.3 2.0 0.0 10.1 1.0

CH3OOH 2.28(12) 1.2 0.1 0.0 32.9 45.1 0.0 54.2 1.1

HCO 1.53(22) 0.7 0.5 0.6 15.1 0.1 NA 1.5 0.6

C_O 1.42(11) 1.9 0.0 0.1 8.4 6.2 0.0 46.4 0.1

CO 1.40(8) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C1 6.17(15) 1.0 0.2 0.5 12.8 0.2 0.0 1.3 0.3

C12 1.57(14) 3.4 0.0 4.0 0.0 29.7 0.0 NA 0.9

C1OO 1.91(16) 0.6 0.0 0.4 NA 0.1 NA NA 0.1

OC10 1.52(14) 1.3 0.2 9.1 NA 32.5 0.0 19.3 13.8

C1202 2.05(14) 0.1 0.0 1.2 22.2 1.6 0.0 5.9 1.3

HC1 9.76(10) 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

HOC1 3.45(12) 8.3 0.0 0.6 26.9 29.7 0.0 7.8 0.9

C1ONO 2 1.81(10) 1.5 0.0 0.1 5.3 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.1

Br 1.61(13) 2.1 0.1 0.8 1.5 1.8 0.0 0.4 0.0

BrC1 8.00(15) 0.8 0.0 4.1 7.9 13.3 0.0 2.3 2.7

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiii_ii6_ii_ii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii3ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii3i;i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_;_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_;i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
HBr 4.30(13) 0.5 0.0 0.0 2.0 36.2 0.0 1.1 0.0

HOBr 1.40(12) 5.6 0.0 1.0 9.2 20.7 0.0 5.3 0.6

BrONO_ 6.44(12) 0.1 0.0 0.6 7.4 6.7 0.0 1.1 0.2
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APPENDIX F

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPATING MODELS

(NON-GMI)

Model calculated responses of ozone to HSCT aircraft from seven numerical models of the

stratosphere are presented in this chapter. These are five 2-D models and two 3-D models as

listed in Table 4-1. The calculated ozone response depends on the amount of emitted materials

calculated to remain in the lower stratosphere, how they are redistributed in the lower

stratosphere, and how they affect ozone. We will discuss the transport and chemistry treatment

of the models below with emphasis on the differences that may explain the different model

predictions.

1. Transport Formulation

DOMAIN AND RESOLUTION

All 2-D models have the lower boundary at the ground and use log-pressure coordinate in the

vertical with the equal resolution in the troposphere and the stratosphere. Key parameters for

model grid and resolution are summarized in Table F-1. The LaRC 3-D spectral, chemical

transport model [Eckman et al., 1995] has horizontal resolution of ~5.5 ° x 5.5 ° (i.e., T16) for the

calculations presented herein. However, winds and temperatures truncated from a higher

resolution (T32) version of the LaRC spectral GCM were used for input to the CTM. Sigma

coordinates are used in the vertical dimension with ten layers in the troposphere and 14 layers in

the stratosphere. The vertical resolution is ~3 km in the stratosphere and decreases in the

troposphere to less than 1 km near the surface. The SLIMCAT model has horizontal resolution

of ~7.3 ° x 7.3 ° (i.e., T15). The winds and temperature are from the UKMO analysis generated at

a resolution of 2.5 ° x 3.75 °. The SLIMCAT model does not have a troposphere, the lower

boundary is at 335 K potential temperature and the concentrations of the trace gases at the

boundary are taken from a 2-D model. The model uses isentropic surfaces as vertical

coordinates with 12 layers in the stratosphere with resolutions of about 2 km in the lower

stratosphere and 6 km in the upper stratosphere.

All models (except SLIMCAT) use temperature lapse rates to define the location of the

tropopause which changes with season and latitude. The LaRC 3-D model uses temperature

calculated by a T32-version of the Langley spectral GCM. Four of the five 2-D models use

temperature from climatology while the SUNY-SPB model uses temperature from the

MACCM2 output. The troposphere in the 2-D models is distinguished from the stratosphere by

assigning large values of Kyy (typically 1-1.5x106 m2/sec) and Kzz (4-10 m2/sec). Studies indicate
that strat-trop exchange may be dominated by transport from the middle-world to the troposphere

[Eluszkiewicz et al., 1996]. In a 20 model, this will manifest itself as eddy flux along
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isentropicsurfacesacrosstheboundary[Shiaet al., 1993]. If this is true, the model calculated

residence time of aircraft emissions in the lower stratosphere would be sensitive to the horizontal
and vertical resolutions of the models that determine the location and seasonal variation of the

tropopause.

TEMPERATURE AND TRANSPORT PARAMETERS

The results in this report are generated by the models in the CTM mode, i.e., results are obtained

using pre-calculated temperature and transport fields. The temperature is used in the models to

compute temperature dependent reaction rate constants, and, in some models, to predict the

surface area of PSCs. In addition, the temperature is also used in computing the winds and eddy
diffusion coefficients in the 2-D models. These are summarized in Tables F-2 and F-3. A more

detailed description is given below.

Temperatures and wind fields for the LaRC 3-D model are taken from the LaRC GCM output.

SLIMCAT uses wind from the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) analysis for this

study [Chipperfield, 1999]. The AER model uses the zonal mean temperature and statistics for

zonal-asymmetry in temperature from the eight-year average (1979 to 1986) from NMC. It

computes the vertical velocity as the ratio of the heating rate (based loosely on published results

of Dopplick [1979]) to the temperature lapse rate (see e.g., Tung [1982] and reference cited).

The vertical velocity field is integrated to obtain a stream function with adjustment made to the

heating rate to assure mass conservation (see Ko et al. [1985] for a description of the procedure).

Values for Kyy are assigned to simulate the tropical barrier [Shia et al., 1998] guided by exchange
time constant between mid-latitudes and the tropics derived from observations (see e.g.,

Minschwaner et al. [1996]; Volk et al. [1996]; Schoeberl et al. [1997]). Values chosen are 0.7-

1.3 x l0 s m2/s for the tropics and 3-10 x l0 s m2/s elsewhere. Values of 0.1 m2/sec are adopted for

Kzz near the tropopause increasing with altitude to 1 m2/sec. Values of Kyz are obtained by

projecting the Kyy from isentropic surfaces to pressure surfaces.

The CSIRO model uses the zonal mean temperature from the eight-year average (1979 to 1986)

from NMC. The heating rates (a combination of archived tropospheric and stratospheric values

in the M&M report [Prather and Remsberg, 1993], calculated values in the mesosphere based on

climatological ozone and temperature, and latent heat in the troposphere from Dopplick) are used

along with the adopted climatological zonal-mean temperature field to compute the velocities

from the zonal-mean energy equation (see Solomon et al. [1986]). Kyy values are calculated as

the ratio of the Eliassen-Palm (E-P) flux divergence to the meridional gradient of potential

vorticity where the E-P flux is determined diagnostically from the zonal-mean momentum

equation using the calculated velocities and the zonal wind determined from the zonal-mean

temperature (see Randeniya et al. [1997] for details). Values for Kzz in the stratosphere are taken

to be 0.1 to 0.25 m2/sec. Values of Kyz are obtained by projecting the Kyy from isentropic

surfaces to pressure surfaces.

The GSFC and LLNL models use the seventeen-year average (1979 to 1995) from NCEP. Both

models use the climatological 3-D temperature field to compute the zonal-mean winds and Kyy in
a self-consistent way. The GSFC model (see Jackman et al. [1996]) uses observed ozone and

temperature to compute the diabatic heating which is augmented by the latent heat to provide the
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netheatingin theenergyequation.Mechanicalforcingfrom planetarywaves(calculatedusing
the3-D temperaturedatabaseusingsix waves)andeffectsof gravitywavebreakingprovidethe
wavedrivingfor themomentumequation.Thestreamfunctionis obtainedby solvinganelliptic
equationobtainedby combiningthe zonal-meanmomentumand energyequations(seee.g.,
GarciaandSolomon[1983]). TheLLNL modelsolvesthesimilarsetof equationsbut employs
differentmethodsto computethe heatingandthe forcing from the 3-D temperaturedatabase
using2 planetarywaves.Bothmodelsusetheratioof theE-P flux divergenceandgradientof
potentialvorticitycomputedusingthe3-D temperaturedatabaseto calculateUyy (see e.g., Garcia

[1991]; Randel and Garcia [1994]), and use a gravity wave breaking parameterization to

calculate Kzz. The Uy z is zero in both models.

It should be noted that Uyy calculated using observed temperature often have negative values (see
e.g., Newman et al. [1986]). In those cases, the models reassign a minimum value, typically

about 0.1 x 105 m2/sec. CSIRO also assigns 0.1 x 105 m2/sec whenever the zonal wind (derived

from temperature data) is easterly. This model also resets values larger than 30 x 105 m2/sec to
the latter value.

The SUNY-SPB model derives a consistent set of zonally averaged transport parameters

(residual circulation and diffusivity tensor) from MACCM2 using the extension of Plumb and

Mahlman [1987] technique developed by Yudin et al. [1999]. Briefly, this was done by applying

the flux-gradient relationship to the results of 3-D transport experiments with two artificial

orthogonal tracers.

While no specific study has been performed to confirm this, it is reasonable to assume that each
model has checked on their own that their velocities and numerical schemes are mass

conserving. Judging from the minimum value chosen for Kyy in the models, one would assume
that numerical diffusion should not be an issue.

Given the different methods used in deriving the transport parameters in the models, it is not

surprising that there are large differences in the calculated distributions of the trace gases in the

models. Large differences in model simulated distributions of chemically inert tracers such as

sulfur hexafluoride point to transport differences as a major contributor. The community is

trying to identify a climatological database for zonal-mean distributions of trace gases that can be

used to diagnose the transport parameters.

2. Chemistry Treatment

GAS-PHASE CHEMISTRY

The kinetic reaction rate constants are from JPL-97 [DeMore et al., 1997]. CSIRO and

SLIMCAT assume a 5% yield of HC1 from OH + C10. The 3-D models use the temperature

from the GCM (LaRC) or analysis (SLIMCAT) to compute the reaction rates at each model grid-

point. The rate constants are computed using the zonal mean temperature in the CSIRO and

GSFC models. The AER and LLNL models use rate constants weighted by the probability

distribution of the zonal asymmetric temperature structure from climatology.
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HETEROGENEOUSCHEMISTRY

Thefollowingsixheterogeneousreactionswereidentifiedin JPL-97aspossiblereactionson
sulfateand/orPSC.

A. N2Os+ H20 (condensed)
B. C1ONO2+ H20(condensed)
C.BrONO2+ H20(condensed)
D. C1ONO2+ HC1(condensed)
E. HOC1+ HC1 (condensed)
F. HOBr+ HC1 (condensed)

2HNO3
--_ HNO3+ HOC1
--_HNO3+ HOBr
--_HNO3+ C12
--_C12+ H20

BrC1+ H20

Most modelsassumethat the rate
coefficient,v is thethermalvelocity
PSC.

constantis in the form yvA/4, where3' is the sticking
of thereactant,andA is the surfaceareaof the sulfateor

REACTIONSONSULFATEAEROSOLS

For reactionson sulfate,AER, GSFC,LLNL, SUNY-SPBand SLIMCAT include all six
reactions.CSIROincludethefirst 3, whileLaRCincludesonly thefirst two. All modelsuse
3'= 0.1for reactionA. Thereareslight variationsin thetemperaturedependenceof 3'for the
other reactionson sulfateparticles. Previousanalyses[Murphy and Ravishankara,1994;
Borrmannet al., 1997; Michelson et al., 1997] have shown that the 3' for some of the reactions

are very sensitive to temperature. Ignoring the zonal asymmetry in temperature by using the

zonal mean temperature in calculations may underestimate the ozone impact from HSCT

[Weisenstein et al., 1998]. Since the sulfate surface area is specified in the calculations, the

temperature dependence comes from 3' and v. The AER, LLNL, and SUNY-SPB models use the

3-D temperature distribution to calculate a weighted yv. CSIRO and GSFC use zonal mean

temperature.

The model calculated ozone responses to HSCT would depend on the sulfate surface area density

(SAD) in the atmosphere. In this study, all models except SLIMCAT use in the background

atmosphere the SAD from WMO [1992] corresponding to the clean background with no volcanic

influence. The SLIMCAT model treat sulfate as advected tracers initialized each month by 2-D

model calculations. Sulfur in the fuel will result in SO2 emission from the engine, with the

potential to perturb the SAD. The change in SAD depends on whether the emitted SO2 is

converted in the plume to sulfate particles [Weisenstein et al., 1996; Danilin et al., 1997]. The

results in this study use SAD changes calculated from the AER sulfate model [Weisenstein et al.,

1997] with different assumptions on conversions in the plume. The changes in SAD from the

AER model were found to be in general agreements with other model results [Weisenstein et al.,

1998].
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REACTIONSONCOLDSULFATEAEROSOLAND/ORPSC ACTIVATED BY CONDENSATION OF

HNO3 AND H20

The reaction rate constant for reactions on PSCs are also in the form of 7vA/4, where A is the

surface areas for Type 1 PSC (assumed to be NAT) or Type 2 PSC (assumed to be "ice") or

ternary sulfate particles. The CSIRO model does not include any reaction on PSC. GSFC and

AER treat all six reactions as surface reactions on ice and reactions A, B, D, and E on NAT using

the sticking coefficient as stated in JPL-97. The GSFC model adjusts the rates for reactions B,

D, and E to account for the dependence of these reaction rate constants on relative humidity, as

suggested by Tabazadeh and Turco [1993] and Hanson and Ravishankara [1993]. Both models

compute the PSC surface area following the approach of Considine et al. [1994]. AER assumes

local thermodynamical equilibrium between gas and condensed phases for HNO3 and H20 with

no supersaturation requirement. If the temperature is colder that the critical temperature for

NAT, but warmer than the critical temperature for ice, the excess gas-phase HNO3 and H20

(enough to form the tri-hydrates) will be put into NAT particles with 0.5 micron radius and bulk

density of 1.6 gm/cm 3. For temperature colder than the critical temperature of ice, it is assumed

that some of the NAT that is formed previously will be coated by ice. After the excess gas-phase

HNO3 and some of the excess H20 is put into 0.5 micron NAT particles, the left-over excess H20

is used to cover some of the NAT particles to form 7 micron radius Type 2 PSC (considered as

"ice" as far as assigning 3' is concerned) with a bulk density of 0.93 gm/cm 3. As a result, both

Type 1 and Type 2 PSCs are present in this case. GSFC adopts supersaturation ratios of 10 for

NAT and 1.4 for ice in their calculations, effectively reducing the nucleation temperatures (i.e.

the temperature threshold for particle formation) by 3 K and 2 K for Type 1 and Type 2 PSC,

respectively. In the GSFC model, NAT is assumed to have a bulk density of 1.6 gm/cm 3, log
normal size distribution with a mode radius of 1 micron and standard deviation of 1.8. The

corresponding parameters for Type 2 PSC are 1.0 gm/cm 3, 10 micron radius and 1.8. Both AER

and GSFC transport solid HNO3 and solid H20 separately with sedimentation velocities at each

time step. The GSFC model takes temperature asymmetry into account when calculating surface

area. The AER model uses the temperature asymmetry to calculate a weighted product for 7vA.

LLNL simulates polar processing of radicals by allowing the six reactions to occur on sulfate

ternary droplets. The rates are obtained from various published literatures and have not been

reviewed by JPL-97. A surface area density of 1 x 10 s cm2/cm 3 is imposed within 25 ° of the

poles when PSC climatology of Poole and Pitts [1994] indicates a PSC frequency of occurrence

exceeding 0.08. Dehydration and denitrification is represented globally (independent of the PSC

surface area parameterization) by assuming that the partial pressure in excess of the saturation

vapor pressure over ice (calculated using zonal mean temperature) are removed permanently

with first order time constants of 1 day for H20 and 0.5 days for HNO3.

The SUNY-SPB model accounts for the effects of the six reactions on frozen sulfate particles as

well as PSCs. When the temperature is cold, the surface area of the frozen sulfate is calculated

according to Danilin and McConnell [1994]. The reaction rates for frozen sulfuric acid are

calculated as defined by Hanson and Ravishankara [1993]. The reaction of N2Os + HC1 is

assumed on PSCs. Calculations of Type 1 and Type 2 PSC surface areas are based on the

Danilin and McConnell [1994] parameterizations. Type 1 PSC particles are assumed to be NAT
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andareformedwith a supersaturationratioof 8, or overcoolingof 3 K. Type2 PSCstartsto
form with a supersaturationratioof 1.4,or overcoolingof 1.8K(needsizeandbulk densityof
PSCsto get surfaceareas).Sedimentationof NAT the PSCareincludedin the transport.A
superpositionof thefirst threewavenumbersisusedto computetheeffectiverateconstant.

SLIMCAT treatsthereactionsA, B, D, E, andN205 + HC1 on PSCs using a routine based on

code by Ken Carslaw to calculate rates [Chipperfield, 1999]. PSC processing, represented by

first-order (for those involving H2O ) and second-order (for those involving HC1) rate constants,

is triggered by UKMO temperatures. Denitrification is triggered by the model temperature and

simulated by assuming fall velocities for NAT and ice particles. LaRC is similar to SLIMCAT

in their treatment of heterogeneous reactions on PSCs. Denitrification is triggered by the model

temperature and simulated by adopting first order removal rate constants to transform gas-phase

HNO3 to solid phase HNO3. Solid HNO3 is turned back into gas-phase HNO3 with a time

constant of 1 day when the temperature is above 195 K.

The above discussion shows that PSC treatments in models have not converged and are different

among the models. For example, chlorine activation rate on PSC in the LaRC model does not

respond to changes in concentrations HNO3 and H20 due to aircraft emissions.

As mentioned above, the AER, GSFC, LLNL, and SUNY-SPB models use temperature

probability distributions derived from temperature climatologies to account for temperature

deviations away from the zonal mean value [Considine et al., 1994]. It should be noted that

another method of accomplishing this has been developed, although it is not used in any of the

models involved in this assessment. The "temperature wave" approach [De Rudder et al., 1996;

Portmann et al., 1996] involves modulating the model zonal mean temperature with a periodic

variation intended to approximate the temperature fluctuations a circulating atmospheric parcel

might experience as it moves around the globe. The amplitude of the modulation typically varies

in space and time and is proportional to either calculated or observed planetary wave amplitudes.

The period of the modulation is also a spatially and temporally varying quantity, similar to the

circumnavigation time of an air parcel in the atmosphere. Thus, the model temperature at some

gridpoint can vary dramatically on short time scales and be very far from the zonal mean

temperature of the gridpoint. The SUNY-SPB model uses the wave formulation described in

Smyshlyaev et al. [1998]. The latter publication also describes systematic differences between

the temperature distribution and temperature wave approaches.

CHEMISTRY SOLVERS

Finally, we would like to comment on the chemistry solvers used in the 2-D models. Previous

model intercomparison exercises have shown that solvers in most models calculate the same

partitioning of the radicals under the same constraints (solar zenith angle, overhead ozone, and

local concentrations of the long-lived species) when used as a box model. Since the 2-D models

transport zonal-mean concentrations, the zonal-mean production and loss rates are needed in the

mass-continuity equations for the long-lived species. Different techniques are used to obtain the

zonal mean production and loss rates. These include integrating the diurnally varying

concentrations of the radicals obtained by explicit time marching to obtain the zonal-mean rates;

and using diurnally-averaged radical concentrations calculated from average solar zenith angles
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correctedby pre-calculatedcorrectionfactors. The differentapproachesare summarizedin
TableF-5.

3. Sources and Sinks for Some Species

Aircraft emissions include H20 , oxides of nitrogen and oxidation products from sulfur in the
fuel. We will discuss how these are treated in the models.

Most 2-D models assigned tropospheric concentration of H20 based on relative humidity and

temperature. The exception is GSFC, which uses a first order removal time constant to relax the

calculated concentrations to a pre-assigned relative humidity in the troposphere. The

concentration in the stratosphere is computed using appropriate sources (in situ oxidation from

methane, transport from the troposphere, and aircraft emission along flight corridors) and sinks

(removal by transport out of the stratosphere and photochemical removal) in the mass-continuity

equation using an assigned boundary condition at the tropopause. The water distribution in the

SUNY-SPB model is taken from MACCM2. The LaRC model uses a fixed background H20

determined from climatology. Distributions of water emission from aircraft in these two models

are solved as a separate species and added to the background in the calculations.

To simulate the concentration of NOy (HNO3 + NOx) in the lower stratosphere, all models

include in situ oxidation of N20, transport of NOx produced by lightning in the tropical upper

troposphere, and NO_ emission from aircraft along the flight corridors. To simulate the effect of

lightning, the models assigned a production rate of NO in the tropical upper troposphere. The

exact location and the total amount differ slightly from model to model. The AER, CSIRO,

GSFC, SUNY-SPB, and LaRC model use a total of 2 MT (N)/yr uniformly (constant in

molecules/cm3/sec) distributed between 4 to 14 km in the tropics. The LLNL model uses a total

of 5 MT (N)/yr. The distribution in LLNL is derived from the International Satellite Cloud

Climatology Project (ISCCP) cloud database.

Most models use first order removal rate constants to simulate washout rate for soluble species,

with time constants of 3 to 5 days at the ground, decreasing to 30 to 50 days at 10 km. The

washout rate in GSFC is longer, ranging from 25 days to 100 days. Washout rate for
SUNY-SPB. Wash out in the LaRC model follows the treatment of Mahlman and Moxim

[1978]. It should be noted that different models pick different species for washout. Some

models remove NOy, some only HNO3 while others include N2Os, HNO4, and C1ONO2. These
are summarized in Table F-4. With the efficient washout, surface sources of NO_ have little

impact on stratospheric NOy.

There are significant differences in the H20 and NOy distributions (both in the background and
the perturbed atmosphere) simulated by the models. No observation databases have been

identified as the benchmarks for the climatological mean for these species in the present day

atmosphere. It remains unclear as to whether the differences among the models are due to

transport differences or differences in treatment of the sources.
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Table F-1. Model grid and resolution.

Model Height, Coordinate

2-D latitude

Model Top
Boundary

Tropopause

AER 10 ° 1.2km

log-pressure

60 km Temperature

gradient from

climatology

CSIRO 5 ° 2km

log-pressure

80 km Temperature

gradient from

climatology

GSFC 10 ° 2km

log-pressure

0.0024 hPa

90 km

Temperature

gradient from

climatology

LLNL 5 o 1.5km

log-pressure

0.01 hPa

84 km

Temperature

gradient from

climatology

SUNY- 5 ° 2 km

SPB log-pressure

0.027 hPa

74 km

Mixing coefficients
derived from

MACCM2

3-D Lat x long

LaRC 5 ° x 5.5 ° 100 hPa interval below 100

hPa; 3 km interval above 100
hPa

0.1 hPa

65 km

Temperature

gradient from

climatology

SLIMCAT 7.3 ° x 7.3 ° Isentropic surfaces; 2 km in the

lower stratosphere and 6 to 10

km in the upper stratosphere

2700 K

surface;

approx. 50
km

No troposphere
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Table F-2. Temperature, winds and Kyy used in the models.

Model Zonal Mean

Temperature
2-D Models

Zonal Asymmetry in Winds

Temperature

Kyy

AER 8 year average

(1979 to 1986)

monthly mean T
from NMC

Zonal asymmetry based
on statistics from the

same period by Kalnay

et al. [1996] used in

chemistry calculation

only

CSIRO 8 year zonal and Zonal asymmetry not

GSFC

usedmonthly mean T

from NMC as

archived in M&M

17 year (1979 to

1995) average from

NCEP

17 year (1979 to 1995)

average from NCEP,

used in chemistry

calculations and in

determination of winds

and Kyy

w=Q/F

Heating rate based loosely on

Dopplick, adjusted to get mass-

conservation

Iterative procedure to solve
transformed Eulerian-mean

(TEM) energy equation (include

dT/dt term) [Solomon et al.,

1986]: heating rates taken from

M&M augmented by latent heat,

computed for mesosphere

Solve stream function using

Garcia and Solomon [1983]:

heating rate from climatological

T, 03 and H20, EP flux from

planetary wave from T (6 waves),

gravity wave breaking, latent heat

from Newell, include SAO

assigned values to

match exchange
time constant

across the tropical

barrier

computed from

EP Flux

gradient of PV

computed from

EP Flux

gradient of PV

LLNL Fleming

[personal

communication]

SUNY-SPB MACCM2

Fleming [personal

communication], used

in chemistry
calculations and in

determination of winds

and Kyy

Superposition of first

three zonal wave

numbers calculated

from MACCM2

temperature

Solve stream function using

Garcia and Solomon [1983]:

heating rate from climatological
T and model calculated trace

gases, EP flux from planetary

wave from T (2 waves), gravity

wave breaking, Rayleigh friction

From MACCM2 winds

computed from

EP Flux

gradient of PV

From MACCM2

winds using

artificial

orthogonal tracers

3-D Models

LaRC T32 GCM NA NA NA

output

SLIMCAT UKMO analysis NA NA NA
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Table F-3. Values of eddy coefficients used in the models.

Model Kyy,trop Kzz,trop Kyy,strat Kz_,strat Ky_,strat
105m2/sec m2/sec 105m2/sec m2/sec m2/sec

AER 15 10 0.7-1.3 in tropics, 0.1-1 Projected, typical
3-10 elsewhere + 100

CSIRO 10 4 Calculated from EP- 0.25 between Projected,

Flux and PV 21 km - 42 km; 0.1 magnitude can be

divergence; elsewhere as large as 1000
set to 0.1 when wind

is easterly, always

between 0.1-30

GSFC Calculated (6 Ground: 50 at Calculated 0.03 at tropopause 0

waves), tropics, 25 at (6 waves), minimum to 0.3 at

minimum the poles; value 0.1 stratopause,

value of 15 tropopause 1 computed in

mesosphere

LLNL 10 4 Calculated (2 waves), Calculated, with 0

minimum value 0.1 minimum value of

0.2

SUNY-SPB Derived from Derived from Derived from Derived from Derived from

MACCM2 MACCM2 MACCM2 MACCM2 MACCM2

Table F-4. Parameterization of rainout.

Model Species Time Constant

2-D Models

AER H202, CH3OOH, CH20 , HNO3, HC1,

HBr,CF20, C2HsOOH, CH3COOH,FX

5 days at the surface,

40 days at 10 km

CSIRO NOy, Cly, Bry, H202, CH20 , CH3COOH ground: 3 days

10 km: 28 days,

no washout within 3 km of tropopause
GSFC H202, CH3OOH, HNO3, HO2NO2, HC1, HBr, 25 days to 100 days

HF, CC1FO, and COF 2

LLNL N205, HNO3, HNO4, H202, CH20 , C10, HC1, 3 days below 4 km,

HOC1, CIONO2, BrONO 2 50 days near the tropopause

SUNY-SPB H202, CH3OOH, CH20 , HNO3, HC1, HBr 5 days below 5 km, exponentially decreasing up

to the tropopause

3-D Models

LaRC H202, HNO4, HNO3, HC1, HBr Mahlman and Moxim [1978]

SLIMCAT NA (no troposphere) NA (no troposphere)
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Table F-5. Solvers used in the models.

Model Solve Continuity Radicals and P & L for Long-Lived

Equations for: Species

Time-Step

2-D Models

AER

CSIRO

GSFC

LLNL

SUNY-SPB

Source gases, HNO3,

NOy, Ox, Cly, Bry;

solid HNO3, solid

H20

Source gases, NOy,

Ox, Cly, Bry

Source gases, HNO3,

N205, C1NO3, NOz,

Ox, Clz, Bry, solid

HNO3, solid H20

Individual, non-

family approach

All model species

transported with
correction at each

time-step to conserve
mass within families

Calculated everyday using explicit time-

marching of radical species, initial

conditions from previous day after

adjusting for changes in Cly, Bry, and NOy,

use diurnally varying radical

concentrations to compute 24-hour

averaged P & L for long-lived species

Family approach; 24-hour averaged zonal-

mean P & L calculated using correction
factors obtained from a 24-hour

integration, saved every 10 days

Use time marching for night-species

(HNO3, NO2, NO3, N205, HOCI, HCI,

C10, C1NO3, BrO, HOBR, and BrNO3),

use daytime averaged J-rates and dawn

values of night-species to get day-

averaged values of all species to get

diurnal average P & L for family species,

updated daily

Use 24-hour averaged sun and diurnal

factor to time march the species with 900

second - step. Diurnal factors are

calculated for each chlorine loading and

sulfate surface area. Chemical solution

uses an implicit numerical solution

approach (SMVGEARII).

Model time-step is 1 day. Diurnal

averaged production and loss rates are

used; updated every 15 days calculated

using explicit diurnal calculation

No operator splitting, explicit

time-stepping with 6 hour

time-step, tendency due to

advection calculated using

Smolarkiewicz, use P and loss

frequency for chemical

tendency

Use operator splitting, use
variable order Bott scheme

with 6 hour time-step. Keep

same P & L for 10 days

Split operator, Lin and Rood

scheme, 12 hour for advection,

3 hour for vertical diffusion,

24 hour for horizontal

diffusion, and 24 hour for

chemistry

Use split operator, use

Smolarkiewicz with 2 hour

time-step to do transport for 2

days, the time-march chemical

species for 2 days

Use split operator, use Prather

second moment scheme for

advection, alternative direction

semi-implicit scheme for

diffusion and chemistry, time-

step is 1 day
3-D Models

LaRC Source gases, Ox,

NOy, HNO3, Cly,

N205, H202, HC1

C1ONO2, solid HNO 3

Use 24-hour average J-rates to calculate

photochemical equilibrium concentrations

of the radicals at each 3-D grid every 30
minutes

Leap frog with 30 minute

time-step

SLIMCAT Sources gases, Ox,

H202, NOx, N205,

HNO3, HNO4, NO3,

C1NO3, Clx, HC1,

HOC1, OC10, Brx,

BrNO3, BrC1, HOBr,

HBr

Explicit integration of full diurnal cycle

with 20-minute time step and time-

dependent photolysis rates

Semi-implicit symmetric

method [Ramaroson et al.,

1992]
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APPENDIX G

DESCRIPTION OF GLOBAL MODELING INITIATIVE MODELS

1. Description of Meteorological Fields, Advection Algorithm

The current transport shell for the GMI model adopts the Lin and Rood [1996] advection

scheme, together with polar and mass-conservation filters used in the University of Irvine,

California (UCI)/GISS model [Prather et al., 1987]. The number of vertical levels is the same as

those of the original met fields: 44 for MACCM2, 29 for DAO, and 28 for GISS-2'. Vertical

resolutions in the lower stratosphere are about 0.8 km for DAO, 1.5 km for MACCM2, and 3 km

for GISS. A horizontal resolution of 4 x 5 is adopted by interpolating (or degrading if necessary)

the original fields.

The impact of using different transport shells on the same set of winds has been tested for the

different fields used. Higher-order interpolation in the vertical direction for the Lin and Rood

scheme allows a good reproduction of the NOy accumulation from HSCTs (experiment A3 in

M&M II), as shown in Figure 4-1, which compares results of this experiment run in the GMI and

original UCI/GISS shells.

The current transport shell has been parallelized, allowing it to run in a suite of different

platforms. This has been a crucial element in allowing multi-year assessment calculations with
this model.

2. Description of Chemical Mechanism and Solvers

As prescribed in the scenario description for the HSRP assessment, the GMI models adopt the

recommendations from NASA/JPL [DeMore, 1997]. In particular, no HC1 branching for the

C10 + OH reaction was adopted in the assessment calculations, although this branching was

included [Lipson, 1997] in the present-day simulations which are compared to observations.

Three chemical solvers were considered:

a) The SMVGEARII solver [Jacobson, 1995]. This solver is very accurate, but it places heavy

demands on computational time for multi-year calculations. The solver was incorporated

into the GMI model to carry out benchmark calculations against which other solvers can be
tested.

b) A semi-implicit symmetric scheme solver, provided by R. Ramaroson [1989] from ONERA
in Paris.
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c) An Euler backward-implicit scheme,provided by J. Lamarque at NCAR [Granier and
Brasseur,1991].

Both the ONERA andNCAR solversprovide sufficient computationalefficiency to carry out
multi-yearcalculations. Theyweretestedby runningeight monthsof theGMI modelwith full
chemistry,with DAO winds and 1996conditions. Thedifferencesin calculatedozoneare less
than1%overmostof the stratosphere,increasingto about3%during thenighttimein theupper
stratosphere.TheNCAR solveralsoperformedsatisfactorily,althoughthepercentdifferences
weresomewhathigher. A combinationof accuracyandcomputationalefficiency in thechosen
platformdirectedthechoiceof theONERAsolverfor theassessmentcalculations.

Thisversionof theGMI 3-D modeldoesnot includechemicalandphysicalprocessesnecessary
for troposphereaircraft assessments(e.g.,lightning nitrogenoxide production), therefore,the
sensitivity of ozonechangeto subsonicaircraft NOx emissionsin the 2015 baseand HSCT
perturbedfleetswereremoved. Themodeltropopauseheightwasdiagnosedin theNH whenthe
ozoneverticalprofile changewaslessthan60ppbv/kmand45ppbv/kmfor theFebruary-August
andthe September-Januaryperiodsrespectively. The oppositerelationshipwasusedin the SH
(e.g., 60 ppbv/km for the September-Januaryperiod). The above approach for deriving
tropopauseheight wasbasedon ozonesondeobservations[Logan, personalcommunication].
Therefore,for all the figures containedwithin this assessmentreport, the troposphericozone
abundancein both thebaseandperturbedscenarioswassetto thebasescenarioabundance.

3. Description of PSC, Cold Sulfates

The GMI model includes a parameterization of PSCs that will respond to the increases in HNO3

and HzO produced by aircraft emissions. Both Type 1 and Type 2 PSCs are considered. The

composition of the Type 1 PSCs can be set to either NAT or STS. For the HSCT assessment

runs described below, an STS composition was chosen. The assumed Type 2 PSC composition

is ice. The parameterization also accounts for PSC sedimentation, which can produce both

denitrification and dehydration at the model poles.

The GMI PSC parameterization is designed to be economical so it does not represent the

microphysical processes governing PSC behavior. However, it still provides a fairly realistic

representation of the formation, growth, evaporation, and sedimentation of PSCs which will

respond to aircraft emissions, a desirable feature in a model designed to assess the global effects
of aircraft emissions.

The parameterization calculates surface area densities for Type 1 and Type 2 PSCs using model-

calculated temperatures and HNO3 concentrations, transported and background HzO

distributions, the ambient pressure, and an HzSO 4 concentration which is inferred from the

background liquid binary sulfate (LBS) aerosol distribution specified in the model calculation.

The Type 1 PSC calculation can be set to assume either a NAT or a STS composition (it is

currently set to STS). The assumed composition of the Type 2 PSCs is water ice. The vapor

pressure measurements of Hanson and Mauersberger [1988] are used for NAT PSCs; the

approach of Carslaw et al. [1995] is used for the STS composition; and Marti and Mauersberger
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[1993] vaporpressuresareusedfor ice aerosols.Thecoderemovesboth H20 and HNO3 from

gas to condensed phase when particles form. To calculate the amount of material removed from

gas phase, the parameterization assumes that thermodynamic equilibrium holds. When ice PSCs

form, the algorithm assumes that a coexisting NAT phase also forms and is part of the Type 2

PSC. This provides a mechanism for significant denitrification of the polar stratosphere due to

rapid sedimentation of the large Type 2 PSCs. The user has the option of specifying a threshold

supersaturation ratio for both NAT and ice aerosols which must be exceeded before any mass is

removed from gas phase. Current values for these ratios correspond to a 3 K supercooling for

NAT aerosols and a 2 K supercooling for ice aerosols, consistent with the estimates of Peter et

al. [1991] and Tabazadeh et al. [1997].

In order to calculate the surface area density corresponding to a particular amount of condensed

phase mass, the code assumes the condensed phase mass to obey a log normal particle size

distribution. The user can specify either the total particle number density and the distribution

width, or the particle median radius and the width, which then determines the conversion from

condensed phase mass to surface area density. When the particle number density is held

constant, condensation or evaporation processes result in the growth or shrinkage of existing

particles rather than new particle nucleation. This is thought to be more physically realistic, and

is currently the mode in which the parameterization operates.

The parameterization also transports vertically the condensed phase H2O and HNO3 to account

for particle sedimentation. The condensed phase constituents are also subject to transport by the

model wind fields. Fall velocities are calculated according to Kasten [1968] and corrected to

account for the range of fall velocities in a log normally distributed ensemble of aerosol particles.

Because the GMI model currently specifies the background distribution of HzO in the

stratosphere, a special strategy had to be developed to allow for dehydration resulting from

particles sedimentation. This takes the form of a transported constituent named "dehyd" which

is produced when dehydration occurs due to particle sedimentation and is lost when moistening

of a region results from local evaporation of particles sedimenting from higher altitudes.

Ambient HzO concentrations are then the difference between the background HzO and dehyd.

It should be stressed that this parameterization is not microphysical. A good microphysical

representation of PSCs would be quite time consuming and so is not appropriate in a model

designed for assessment calculations. In the GMI parameterization, the amount of HzO and

HNO3 in condensed phase is determined by assuming that the system is in thermodynamic

equilibrium so that equilibrium vapor pressure measurements can be used. The parameterization

also saves time by simply assuming that the condensed phase material is distributed in particles

obeying a user-specified log normal size distribution, rather than explicitly considering the

microphysical processes which determine particle size distributions.

4. Look-up Table for Photolysis Rates

Photolysis rates are calculated in a table look-up method from the Goddard 3-D CTM [Douglass

et al., 1997]. Normalized radiative fluxes calculated from the model of Anderson et al. [1995]

are tabulated as a function of wavelength, solar zenith angle, overhead ozone, and pressure.

Temperature-dependent molecular cross sections and quantum yields along with the solar flux
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are tabulated separately. In the CTM, fluxes and cross sections are interpolated to the
appropriatevaluesfor eachgrid point andintegratedoverwavelengthto producethephotolysis
rates. This methodcompareswell in photolysisbenchmarkcomparisons[Stolarskiet al., 1995].

The calculations discussed here were done using a uniform global mean surface albedo of 0.3

and a cloud-free atmosphere. Cross sections and quantum yields are from DeMore et al. [1997].

5.1 GRADING OF THE GMI MODEL

Because the HSCT perturbation depends greatly on the model transport and build-up of exhaust,

it is required that the model transport be subject to careful scrutiny. One of the challenges in

development of the GMI 3-D assessment model is the development of criteria on which to base

the choice of the meteorological data set to be used for the assessment calculations. The criteria

are based on comparisons of models with observations, in a manner parallel to the M&M II

report. There are some ways in which this "grading" is different from the M&M II exercise.

(a) The criteria were chosen based exclusively on transport calculations, not only due to the

scheduling requirements to start calculations at an appropriate time, but also to isolate as much as

possible transport-related issues in the testing of the models. (b) The experimental criteria

included tests emphasizing the lower stratosphere, which were not included in M&M II. (c) The

GMI team agreed to a quantitative, but somewhat subjective, evaluation of each of the wind

fields in order to achieve partial and overall "scores" for model performance [Douglass et al.,

1999]. This model scoring is harder to implement to the wider set of tests in M&M II, and thus it

has not been agreed upon by the M&M II community.

This approach to development of an assessment model differs from previous evaluations of such

models in several key respects.

1. Provides an Objective Means to Discriminate Between Models Based on the Model

Representation of Physical Processes

Comparison of model results with observations has been a traditional part of the assessment

process. These comparisons have been used to provide a sense of the overall validity of the

model results, and a means to interpret physically the differences in perturbation estimates

calculated by different models. However, as articulated by Jackman et al. [1991], for 2-D

(zonally averaged) models, agreement with one data set does not imply agreement with other

data sets which rely on different aspects of model transport. Furthermore, comparisons have

been largely subjective, and while they may have been used to explain differences in the

calculated perturbations, they have not been used to provide an estimate of overall model

reliability.

Establishment of objective standards of model performance makes it possible to move beyond

understanding model differences towards ranking the model results based on model

representation of physical processes. Though described here for 3-D models, the approach is
valid for 2-D models as well.
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2. Establishes Context to Evaluate Future Model Improvements

As more is learned about the atmosphere and atmospheric processes, often through comparison

of model and observations, models are improved. Application of the same objective standard to

the improved model provides a measure of the improvement.

A set of six tests was agreed upon; these include the following:

1. Temperature

2a. Residual Circulation and Mixing - Mid to Upper Stratosphere

2b. Residual Circulation and Mixing - Lower Stratosphere

3. Tropical, Mid-Latitude Separation

4. Tropical Propagation of the Annual Cycle

5. Separation of the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere

6. Horizontal Propagation of the CO2 Signal

Objective standards were set to provide a quantitative score for each model. Based on the

performance of the models on these tests, MACCM2 winds and temperatures were chosen as the

primary meteorological fields to be used in the 3-D assessment of the HSCT perturbation. It is

important to note, however, that none of the models has received high scores on all of the tests.

Furthermore, further comparison of model results with other measurements (such as NOy and O3)

will further elucidate the model performance.

5.2 THE TESTS AND MODEL PERFORMANCE

The first of the six tests described here considers the model temperature field, since many model

processes are dependent on temperature (notably gas phase photochemical reactions,

heterogeneous reactions of aerosol and PSC surfaces, and formation of PSCs). The other five

tests address various aspects of model transport. The tests and the criteria for successes

described here are physically based but still somewhat arbitrary. We anticipate that there may be

future improvements to the selection of tests or to the tests themselves.

Test 1. Temperature

A climatology was developed using 18 years of NCEP temperatures at 50 hPa. Each month, the

difference was calculated between the model monthly mean and the NCEP monthly mean for

40°-50°N and 60°-70°N. These comparisons were restricted to 50 hPa and northern middle-to-

high latitudes as this is where most of the HSCT aircraft are expected to fly. The differences are

scored using the following formula:

1 12 T MODEL __ T NCEP
0,i 0, i

grade 0 = 1-- NC EP

12 i=1 2(Y0,i

where T is the monthly mean temperature, sigma is the standard deviation from the monthly

mean, theta refers to the latitude band, and the subscript "i" refers to each of the 12 months.
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Thus the grade is high when the model difference from NCEP, weighted by the standard

deviation of the NCEP temperatures, is small. The scores for all three models are summarized in

Table G-1. Not surprisingly, results from Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation

System (GEOS) look best, since this model utilizes assimilated data to constrain their
calculations.

Test 2a. Residual Circulation and Mixing - Mid to Upper Stratosphere

N2O observations made by the UARS CLAES [Roche et al., 1993] at 31.2, 10, and 2.2 hPa were

averaged binning all data at these UARS standard pressure levels within latitude bands centered

at the equator, 45°N and 45°S latitude (nine points in all). The models were run for NzO with a

fixed boundary condition in the troposphere and a prescribed stratospheric loss, to reach a

repeating annual cycle. All the models used the numerical transport scheme described by Lin

and Rood [1996]. Model values were calculated binning all model output in the same latitude

bands and for 5 km altitude centered approximately on the UARS pressure levels.

This test has six components: the annual average (AA); the horizontal gradients (HG); the

vertical gradients (VG); the tropical annual cycle (TAC); the northern annual cycle (NAC); the

southern annual cycle (SAC). The maximum score for each of the six components is 1. The

overall score for this test is the average of the score for the six components.

For AA, HG, and VG, the values derived from the models must be within 20% of the values

derived from the observations to receive a score of 1. If the difference is greater than 20%, the

score is zero. The score given in Table G-2 is the average of the 9 separate scores for AA and

the six separate scores for HG and VG. The annual cycle representations are tested by

considering the differences between the monthly averages and the time means. Again, a

difference of 20% or less is given a score of 1. The results given in Table G-2 are the averages

of 36 comparisons (12 at each latitude, for each level).

MACCM2 is superior to GEOS-Direct Access System (DAS) and GISS-2', but none of the

models cleanly captures the observed features. In particular, none of the models capture the

observed annual cycle.

Test 2b. Residual Circulation and Mixing - Lower Stratosphere

This test compares model N2O profiles with N2O climatology created using data from the

Airborne Tunable Laser Absorption System (ATLAS) instrument on board the NASA ER-2.

The climatology is compiled from data from 126 flights between December 1988 and September

1997. Eleven mean profiles from the climatology covering three latitude ranges and four seasons

are used for the comparisons with models. (No aircraft data are available for the SH during

austral summer.) The latitude ranges of the profiles are 35°-50°S, 10°S-10°N, and 35°-55°N.

The mid-latitude ranges are specifically chosen to exclude vortex air. The vertical range is 380
to 500 K.

This test uses model output from the N2O simulations described above. Models are evaluated by

their ability to reproduce these eleven mean profiles. Model means are calculated for the same
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seasons, latitude ranges, and potential temperatures as the mean profiles. Because model vertical

resolution is coarse compared to that of the aircraft measurements, aircraft data are binned using

20 K wide bins. This results in six vertical levels in each model profile that can be compared to

observations. Model results are scaled so that their mixing ratio entering the tropical tropopause

is equal to the observed 380 K mixing ratio in the tropics.

Altogether there are 62 locations for comparison of model and measurements. At each location,

a model earns from 0 to 1 point, depending on how close the model mean and one standard

deviation are to the climatological mean and one standard deviation.

The three wind data sets produce notably different N20 distributions. Outside the tropics, no one

data set could reasonably reproduce both the lower and upper half of any given profile. In

general, MACCM2 did the best job of simulating profiles above 420 K, and GEOS-DAS did the

best job at 420 K and below. All three models produced reasonable tropical profiles, but GISS

tropical variability was roughly ten times greater than both the observations and the other

models. In summary, no one model excelled at all latitudes, heights, and seasons examined. The

model scores for this test are 0.63 (GEOS-DAS), 0.43 (GISS-2'), and 0.68 (MACCM2).

Test 3. Tropical Mid-Latitude Distinctness

The separation between the tropics and the middle latitudes is only partially captured by

comparison of the modeled and observed mean horizontal gradients. Figure G-1 shows

histograms of all the CLAES observations in latitude bands (10°S-45°N) at about 30 km. The

distribution of the data is double peaked. The peak centered at 200 ppmv represents observations

in the tropics; the peak centered at about 75 ppmv represents observations at the middle latitudes.

These two regions can be considered chemically distinct in that two distributions are maintained,

and there is little mixing between them. This is important to the HSCT assessment, in that a

model with inappropriate transport between the tropics and mid-latitudes will not maintain an

appropriate pollutant distribution. The test, then, is to determine if the models maintain distinct

distributions for the middle latitudes and the tropics. Three seasons (summer, fall, and winter)

are considered for each of the three models. The score for this test does not depend on the

magnitude of the separation or on the relative sizes of the peaks. That aspect of the N20/CLAES

comparison is part of the score in section b. A point is given when the histogram shows two

separate air masses, and a zero if not. The combined score is normalized to a maximum of 1.

The MACCM2 N20 distributions always show two peaks, as do the CLAES distributions, and

MACCM2 receives a score of 1. GISS-2' N20 shows five panels with separate peaks, for a score

of 0.62. GEOS-DAS N20 shows three panels with separate peaks, for a score of 0.38.

Test 4. Tropical Propagation of the Annual Cycle

Transport in the tropical lower stratosphere is important to the HSCT evaluation in that this is the

dominant pathway for air to reach the upper stratosphere, and aircraft exhaust, which reaches the

upper stratosphere, will have a much longer stratospheric lifetime in a part of the atmosphere

where reactions with the nitrogen oxides in aircraft exhaust are of major importance to the ozone

balance. The vertical propagation of an annual cycle in a tracer mixing ratio stringently tests

model transport in this region. The performance in this test of participating 2-D and non GMI
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3-D models are described in Section 4.3.3, test 5. The results, as applied to the GMI models, are

summarized here in Table G-3. Further details of the test and the performance of other models

are given in Park et al. [1999] and Douglass et al. [1999].

Model and measurements show a simple exponential decay of amplitude and uniform phase

speed. Thus, this test has two components: (1) comparisons of the average phase speed c from

16 to 24 km with the phase speed derived from observations; and (2) comparison of the

amplitude attenuation factor R with the value derived from observations. R is defined to be

Ha/lambda, where Ha is the scale height of the exponential decay and lambda is the wavelength

of the cycle. The score is 2 if the model value falls within the uncertainty range from

observations; the score is 1 if the model phase speed is within 50% of the upper or lower bound

of the observational range. The combined score is the average of the two separate scores,

weighted to have a maximum of 1.

Test 5. The CO2 Cycle at Middle Latitudes

This test concerns transport in the lowermost stratosphere, and the possibility of substantial

vertical mixing between the lowermost stratosphere and upper troposphere. Nakazawa et al.

[1991], using data taken on commercial aircraft, report a CO2 seasonal cycle in the upper

troposphere (UT) near 60°N with a May maximum. The CO2 seasonal cycle in the lower

stratosphere (LS) has smaller amplitude with a September maximum. These observations

indicate a strong barrier to upward motion at the high-latitude tropopause. The models are tested

by identifying the model tropopause, and then comparing the seasonal cycle in CO2 at the lowest

stratospheric level with the seasonal cycle in CO2 at the highest tropospheric level. A model is

given a score of 1 if the difference in phase between the maximum of the lowest stratospheric

level and the highest tropospheric levels is at least two months. All three models score 1 on this
test.

Test 6. Horizontal Propagation of the CO2 Signal

This analysis examines transport in the lower stratosphere but above the level of the tropical

tropopause. Boering et al. [1996] and Strahan et al. [1999] have found an extratropical CO2

seasonal cycle between 380 to 440 K that appears to be transported there from the tropics.

Above 440 K, there is no clear seasonal cycle in the northern middle latitudes. The seasonal

cycle is the residual circulation is accounted for by considering the CO2 on constant NzO

surfaces. To pass the test, the model mid-latitude seasonal cycle amplitude at 460 K must be less

than 20% of the tropical seasonal cycle amplitude just above the tropopause (380 K), and the

model seasonal cycle at 420 K in mid-latitudes must be at least 20% of the tropical seasonal

cycle at 380 K. The models receive a score of 0.5 for each condition passed. GEOS-DAS

receives a score of 0.5; MACCM2 score is 1; GISS-2' lacks vertical resolution to apply this test

meaningfully.

The second test considers the phase of this model seasonal cycle in mid-latitude relative to the

phase in the tropics. Boering et al. [1996] and Strahan et al. [1999] show that the observed

seasonal maximum in the mid-latitudes appears two weeks after it appears in the tropics.

MACCM2 and GEOS-DAS both score 1 on this part of the test; again, GISS-2' lacks vertical
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resolution to apply the test. The scores from both parts are combined; MACCM2 score is 1;

GEOS-DAS is 0.75, and GISS-2' receives no grade.

5.3 RESULTS AND CHOICE OF METEOROLOGICAL FIELDS

The final scores are computed for the three models; these are given in Table G-4. Note that a

perfect score on each test would result in a score of 6.

Based on the performance of the models on these tests, MACCM2 winds and temperatures were

chosen as the primary meteorological fields to be used in the 3-D assessment of the HSCT

perturbation. It is important to note, however, that none of the models has received high scores

on all of the tests. These tests do provide a physical basis for evaluating model results and also

for evaluating future model improvements and the importance of the improvements to the model

response to perturbations.

Table G-1. Temperature scores.

Model 40-50°N 60-70°N Average

GEOS 0.79 0.90 0.84

MACCM2 0.67 0.43 0.55

GISS-2' 0.46 0.49 0.48

Table G-2. Residual circulation and mixing - mid-to-upper stratosphere grade.

Component GEOS-DAS MACCM2 GISS-2'

AA 0.22 0.61 0.44

HG 0.0 0.33 0.08

VG 0.42 0.83 0.58

TAC 0.06 0.12 0.10

NAC 0.04 0.14 0.08

SAC 0.10 0.17 0.06

GRADE 0.14 0.37 0.22
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Table G-3. Propagation of the annual cycle grade.

Model Ha C R Score (R) Score (C) Score

GEOS-DAS 9.02 0.95 0.29 1 0 0.25

MACCM2 4.61 0.48 0.31 1 1 0.50

GISS-2' 2.31 0.40 0.18 1 1 0.25

Table G-4. Results and choice of meteorological fields grade.

Test

2a

2b

4

Average

GEOS-DAS

0.84

0.14

0.63

0.38

0.25

1.0

0.75

0.57

MACCM2

0.55

0.37

0.68

1.0

0.50

1.0

1.0

0.73

GISS-2'

0.48

0.22

0.43

0.63

0.25

1.0

no grade

0.51
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Figure G-1. Seasonal equal-area histograms of CLAES v.7 1120 at vertical level 14.7 hPa for

summer (June, July, August, 1992), fall (September, October, November, 1992), and winter

(January, February, 1993). The shaded histograms are the model results, at vertical levels

closest to the observations as indicated on the figure. Each row corresponds to a different

model (top: GISS; middle: GEOS-DAS; bottom: MACCM2), and each column to a different

season (left: summer; middle: fall; right: winter).
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